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1. Unity - One Mind - One Spirit 

 What is the Law of Faith? 

 What is the Law of Protection? 

 Religionists want a what? 

 TCS’s have a what? 

 What are The Ordinances? 

 What do they mean? 

 What do they do for you? 

 What can you do for them? To them? With them? 

 Atonement - satisfaction, amends, expiated. 

 Superstitious - a fearful fool? An Illusion? 

 Atonement - It is done! (Life’s satisfaction - 

amendment, expiration - At-one-ment - Everything is 

ready then for that One-moment of Inhalation!)
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2. “T” and “Tz” 

 “T” possesses “Tz” and “Tz” possesses “T.” 

 There is no third “T” or “T” which is an evil spirit such 

as the devil - the devil is “self” and that’s an illusion like the 

physical material waste. The Real you and the True-You 

compound and therefore you are both “possessing” and 

also “possessed” - the Mind of Christ does not Possess - yet 

you can activate it, “Life” is in you but doesn’t possess you, 

only You. 

 The Soul you do not possess - yet the Soul, being the 

Spirit of Consciousness, like The Spirit which is the Mind of 

Christ, “Life’s” Will, may be utilized by you and You.
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3. No Farewell - No Goodbye 

My dear brother and Partner: 

 The real You doesn’t want to stay-put and therefore 

you cannot assist your true-self and your real being by 

staying-put but by staying-power. No, The Message is not 

hard, that’s what you “think” and when you change it will 

be seen as Easy. 

 Your brother Jesus, remember him, the one who died on 

the Cross for you and You, he didn’t say “this is too hard,” 

did he? No, he said all that is necessary is a simple Yes or No. 

All you need do is say Yes to him, to You, or no. That’s pretty 

easy. I Love you and You but I’m nothing, alone, but I can 

never love you as Jesus did, but I never stop trying. I have 

great staying-power for I simply refuse to stay-put and get 

buried today in yesterday’s “time” and “trouble” which are 

simply results of illusions and daydreams. Your whole life 

has been one like the leaky roof except in two areas; your 

Faith and your drinking. What got you out of that one waste 

can do the same thing for you now. You procrastinate about 

the leaky roof but first you blame the rain for not being able 

to fix it and then the sunshine. “Life” sends the Rain and the 

Sun, it doesn’t do roofs, that’s your task. 
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 You still spend money like a drunken sailor, that’s 

something you didn’t cure when you stopped drinking. The 

solution is simple and From the Message - live from NEED 

not Want. You want and you do not need but you Always 

Rationalize it away with an, “oh, I can always get my money 

back” and so forth. That’s sheer nonsense and you know it. 

If you were passing papers on your house today you would 

still be installing new heaters or a refrigerator or something 

else and no-way in sight of getting that money back, which 

could have fed a lot of hungry people You see. My dear 

brother, it isn’t the Money, it’s the Attempts to buy love and 

friendship and the Waste, All contrary to The Message of I 

Paul which shows NO Respect - No Real Love, that’s what 

hurts. You simply don’t “see” at that level, you’re stuck-in 

at the Rationalization level and just because you have a lot 

of Company there, that’s No Excuse, Right? 

 You are to become the Mystic of Unity and that Unity, 

like Charity, begins at “home.” Procrastination, foolish 

ways, old habits then, are more “time” and more “trouble” 

than you will ever need. Sure, everything is hard for you, you 

make it that way. You’re neck deep in yesterday’s 

paperwork; whose fault is that? There’s no Unity therein nor 

“within” and that’s your whole problem - you have no 

harmony - in thought, therefore no Tranquility in life, For 

“Life.” You think from one level and one level only, the want 
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level which is always the I really don’t need this level. Spend 

every penny you have on NEEDS. Listen to The voice of your 

conscience not your “self” and you will be The Mystic of 

Unity world-wide - don’t and you won’t. That’s very easy - 

nothing hard there to comprehend. You brag, boast even, 

about the great progress you are making in catching up. In 

catching-up my dear brother there is no progress 

whatsoever, but you need harmony-in-thought, Unity 

then, in order to truly grasp this. Don’t boast about progress 

yet, do that only when you do catch-up and then show some 

true progress! 

 I want you to know that I would not be writing you this 

letter if you were not my best friend ever, in this world, and 

I Love you more than anyone on the Face of this Earth and 

that includes my own Flesh and Blood, my own son! I have 

been whipped much because I just wouldn’t whip you more. 

I always believed you got enough of that from I Paul and 

Company. 

 Believe me, your brother and your Partner, when I tell 

you the Message is truly easy once you Recognize what it is, 

where it is from, what it will do, and what the Results truly 

are. Compared to any one day in your entire life up to this 

moment it’s a thousand times easier, but you need to make 

the Mind decision before you can ever catch-up and then 

begin to progress and once started you must never look 
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back, not even for a second. Always look upwards! You need 

to cultivate the patience of two Jobs and the tenacity of a pit-

bull and you can for they are already within you! 

 What I am attempting to do herein dear brother is to 

open your eyes and unstop your ears to two things. One is 

Waste in all that that word implies and the other is Simple 

in all that that word implies also. 

 You live every moment of the rest of your life and I 

personally guarantee that you will be the Mystic of Unity a 

lot quicker than even you can imagine. And of course, you 

know, that my guarantee is really not mine. I am nothing but 

I Am not Alone, and neither are you, but you fail to 

Recognize and that’s simple Waste and Waste simply. 

 If anybody on the face of this world is their own worst 

enemy, then you are that one. You need to Recognize that 

and see how much Waste is involved therein and how simple 

it really is to change! 

 The recognition of the Waste causes a decision to be 

made and once done the simplicity is perfectly obvious. 

Once you Recognize just what Procrastination truly is you 

can very Simply destroy it and “self.” Truth can Create as 

well as destroy and you can be both the Creator and the 

destroyer, “IF”! 
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 You destroy “self” and what have you healed? You have 

healed the two biggest diseases within you, the real-you and 

the True Self, the you and You explained in another Way! 

Ninety-nine plus percent of All human thought is Waste and 

Simple in the derogatory sense. No wonder we are the 

victims of our own punishments! I Paul has told us that if we 

would Just Recognize this and exert the effort to do better, 

we would All be “home” Free - no charge here - no waste 

here, just a simple plan, a gift of “Life” to life, one that we 

all ignore! Yet, those who do Recognize this and make an 

honest decision do much greater good-works than those 

who do not, and I mean both physical good-works as well as 

spiritual good-works, and why not - they are walking-in-

the-Spirit, are they not? There is one word, one symbol, that 

should be ever present in every word, act and deed of All 

human beings everywhere, and being-Present, never 

necessary then, to speak it. That word is “One”! The 

Message of I Paul, reduced to one word, one symbol, is 

“Love” - the Unspoken Word and symbol is always Present, 

is it not? Can you see how simple this really is and how 

simply it can uncomplicate All life, change it, then? Is that 

not a Tremendous Result - Already Given! It’s there in “in 

his name” and it is everywhere, Always Present - Never 

Absent! See, how perfectly beautiful you have been made 

and how perfectly Simple “Life’s” Plan really is! All you and 
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I have to do is Recognize it! Act from it! How simple and how 

Waste-less! Every second is productive and Easy - not hard. 

“My yoke is easy and my burden is light”! “Think” it and 

you must be it - Easy, an Ease of life, a guarantee, a promise 

kept. “The Way” is truly Simple! All you need to do is “see” 

it! 

 The Lesson Book - Lesson #20 is loaded, a loaded gun, 

if you please, one you ought to “shoot” yourself with. 

 When you have the Wings of an Eagle to Fly with 

compared to the wings of a sparrow Who would then place 

his Faith in the shabby offerings of the “self” (Eagle-Rube 

Goldberg) - How say you? You profess great faith, but you 

display the Wings of a Sparrow, is this not true? Do you 

Recognize this, even? Of course, you don’t, for if you truly 

had you would have changed and been Changed as I have 

done and have had done! The “Results” are fairly obvious, 

are they not? 

 You complain that others show no respect for you and I 

know that’s true, but I also very simply recognize the 

problem. They Recognize that you do not even respect 

yourself so why should they? Every time you complain about 

the Message, you are putting it down, and you do this in 

front of others and that is a big Mistake. The Message says 

if you must Fear then Fear your “self” - I don’t have one to 
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Fear anymore so now I have to fear yours, Why? Is that how 

much you love and respect me? I find that impossible to 

believe, but I see it. Please, for both our sakes, show me You, 

the real you, and let me die truly happy. What induces people 

to make the shift over to the gifts of God, The Lesson Book 

- Lesson #20 asks - First, it says they must go through a 

“period of undoing”! You see, all that progress they thought 

they had made was in reality no progress at All, just barrier 

upon barrier to any Progress. The Lesson Book - Lesson #20 

says “it need not be painful (it can be easy and simple and 

therefore wasteless) but it says, it usually is!” Why? The 

“self” is fighting that war to maintain control (O hell, I 

don’t want to take a shower, etc.). Have you reached your 

“selfs” quota, daily quota of hate and of unrighteousness 

today? It’s pretty simple to do that is it not? That’s all 

simply Waste, is it not? Yes, and it is very easy to turn that 

around dear brother, and not Hard! You do not heal the 

“self,” as we have said, you slay it, destroy it and so forth - 

No Waste here, no loss - All Profit and you can spend that 

Profit like ten-thousand drunken sailors, “see”? So, as 

stated, when you do slay “self” you do heal You - can you 

“see” this? Is this not then, a self-healing? Therefore, you 

are in Truth the Channel of Destroying one thing, an 

untruth, and Channel of healing “Another,” but “oneself”! 

Illusions are never healed, only “overcome”! So, the 
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Message doesn’t say nor mean to imply that you can heal 

your “self,” but it does say you can be the Channel of healing 

oneself. What is “Oneself”!? 

 Keep in Mind that I am telling you all this because of my 

Love and Friendship, something very few on this spaceship 

will understand, for it goes back way beyond the history of 

this Planet Man calls Earth! Flesh and blood are important 

in some ways, but Spirit kinship is far deeper and more far-

reaching than mere Man can understand fully! 

 Man’s whole effort must be geared to the slaying of the 

“self” and the Message does tell you how. Please Abide! You 

have a golden opportunity to do this, beginning in Middle 

Meditation, but you have to exert the effort first just to get 

there. Healing “oneself” is the healing of the Whole you - 

the real-you and the True-You! That which Compounds 

then! The real-you is that which transcends while the flesh 

remains behind! It’s your responsibility in what manner 

and shape you go out in and if you do it properly you get back 

via the Law of Protection; No Fear herein, “IF”! It’s all very 

simple so why do you Waste your golden opportunity - you 

are already protected - so what are you waiting for - 

“Procrastination” will get you Nowhere and Nothing. Every 

time you say or think (same thing, really) it’s too hard - it 

is! You simply defeat Yourself before you even attempt to 

exert the effort. 
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 Slay “self” (Prepare, then) Help others do the same 

(Follow, then) transcend Fully (come, then). The First New 

World - Out of the body but in the body. 

 The Second New World - the Absolute Transcendence. 

 How do you emulate Jesus? You transcend while in the 

flesh but out of the Flesh and return safely - (see the 

Message for verification). Furthermore, while you Come 

back, return, Jesus never can, for he has Absolutely 

Transcended - Isn’t that Simple and without any Waste? 

You can bet your life on it! Christ-Jesus could send back and 

did, the “Mind of Christ” to Replace your Wasted and dead, 

then, Free-Will - but Christ-Jesus can never Come Back, but 

the Spirits can always Send-back, and they do and we 

receive it. When I fully transcend I, too, will send back to you 

and You for that is the Full Partnership and the Great Love 

and kinship between us and All in All! 

 As the Message tells us I “Pz” will take everything with 

him, even the real “P” and when done, it must be sent back, 

there is no other way, For that is the Ultimate Way! 

 Dear brother and Partner, wherever I AM, I will be 

waiting for You. 

All my Love & Friendship, my last letter here, to you. 

Love, then, Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow. 
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“P.” 

 You and I, dear Partner, we never say goodbye, we only 

greet - for that is Unity. After all, you should know, for isn’t 

that what a bellringer does - call All to One? A Partnership 

half-full is not Good. From this day forward the “Family of 

Life” is in your “Hands.” 

Peace-Unity-Love.
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4. The Mystic of Unity needs Unity 

 1st - in himself, his words, acts and deeds. 

 2nd - the Mystic of Unity needs a strong team of 

Standard Bearers to carry the banner of Unity. 

 3rd - The Mystic of Unity never goes anywhere Alone in 

any manner, shape or form. 

 4th - The Mystic of Unity must, on a one-to-one basis, 

build-up his own team! 

 You see, in regards to the trip to Vermont, you “T” have 

one thing on your mind - you want to go Alone - hopefully, 

you figured, if you wait until Saturday, Norman was going 

home and you could go alone! But Norman, in my and your 

presence has said four times, count them, four that he can 

stay until Tuesday. 

 Another thing a Mystic must understand is that there 

are times when a Mystic and his Partner need to talk in 

private - they don’t ask “questions” in front of others, not 

those kinds of questions. 

 When you became Co-Mystic, your protection became 

identical to mine. See? 
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 For instance, with Meg present, would you have asked 

me what the Law of Survival was, if you had forgotten? 

 I would hope not, after all the effort to set-up Sunday 

morning’s meeting! 

All Love, brother and Partner, 

All Love, 

Remembering this life is your life, 

your life is my life, 

Unity-Peace! 

“P.”
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5. The Full Message of I Paul 

 The Message of I Paul is a Spiritual Message brought to 

this earth of ours from another earth. The Message itself has 

been given to many generations of Man in many different 

languages. It has been “received” by “everyday people” in 

their Age and by highly intelligent people. The Message 

comes from the “Book” of “Life,” its Full Title is “Life” a 

“Book” for All “Ages.” The quotes are mine, it’s the closest 

I can get from the Symbolism given. There is no Gospel in 

the “Book.” No I The Alcoholic. No Notes. No Memos. No 

Preaching Book. Such matters as these are “given” due to 

Advanced Ages wherein such matters have obscured and 

complicated the “Book.” The “Book,” simply, has been 

updated for each “new” “receiver” to fit his or her “times.” 

Once the “Book” itself is revealed it will be very simple to 

follow through the Pages of the Message. 

“P.”
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6. What is Respect and Why Respect? 

 Name “one anything” that you Respect. Why? 

 Respect is the stimuli to Emulation! Good-Right-True. 

List the 5 Senses of the Human body (Physical Senses):  

1) Sight. 

2) Touch. 

3) Taste. 

4) Smell. 

5) Hear. 

List the 5 Receptor Senses:  

1) Wisdom. 

2) Knowledge. 

3) Understanding. 

4) Intelligence. 

5) Love. 

 Can you see, touch, taste, smell or hear the 5 Receptor 

Senses? 

 With the 5 Physical Senses, can you, for example, see an 

Instinct? Anything Inherent? A Reflex? 

 You cannot see, feel, touch, taste or hear any of them 

Proper - only the what? Action! What does the Action “do 
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for” - does it teach? Does it warn? Does it urge you towards 

Good-Right-True? You See the Action - Do you see the Gift. 

How do you know you have it? What you put into your mouth 

cannot harm You, what comes out of your mouth Can. Why? 

- belly - Mind! “me” or “All.” 

 Respect! What is Respect? Why Respect? 

 Who do you hold in esteem? Who do you honor? Who do 

you Glory In? What do you glory after? When do you hold 

something in high regard? When you hold onto a dollar bill, 

is that when and what, and who and why, and where and 

how you Respect? Do you Respect, Love then, the dollar 

more than all else? 

 Is that what you Relate to? Recognize? 

 Is that what you visit in Prayer? 

 Do you Respect “self” more than “Life” - Life more 

than God? Do you respect in the Flesh heroes, do you 

attempt to emulate them more than Jesus? 

 Who do you really Respect? What do you Respect? When 

do you Respect? Where do you Respect? Why do you 

Respect? How do you Respect? What is Respect? Is it not a 

“time” given stimuli for Emulation of Love and Thought? 
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 I believe so! You are a Revolution within yourself; win 

the Freedom and Go Home a Victor! 

- Jesus Recognized Respect Quickly - 

 We all know that we didn’t invent ourselves, but most 

of us truly haven’t come to The Recognition that we do hold 

the Patent Rights and with that we can change the invention 

and restore it to its originality of Good - Right and True! 

That’s our discovery, our Recognition, then. 

 All you need to do is change, keep changing and 

eventually you will be Absolutely Restored. You started out 

with everything - you have changed it all into a lot of 

nothing. You can change it back into everything. Just as easy 

as you made it no-thing, “see”? 

 How? Peace! 

 First you have to truly Love Oneself! 

 Secondly, you have to Truly Love one another. 

 Thirdly you have to Love your enemies and you do 

regard even God as your enemy! 

 Just “think” about it! Just “think” and Love! Easy, 

“See”? Why not, Jesus not only said it, he proved it! The 

Yoke is easy - the burden is light! You’re the weight of it all. 

You’re the harness of it all. “See”?
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7. An Exercise 

“Repent, the Kingdom of heaven is at Hand.” 

Repent, the Kingdom 

of heaven 

is at Hand.  

Change 
Good 

Righteousness 

coming 

arrived - 

within - 

Christ as a Dove 

Life via the spirit 
    Jesus - Man 

  

 Rise up, let us go; he that betrayeth me is at hand. 

 Why callest thou me good, there is none Good but God. 

 See “see.” 

 4 key words.
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8. Mystic of Unity - re: Chief Patriarch Tasks 

 You will have to get with “DL,” the Chief Patriarch as 

soon as possible and bring him up to date in everything new! 

 Where will the Chief Patriarch Meetings be held? 

 What will the Format be? 

 What changes does the Teacher of Teachers have in 

mind for his meeting Format? 

 What are the Chief Patriarch’s ideas on Standard 

Bearers’ Meetings? 

 The Chief Patriarch is going to have a schedule wherein 

he can meet with the Mystic every day on matters current 

and new so that he may keep others informed, such as the 

Chief Prophet, the Chief Evangelist, the Teacher of Teachers 

and so forth. The Chief Patriarch is now in charge of all 

Meetings, his responsibility, as is Order in the Message.
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9. The Eternal Faith and Imagination 

Christian Spiritualism and what it has to say to All 

Religions 

 A Christian Spiritualist says to one and All if you believe 

in God, that is Good. If you rely upon God that is better. If 

you believe, trust and have reliance in God that is even 

better. If you believe Fully in God, Trust Fully in God, hold 

total Reliance in God, fully expect God’s Promises to be 

fulfilled in you, that is much, much better, but it is not the 

Full Measure of Faith in God and therefore in God’s eye your 

so-called Faith is not Good - not Right - not True and you 

and your Religion are playing at being God. Pretenders are 

what you truly are, not Faith-Full Children of God. 

 The Above Faith is about where all or nearly all 

Christian Spiritualists stand.  

 A True Christian Spiritualist (TCS) is one who 

Recognizes what the Full Measure of Faith is, and also 

“Recognizes” it in his every word, act and deed, never 

wavering, always rising Upward to his Soul. 

 If a Religionist asks a Christian Spiritualist what the 

Full Measure of Faith is, most could tell them orally but not 

by example. A True Christian Spiritualist can say it, show it, 

write it, teach it, Preach it and in Fact does all this all the day 
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long simply by his or her Example for others to Recognize 

and to Emulate! 

 A True Christian Spiritualist would tell a Religionist 

First that he Respects the other’s Faith in God, regardless of 

how tiny or how great. The True Christian Spiritualist would 

laud the Religionists for whatever Truths they know and 

that they Teach and Preach. A True Christian Spiritualist 

doesn’t need an open-mind to “see” or “hear” Truth, he 

has already the “Recognition” that came from the Keys to 

the Kingdom within him. The “TCS” would, from Love and 

Truth though, inform the Religionists of their imperfect 

Ways and proceed to Prove it! How? Peace! For Example: 

 The TCS would point out that most Religions hold to the 

Mosaic Law, the Ten Commandments, good and True these, 

but they intend to forget the First One, not the First of the 

Ten, but the One from the Garden. He would Point out that 

there were Eleven Laws or Ordinances up to The Cross and 

afterwards Only Two. These two being Love and 

Consciousness! The “TCS” would Prove this by the words of 

Jesus of Nazareth and “Saint” Paul, a claimed co-founder of 

The Jewish-Christian Religion and the strictly Christian, 

catholic (universal) Religion, sans Jews. Since Peter and 

Paul were Jews, as was Jesus, why have not All the Popes, or 

some of them been Jews? All Christian Religions would be 

terribly hard pressed to Prove that Jesus, Peter, Paul, James, 
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et al, were not Good-Right-True Jews down to the bitter 

end. If they attended and ran many Synagogues, attended 

the Temple Worship and Observed the Fast Days and the 

High Holy days, how, pray tell, would the Religionist prove 

to himself that such as these founded a new Religion? The 

answer from the Religionist would probably be either that 

his Church told him so or that the Bible says so! At that point 

a Christian Spiritualist would most likely be on very shaky 

land but not so the “TCS,” for such as these have the most 

Precious Jewel, “Recognition”! The “TCS” Loves the 

Religionists and Loves to convert them to “Recognition.” 

First, he tells them the Truth about The Full Measure of 

Faith and never lets go until the Religionist sees some Light, 

a good deal of it, in Truth! It’s at moments like this that a 

“TCS” Loves, Loves his work, for it is a labor of love for 

“Love.” Just stand back and watch the “TCS” go to work, 

methodically and precisely destroying every untruth along 

“the Way”! When E. F. Hutton talks all the Mammon lovers 

may or may not listen. But, when a “TCS” talks everyone 

does listen, at least. They cannot help it! Someone or 

something makes them do it! The Devil they will believe, 

“see”? But they listen, and one should point that out to 

them. Envy breeds Jealousy and contempt and gives the 

gossiper who has Faith in Satan a thing or two to talk about. 

They don’t really listen; they do not know How. They don’t 
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really “see,” they are blind from “Self,” Fear, doubt and 

preconceived ideas, untruths, half-Truths and so forth that 

they mixed all up with one or two Truths! 

 You ask the Religionist, Why didn’t Jesus Baptize? “Oh, 

they say, he didn’t have time, the Crucifixion and all that, 

you know!” Some may go even further and tell you that he 

did make it a law of the Religion of the Church though. The 

“TCS” lets them talk because as long as they continue on the 

more they obscure the Truth that what they have is nothing 

but foolishness. 

 A “TCS” will ask when they become exhausted from 

carrying the heavy burden of untruths and part-truths, 

have you ever experienced a regeneration? The “TCS” waits 

and if they do not understand then he tells them what that 

means. The “TCS” then asks, if you had what you believed 

was the Truth before this regeneration, what did you have 

afterwards? More Truth? Did it come from your religion? 

Your church? What was regenerated? When? Where? Why? 

How? Now a “TCS” knows that this How? is the big one, oh 

does he ever. Here is where the “TCS” has the ability to use 

truth to destroy all Illusions and all Myths. How? Simply by 

utilizing Truth to Create. 

 The “TCS” must first give a definition of what the Full 

Measure of Faith is and ask if that’s his Religion’s stand. If 
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the Religionist says No, that’s not how he understands it the 

“TCS” then spells out what his Religion claims and stands 

for and can Prove it. If the Religionist agrees to your 

explanation of the Full Measure of Faith then he just slew 

himself and his Re-born Again experience, and the “TCS” 

takes him All The Way down the Primrose Path until the 

Religionist Flees in Panic and Confusion or begins to lie at 

every turn in the road, either way, he knows he hasn’t been 

Re-Born Again. Usually, they end up questioning whether 

they were ever born in The First Place. You see, coming 

From, Just on Faith is enough to destroy any Religionist in 

the entire world! Why, you may ask. The Truth is simple. 

There has never been a single religionist in this world who 

has ever fulfilled the Full Measure of Faith, and all the 

Religions in The World are standing monuments to the 

Truth that destroys, Religions have contributed nothing To 

“Truth”! A “TCS” doesn’t need to have that last sentence 

explained, he or she, “knows” from The, for they have 

“Truth,” they have recognized “Recognition”! They are 

living “Life” in life! That is exactly what a True Christian 

Spiritualist truly is and anyone can be One! NOW! How? 

Peace! Truth! Love! Soul! Life! All from the Full Measure of 

Faith. Without it everybody is nothing but the Spirit of 

Death! The only ones who love such as these are the grave 
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diggers. Truly, the dead do bury the dead! They are Just 

following Jesus’ suggestion, true?  

 A “TCS” knows that without the Full Measure of Faith 

there is No Power and with NO Power there is no “Love”! No 

Spirit of “Life,” only the Spirit of Death. A “TCS” “sees” 

how truly simple all this is. A “TCS” simply speaks Truth, 

hears Truth, sees Truth. Brethren he says, man cannot sin, 

but he can certainly be Mistaken. Man is Above all the laws 

of Man yet for the sake of Unity he ought to obey everything 

that is Good-Right-True. Man cannot even Sacrifice, only to 

the Spirit of Death. There is no Satan just God and Man! Just 

“Life” or Death. Very simple, a Universal Plan that has never 

Failed! The “TCS” would here Caution everyone not to sit 

around and wait for a Sign that it might. The “TCS” would 

also exhort against any rushing forward blindly to embrace 

“self” and end up in the arms, the embrace of the Spirit of 

Death! The “TCS” knows what the Spirit of Death is, the 

World doesn’t, the “TCS” allows them to wallow in the Devil 

of their Flesh, the Hell of their Faith, the Purgatory of their 

Faith, the Limbo of their Faith, for the “TCS” is only 

interested in teaching and preaching just what the Full 

Measure of Faith truly is. Anyone who can “see” what that 

Faith is can no longer see such illusions of bad Faith! A 

“TCS” is Faith and Imagination and therefore his or her true 
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name is “Recognition”! That’s what they Receive and that’s 

what they teach and preach eternally. 

 The “TCS” makes it clear that Faith begins with belief, 

any belief that is Good-Right-True, yet not Good enough, 

not Right enough, and most certainly not True enough, just 

a mere beginning, never starting over again and again and 

again! The “TCS” points out that “Life’s” Ordinance of 

Faith precludes all repetitions of this ilk. Once the hand goes 

to the Plow there is no looking back and therefore no 

unstraight furrows for “straight is The Way and narrow is 

the Field”! The oxen even “know” the yoke is easy and the 

burden is “light,” it’s only the poor fool with his hand on 

the Plow who is ignorant of these truths! The “TCS” has to 

get the point across to let them who do “know” light their 

way to the proper plowing, all they need do is Follow! The 

“TCS” explains the Preparation, the hitching Up of the 

Oxen! NOW is the “time” to Follow all the “Times”! Now, 

the “TCS” says you do not have any time to tell “Time” 

anything, just Follow it! And never look back, always plow 

Up, never down! 

 At this Point the “TCS” has everyone, almost, 

screaming “We believe” “We believe” and then the “TCS” 

using Truth destroys that belief which is unbelief in Truth! 
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 Here’s where the “TCS” uses Jesus. “Out” of the 

“TCS’s” “belly” comes rivers of Flowing Waters. Some 

drown, some Survive, those who will walk after the Spirit 

and not after “their bellies,” the “self.” 

 A “TCS’s” “belly” comes Flowing Forth with Faith and 

Imagination; from “self” comes Death! NOW The “TCS” 

begins with Truth. I, Recognition, a servant of Christ-Jesus 

called to be a servantship, separated unto the Gospel of 

“Life,” which “Life” had promised AFORE by his Prophets 

of The Divine Consciousness. (Recognition knows once 

called the answer was). Concerning “Life’s” Image, Christ, 

our Lord the Spirit and Jesus the Man, which was made of 

the seed of David, according to the flesh; and declared to be 

the Chosen Son of “Life,” All ‘Life’ in life with Power 

according to the Power of God, by the Crucifixion and the 

Rising Up from the Spirit of Death, the darkness. By whom 

I, Recognition have Received Grace and Servantship for 

Obedience to the Faith of All Lands for the Son’s Name, “in 

his name”! Among whom are you also called of Christ-Jesus 

as co-heirs, but you do not answer, for you do not have eyes 

to “see” and you do not have ears to “hear,” your Faith has 

led you astray! You recognize a Church, a Religion, you do 

not Recognize Spirit as Spirit, only Man! Pretenders All, O’ 

Ye of little Faith. Wisdom lingers for Knowledge has Come 

and you fail to Recognize it. 
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 To all that be in the spirit, Recognized by “Life,” Grace 

to you and Peace. “Love” is the only “Way”! “Recognition”! 

Recognition, Recognize, Remember, “Life” NOW, “Life” 

Yesterday, today and tomorrow, no beginning, no end, 

always and All-Ways - “Recognition”! First, I thank Grace 

for you all, that I may speak of the Faith-Full throughout all 

the lands. For “Life” is my witness whom I serve with my 

spirit in the True Gospel, the “Book” of “Life” for all Ages, 

be you young and one or Old and All, it matters not, for I 

Recognize only the Good - the Right - the True for that is 

The All in All! I teach and I preach “Recognition”! Them that 

were Crucified for all the Land and who wait Patiently for 

Recognition to fulfill its tasks. Can you, the “TCS” asks, 

imagine all that? The “TCS” doesn’t have to, he “sees”! He 

“knows” what the Eye of the Dream truly is! “Recognition” 

is his strength, what else would a “TCS” need, nothing but 

NO-Thing! The Ultimate “Recognition”! of all Recognition 

Eternal and not “Separated”! 

 A “TCS” longs to “see” you, you must allow him to help 

Create you in “thought” and “Love,” through creative 

thought and Creative Imagination, recognition then! 

 Where do we start, asks the Religionist, simply say, the 

“TCS” says start with “I am nothing - Alone”! But I Love the 

Alone! You begin then from “the Concept” and from that 
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concept you begin to recognize! A True Christian Pathway is 

the Only Way! Here the “TCS” makes his one request. 

 “I, making request, if by any means now at length even, 

I may have a Prosperous Journey by the Mind of Christ to 

come unto you!” “See”? That’s right from the “bowels” of 

Man, the Mind and the heart! Who can defeat that 

Combination of “Recognition”? Not even NO-Thing! 

“See”? Now the “TCS” states clearly and precisely just what 

the Full Measure of Faith Truly is, “Love”! That’s why a 

“TCS” can do whatever he or she Will, for they have the 

Mind of Christ and therefore All “Recognition,” yesterday, 

today, tomorrow! 

 How can anyone defend anything against that 

Excellency of Power? “See”? 

 How? Peace! How? “Love”! 

 That’s All a “CS” needs tell a Religionist and then sadly 

turn away, for he or she cannot Prove it, Yet! 

“Love,” 

“P” - “Recognition.”
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10. Memo: Co-Mystics of Unity and Peace 

Brothers: 

 The New Preamble and the Family Witness are to be 

placed in the front of the Chief Patriarch Missiles Books, the 

Preamble First, the Witness Second - All other Preambles 

except the one in The Vault should be destroyed. 

Thank you both, 

Message-Wisdom-Love! 

“P.”
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11. Recognizing the “Time” 

 A Man had one hundred thousand dollars, all his life’s 

savings which he had labored profusely to accumulate. All 

his life he had his heart and mind set on owning a business. 

One business in particular and no other, the business that 

his Father had started all alone and gave his whole to, only 

to be cheated out of it by a thieving Partner so terribly that 

the Father died because of the shock of it, a ruined man. So, 

the Son sweated and toiled to buy the business and when he 

approached the Thieving Partner, he was shocked to hear 

that if he wanted to buy the business outright, no strings 

and no Partnership it would cost three hundred thousand 

dollars. 

 Crushed and in despair the Son fumed and thought and 

fidgeted about his dilemma until he decided to go to Vegas 

and try his luck at the Crap table. He lost the one hundred 

thousand dollars quickly and then decided to Commit 

Suicide! While Pondering as to how to go about it he went 

into a bus depot to use the Men’s Room and found that it 

cost a dime which he didn’t have. He asked a kind looking 

young man to Please loan him a dime so that he could fill a 

now desperate Need. The young man said “Sure.” The Son 

Promised to Pay it back but the Young man wouldn’t hear of 

it until the Son said he wouldn’t take it unless he gave him 
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his name and address, it was agreed and done and the young 

man left. The Son ran to the toilet and lo and behold 

someone had left the door open. The Son used the facilities 

and decided he had to pay the dime back before he killed 

himself, so he went back out of the bus station and into a 

business that had a “help wanted” sign in the window for a 

part-time dishwasher. He was waiting to apply for the Job 

when he spied a slot-machine, he put the dime in and hit the 

Jackpot. He took the fifty dollars and ran back to the Casino 

and in a few hours had amassed four hundred thousand 

dollars. He bought his Father’s business and was soon a 

multi-millionaire. On a business trip he was giving a speech 

on success when he told this story you are reading. He 

finally said, if I could ever locate that person in the bus 

depot, I would give him a million dollars. A man in the 

audience jumped up and said, “You’re a liar, you just said 

the young man gave you a dime and his name and address”! 

The Son said, “Oh, I don’t mean him! I mean The one who 

left the toilet door open!” 

“See”? 
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12. Directive to the Mystics of Unity and Peace 

 Please inform one and all of the following: 

 All the books of The Message of I Paul must be turned 

in to the Chief Patriarch. 

 The One Book containing the Chief Patriarch Missiles is 

to be issued only to those who have spirit designation. 

 No Chief Patriarch Missiles are to be personally copied 

and distributed by anyone to anyone at any time! 

 Chief Patriarch Missiles Twenty-six through Thirty 

will not be issued to anyone but the Mystics and without 

these No one can fulfill the Mission of the Message nor steal 

it or abuse it or misuse it for Personal Gain and Profit ($)! 

Love-Understanding-Protection, 

Wisdom, 

“P.” 

Chief Patriarch Missiles #26, 27, 28, 29, & 30 as they are 

received by The Co-Mystics of Unity and Peace will be 

available to All whom the Co-Mystics mutually Agree are 

Worthy of them. They will be for true Servants only - they 

have “built-in” Protection.
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13. Unity and Peace - Co-Mystics 

of The Family of “LIFE” 

 Chief Patriarch #26 and two addendums are released, 

#’s 1 & 2, the Poem, “Tree of Life” and the Ordinances 

explained. 

 All the letters to Unity and Peace are for “T” and “DL” 

to decide what they wish to do with them collectively. 

 When I gave “G” a list on things to do, I said to catch up 

on the reading of All Things, meaning things that have been 

released, not just hand them out or stick them in a book 

somewhere. Twenty-six has not been read yet, even! 

 Things not released must not go to “JB” for Proofing - 

if Things unreleased need proofing, it must be done at “T’s” 

place or mine or “DL’s” and unreleased things are not to be 

handed around to be read by a select few only.  

 The Mystics have to read everything. 

 “Meg” has to type everything! 

 Everything else I leave in “T’s” and “DL’s” hands for 

their common and spiritual sense! 

“P.”
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14. Following After before Leading To - 

Respect not Chaos 

 The Law of Position in Action! 

 “Life” is God - God is “Life” and all Life is destined to 

follow after “Life” and become One. “Life”-God Is, Has 

Always been, Always will be Eternally Eternal. 

 Christ-Jesus is our Introduction to “Life.” The Spirits 

of the Spiritual Realm of Soul All Follow after Christ-Jesus 

as Christ-Jesus Follows after and serves “Life” and man, for 

man’s well-being and guidance to “Life.” I Paul, the Spirit 

of the First Light of Christ-Jesus, serves them and follows 

after them. I “Pz” follows after I Paul and serves “Life” 

through Christ-Jesus. “P” follows after I “P” and serves I 

Paul and Christ-Jesus. “T” follows after “P” and I “Tz” and 

serves I “Tz” and serves Christ-Jesus in his following after 

“Life.” 

 This procession of following and serving is a Reflex - 

Automatic. 

 As “P” follows through the Positions he also is a 

servant to All Above and to All of The Family of Life below. 

“P” understands The tasks and The Missions and follows 

the given Spiritual Pathway - the Seven Laws Above and the 
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Thirty-One Ordinances below and the Message of I Paul, the 

Way to The Way and the True Gospel of Christ-Jesus, the 

Soul of All “Life,” a Spirit for all “Ages”! 

 Every member of The Family of “Life” must Follow and 

serve in exactly the same manner or they are not given 

“Recognition” as such. All must follow and serve in Love 

and Consciousness and in the Future, anyone who Refuses, 

is no longer Recognized as a member of the Family of 

“Life,” servant of the “Church” of The All in All. 

 The Spirits of the Realm have always had access to “P,” 

as “P” was always Present, not simply available. Now “P” 

must share with “T” as a Co-Mystic, Co-Heirs, Partners and 

brothers. “P” and “T” need to share with The Chief 

Patriarch, the triune Servants then, of the Family of “Life.” 

As “P” follows “T” follows. As “T” follows “DL” follows 

and so on down the line and up the line and all serve for they 

have the Need to do so, Follow and Serve, then. Only “Life” 

wants therefore the Servants and the Followers have No 

Wants, no likes, no dis-likes only Love and Consciousness 

and all for The One Purpose. When I “P” says come follow 

me I mean follow “T,” follow “DL,” follow “G” and so on, 

in the procession of succession. A simple Yea or Nay is all 

that is demanded! Wisdom - “P,” has nothing to do with 

worldly wisdom. The Mystic of the Message and the Mystic 

of Wisdom is clearly Spiritual, not material. The Family is 
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not a Personality Cult and anyone guilty of Personality and 

selectivity, one over another, is not worthy of becoming a 

True Christian Spiritualist. No Saints - No Heroes - Equals 

who Respect and Love one another and The Spiritual Gift of 

One another. Self-Esteem, Character, Dignity becomes a 

True Christian Spiritualist. Equality is Liberty in the Good, 

the Right, the True. Abide it. “P” is the Message and became 

the Message simply by following after and serving the Line 

of Position and all of you must do the same if you wish to be 

“the” also and share in the Spirit of All in All. 

Wisdom-Unity-Peace-Love, 

“P.” 

A Mystic of Wisdom.
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15. What is Self-Discipline to a TCS? 

 Self-discipline is the Preparation of one’s Mind in 

order to Follow after Christ-Jesus and Fully Complete the 

Ultimate Coming! 

 A Christian Spiritualist’s First Task is to direct his Path 

in the direction of the Path of Jesus so that his Path Crosses 

over into Jesus’ Path and once there, Remaining there, 

never Following any other Path with the Full Recognition 

that there is no other Path that leads to the Gate of The 

Absolute Embracement. Once Embraced the Prepared Ones 

are fitted to be Pure and Perfect for the Introduction to 

“Life,” the Ultimate of all Appointments and the One 

Introduction of All introductions and the Acceptance and 

“Recognition” of All Recognition to the One Land of All 

Lands. This self-discipline is known as the Psychology of 

the mind over and above all Things of the Flesh. Since the 

human mind is Perfect the task is not as difficult as non-

spiritualists allow their “self” to believe for them instead of 

their Pure and Perfect Mind! 

 Now a True Christian Spiritualist (TCS) never calls the 

Unknowing, those who haven’t heard the word or seen the 

Word, stupid nor does he pity them! A TCS has no other 

alternative though, than to call those who have heard and 

have seen the Word and ignore it or exert an episodic effort 
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Stupid, Dumb, Ignorant and so forth and be Justified in this 

assessment by the Power of Attorney invested in the TCS by 

Christ-Jesus, Co-Heirs to the throne of “Life”!  

 Anyone who has at least heard and seen the Message 

and remains totally aloof from true life and “Life” is 

nothing but Stupid, no matter how much such a one dumbly 

Rationalizes their “self” acts and intellectualizes their 

ignorant wants. All such matters Prove that all such Things 

Always Punish them, yet they are so stupid they do not 

“see” and “hear” what is truly happening to them! They 

Place All the blame on some other person, Place or Thing 

and are then Comfortable and Smug in their illusionary 

castle in the clouds; “Self,” with its coat of arms of fear and 

doubt. That’s definitely not life, not Mind, not God, not 

anything! 

 The Psychology of the Mind is the effort fully attuned 

to the freeing of the distortion of the Mind. A TCS “knows” 

this as self-discipline and is Fully Qualified to Teach it and 

to Preach it to one and all simply because he is the product, 

the Results of it. The Spiritual laws are the TCS’s guidelines, 

his “Sign” posts and the Way to “The Way” of Eternal 

Survival! 

 A TCS being Sustained devotes All his Effort to 

Quickening Others and he must use both the Truth that 
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Creates and the Truth that Destroys. Anyone who is not at 

the level both physically and spiritually must be Absolutely 

Cautious with the Truth that destroys, for if they are not it 

will Always and, in All Ways destroy them! We will play no 

Games with Recognition! That’s the Constant 

Remembering and the Constant Recognizing of the Self-

Discipline of a TCS! 

 How does one, anyone go about this self-discipline, 

this Psychology of the Mind, when one’s mind is distorted? 

Very Simple! He or she applies the Law of Formative 

Causation in their every Word, act and deed! “See”? It’s an 

Exchange of bad for Good, the changing from 

Unrighteousness to Righteousness, the change of False to 

True! Anyone can do it “IF” they can but Recognize and 

Remember the Need to do so! If the Aspiration is Good, the 

Results are Always Right and True. Very simple and a simple 

Yea or Nay will suffice, thank you! 

 The Shadow of a Fully Human and Fully Spiritual being 

is Need, Period! A TCS “sees” his shadow in a pitch-black 

room while everyone else sees only the darkness for they are 

blind! A TCS “hears” clearly and Perfectly the voice of 

Silence, all others hear nothing for they are deaf! 
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 To a TCS the Spiritual Psychology of the Mind is 

Creative, not destructive! For what is Creative Thought and 

Creative Imagination? 

 A TCS knows that One Good turn deserves a Right and 

True Exchange, a Creative Change, then! Once his hour 

Comes, he knows it has been done, and everyone else is 

aware of it also simply by having observed his example! 

Observing is of course not emulating! Self-discipline is an 

Absolute Prerequisite to Creative Consciousness. “See”? 

 It takes the Self-discipline psychology of Mind to 

Discover and to give that discovered Recognition to the 

Fullest! What is the First Discovery and the First Full 

Recognition learned? That Man can never Conquer God 

Almighty, “Life,” then! 

 Now that may seem mere useless information but 

whether you “see” or “hear” it or not, it is something you 

all try to do daily! “See”? It is Very Important to Remember 

and to Recognize this very Creative thought! 

 Spiritual Psychology is the Art of Self-discipline and 

the Conquering of one’s distorted mental and emotional 

behavior through the elimination process of all that is not 

Good, Right and True through Exchange, the Changing of 

bad traits to good traits, bad ideas for Good Ideas, bad 

thoughts for Good Thoughts, bad memory for Good Memory 
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and so forth so that The Sum of that Exchange is Right and 

true and therefore Creative, in all Things through each 

discovery being endorsed by the Full Recognition with 

which each deserves. One must first nurture one’s belief via 

the Promises and the Future and work oneself Upward, 

Always Upward without ever again looking back and 

progressively shedding All Wants and Realistically 

Replacing them with True Needs. This psychology of 

discipline can never fail and will Prove itself, if one will 

simply exert the Full, the Honest, the Earnest Effort Called 

for and leave the Future Results entirely Alone! 

 Now you must all keep steadfastly in your mind that 

every time I teach, or anyone else teaches, Good Words are 

involved, words, words and more words, not idle Palaver but 

Parabola. Jesus talked, talked and talked until they shut him 

up and I Paul talked, talked and talked and wrote, wrote and 

wrote until they shut him up and I must do the same and 

continue until somebody shuts me up, and all TCS’s must do 

exactly the Same! Sorry? No, that’s simply The Way it Needs 

to be! “See”? And until you can see someone else’s 

Recognition you will never learn to emulate them! 

 Only fools sit around and gossip and backbite, always 

judging one another when there truly isn’t anything on 

either side to Judge, worth Judgment, even! “See”? 
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 You see, dear ones, there are four requirements 

necessary for self-discipline to work. The Fullness of 

Honesty - The Fullness of Purity - The Fullness of 

Unselfishness and The Fullness of Love, both at the oneself 

level and the one another level! Without these all the Effort 

towards Self-discipline of the Distorted Mind is simply not 

going to happen! 

 You see, you cannot destroy “self” even if you do 

overcome a bad trait but still harbor Fear, Doubt, Worry, 

anxiety and so forth in your mind about it! Your Mind is still 

distorted, can you not see this? You have stopped the bad 

trait, but you haven’t Conquered it if such mental 

aberrations still linger! “See”? You see, I too have had to 

Prove All Things, I too had to become my own witness! I 

have and I had one hell of a Time with my dumb thoughts, 

distorted thought about Alcohol and I would not now be 

qualified to teach about self-discipline if I had not 

personally fought the hard fight and won, but I did win and 

I won big and I have Conquered all fear, all doubt, all 

concern, all thought even about Alcohol. It does not own me 

in any way, shape or manner! I can drink it or leave it alone 

now, that’s my true Freedom, see? I have Full Self-

discipline, no distortion of Mind, just Freedom of Mind and 

therefore Recognition! I’m not some definitive Chapter in a 

textbook in the library dear friends, oh no, I’m in The Book 
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of “Life” simply because I put myself on God’s Payroll and 

when I did to the Fullness I kicked my “self,” my wants, my 

doubts, my fears out and Exchanged it all for my Soul and 

you too can do it “IF”! “See”? 

 Concluding this piece on self-discipline allow me to 

once again Remind you of this: If you believe right now that 

the Fullness of Honesty, Purity, Unselfishness and Love are 

too hard think about this deeply that if you had followed the 

directions exactly as given you would now be the beholder 

of the Results as I am! Can you not Understand this? 

Wisdom - “P.” 

 For your sake Remember that the Road to the darkness 

is Paved with good intentions, all intentions but no Action 

gets you there. If you do not believe me, then for your own 

sake ask Sister Bert! Don’t bother, even, to ask “self”!
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16. What is a TCS? 

 A True Christian Spiritualist is not in the “Money 

Business.” 

 What does that mean? 

1) A True Christian Spiritualist is Christ in a Man. “I 

live but it is not I who truly lives, but the Christ in 

me! 

2) Not in the “Money Business.” 

 Not a Religionist! A spirit man of the Spirit Profession 

of Persuasion! 

 We stand in the Creative Truth and not for the 

Destruction of Truth! 

 A True Christian Spiritualist believes because he 

“knows.” A True Christian Spiritualist utilizes this 

“Recognition” of Truth and “Love” to destroy Untruths and 

all of its Evils and uses Creative Truth to Support All Good 

and All Right and All True things of “Life.” Such Things 

Then as Good-Works - Right Work and True Work as Co-

Heirs with Christ-Jesus our Saviour and the Chosen Son of 

God Almighty, “Life” then, of the All in All. 

 How? Peace! How? Love! 
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 A True Christian Spiritualist Always and in All Ways 

gives Freely and Free All Things that are Good - Right and 

True in the Name of his Co-Heir Christ-Jesus from whom 

they have Received their Power of Attorney through the 

Mind of Christ which is the Well-being of the Physical body 

and the Spiritual body throughout the Universe of all Life, 

“Life”!
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17. The Individual Tasks - A Lesson in Truth 

 All the Tasks are Mind Tasks First and secondly 

physical tasks. The First leads the Second in its Activity for 

the Effort. The First simply requires a change (of Mind) 

level, the second simply involves Performance, the Acting 

Natural, then. You think Natural, you act Natural, it never 

fails when their collectivity is in full harmony. 

 Mystic - (Co-Mystic presently - Partners - one) 

 The task of the Mystic is everything in and of the 

Message of I Paul, which translate into the mind of the mind 

of the mind. Three but one but not One, then. The Message 

says you can be an I Paul. In truth you are, but you are not 

because you fail to “Recognize” it. Frank is Ted and Ted is 

Frank and together they are nothing. “P” is “T” and “T” is 

“P” and therefore something! I “Pz” is I “Tz” and I “Tz” is I 

“Pz.” “P” Recognizes” this yet “T” does not, yet. “T” will 

though, in that he has no choice other than be an exerter, 

Yes or No. 

 People, but not all People, are awed by a Mystic. Mystics 

are never awed by anyone or anything at any time or place 

within the boundaries of what a Mystic Recognizes as the 

below. A Mystic is not born a Mystic; rather a Mystic is born 

to be a Mystic. It requires great effort and more to pretend 
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to be a Mystic and that is exactly what all Mystics do, 

“pretend.” A Mystic needs to Follow All the Directions given 

to him and a Mystic never wants to do anything - Mystics 

only need and Recognize. You see, a Mystic Recognizes that 

he or she, it makes no difference, will “know” whenever 

they Need to know. All the rest of their time is spent 

Pretending. When “P” is receiving the Message, he is simply 

the channel of mind and not that mind, so he Pretends 

through his own writings, which are not his own, that they 

are. Nothing wrong here, “P” is simply acting natural. If you 

do not “see” all this now, one day you will if you become an 

“exerter” also. A Mystic never lives from want; it is always 

Need Only. Why be awed by someone who Needs? Why be 

awed by someone who simply Recognizes instantly the 

difference between want and NEED? 

 Needs are of the Mind - Wants are from the “self.” 

Giving is of the Mind - talking - wants are of the “self.” 

“Self” never Recognizes a Need, all it can see is wants. 

That’s why the world is not full of people pretending to be 

Mystics but a world almost totally full of people Pretending 

to be People. That’s the sort of thing that Mystics recognize 

and therefore avoid. Mystics do not obey rules, rites, 

regulations, rituals, ceremonies and so forth simply 

because they cannot Recognize any Need in them. The 

Spiritual Ordinances is what a Mystic Pretends to Follow but 
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he cannot Follow that which he “is.” Once a Mystic 

Recognizes that he or she is this or that, he or she “is that.” 

Of course, there are false Pretenders and there are true 

Pretenders, the difference lies in the Recognition of the 

difference between living always in want and never need or 

Always in Need but never in want. A True Mystic is never 

found wanting. 

 If you need to be rich, then simply Recognize Need and 

Never want and you will always be what you need! Therein 

lies the task of all True Mystics. Simple enough for anyone, 

any time. “See”? 

 My individual task has been The Mystic of The 

Message, the Mystic of Wisdom, then. Unity is the Task of 

the Mystic of Unity which will come when its Need is 

“Recognized” by “T.” He must work harder at his task than 

I have had to do in mine, simply because he is going to have 

to Receive also. 

 Faith-Full, always is the hardest. Recognize? You see a 

True Mystic knows that he is nothing but a Pretender and 

that he is never Alone. His Pretending allows him access to 

Wisdom, Knowledge, Understanding, Intelligence and 

“Love” and all that humbles him to the nothing status for 

he Recognizes what those things are and who they truly 
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belong to! To truly act natural, you must become a 

“Pretender”! 
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18. Is The Message Fun? 

 Jesus isn’t dead, Heaven isn’t a drudgery. “Life” is a 

Loving Father, and the City of Glass is beautiful and the 

Yellow Brick Road is the Walk of All Ways of True Faith, True 

Hope, True Love, True Truth, True Wisdom, True Unity, 

True Peace, True and Eternal Sunshine, all fun, no work, all 

Ease, no dis-ease - Every day a Good Day. Everything in its 

Rightful Place and every dream of heaven True! The Golden 

Silence is Oh so Restful and Sublime and Free one can hardly 

Imagine. 

 

19. Who are the Righteous? 

 They are the Friendship, the Fellowship and the 

brethren of the Unity of the Tower for they Share in the Good 

and the True Ringing of the Bell of Silence, The Bell that 

Calls The Spirits of “Life” Home! 

 

20. You Always have “Time” for Everything! 

  What does this mean? 

 You Carry All Your “Time” with You. 
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  What does this mean? 

 Only “Time” can tell and it’s not telling. 

  What does this mean? 

 Busy People have “time” for everything? 

  What does this mean? 

 Please, could you give me the Time. 

  What does this mean? 

 Very Simple! They are all gifts! 

 “Time” and Time are gifts of “Life” to Life! “See”? 

 You have all the “time,” all the Gifts and all the 

Miracles only you do not Recognize this Profound Truth! 

Recognition only brings the “Recognition necessary to 

utilize them! “Love” and “think”! It’s Really that Simple!
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21. Overthrowing Bondage Through Unity 

 You can only overthrow bondage by Unity. You nor I can 

be truly free without Unity. The first Freedom comes from 

the Love oneself level, Obey. The second Freedom comes 

from the Love one another level, the Uniting of the 

Opposites level, Obedience! 

 We are, of course, all aware of the Ultimate Freedom. 

The Ultimate level that Comes by Unity and Peace! One 

needs to be Consciously interested enough to even attempt 

Unity. The Fundamental Guidelines are always the same: 

Honesty, Purity, Unselfishness and Love. Those four 

Fullnesses, four Absolutes and four Ultimates are all 

through the Message, the bible and the “Book” of “Life”! 

They are the Foundations of all Life and they are Love and 

Consciousness which is “Recognition”! - at All three levels! 

 Man was intended to be a race of Competitors not 

Spectators! Those who watch the runner pass them by call 

him the “lonely runner,” alas, they know not that it is they 

who are the loners and therefore the very lonely for they are 

for all good purposes Alone! 

 The runner, by example, proves that he is alive, alert, 

vigorous, vital, vibrant! The spectator, by example, proves 

that he is dead! You may not “see” this, but “Recognition”! 
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certainly does! And therefore, so do All who have 

“Recognition” and Recognition! 

 You see, the Spectator may make his way through this 

world well but that’s the totality of his inheritance, a grave 

in it. Not so the true Competitor! For he recognizes that 

although he has inherited The Earth, he is also a Co-Heir to 

The Kingdom and that quickens his Recognition! 

 Friendship - Fellowship - Unity in honesty, purity, 

unselfishness and Love! “See”? No loners, no Negatives, No 

Fools, Just Competitors! Now since our Goal is “Life,” 

“Truth,” “Love,” let us take the Four Fullnesses one by one. 

 Let us call them yardsticks, the Measure of Jesus by 

which we are Judged! 

 If a question arises in your life, a problem faces you or 

you need to make a decision and you do know, of course, 

that the decision, the answer to the question or The Way out 

of a particular dilemma is immediately beyond your 

comprehension but you Need to do the Good thing, the Right 

thing in the True Way, you first must ask yourself what is 

honest here? Would you do what you are about to do to 

yourself or to your very best friend? After all, all of us with a 

sound mind do know the difference between Good and bad! 

You see, if you measure your act by honesty then it ought to 

check out as Good-Right-True! 
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 Where does Purity fit in? Suppose you have trouble with 

the honesty part? That’s a clear indication of a lack of Purity 

of Ideas, Purity of Motives then. 

 So, then you Need to search out your decision via 

honest appraisal of your purity of motive. The Purity and the 

Honesty have then to be weighed against all selfishness of 

ideas and motives that may be lingering in your distorted 

mind and you must discipline yourself to do the Good - the 

Right -the True. As you have probably guessed Love 

incorporates All and All else! You cannot even Think 

properly without it! Can you grasp this Truth? If you could 

but come Fully to the Understanding that you have the 

greatest “Life” Insurance Policy in the World, built right 

into you, you would come to the Fullness of Recognition 

very quickly and leave your ignorant “self” and all its 

illusionary children behind forever! Ah, but you cannot do 

that dear friends simply because you love it more than you 

actually love yourself! And I do not have to tell you exactly 

what that is, because you do know! You can sit and hang 

around and lie and Rationalize and intellectualize all you 

want because that’s the Totality of your current life due to 

your distorted mind. 

 You see the Four Fullnesses are a commitment to All the 

Principles set down by “Life” for life and not a guarantee of 

Perfection in this life but life to The Fullest through the 
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spiritual fullness allowable in the Flesh! Can you grasp this, 

even? 

 Remember and Recognize that the spirit is Always and, 

in All Ways willing yet The Flesh is weak but, in that 

weakness, lies your true Strength if you can only be honest 

and pure in ideas, unselfish and Love All in All! 

 Upon close examination one will find these four 

yardsticks throughout the Full Message of I Paul, even 

Spelled out and they Spell Out all through “the” as Effort! 

Can you grasp this, now? 

 Can you see the Order in them, the Following in them, 

the Dignity in them, the Respect in them? Can you see the 

vigorous honesty, the vital Purity, the Alert Unselfishness, 

the vivid and vibrant Love herein? Can you Really? 

 What is Full honesty? Can you explain it clearly and 

precisely for the benefit of one and All? 

 I Paul did, Jesus our measure did, Christ-Jesus our Lord 

and Saviour did, but not our God for “Life” allowed others, 

especially those we could see and hear to tell us, to teach us 

and to lead us “IF” we would but Come and Follow them and 

therefore Prepare-Follow-Come and Exchange Evil for the 

Good - the Right and The True! If you cannot do it let me tell 
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you again! I too, will make it short and direct as did Jesus 

and I Paul when they stood up and taught. 

 Full Honesty - non-lying to oneself or others - Fidelity 

to the Truth in your every thought, word, act and deed! 

“See”? 

 Full Purity - Purity of the Mind, Purity of the body, 

purity of the emotions, Purity of the heart! “See”? 

 Full Unselfishness - Seeking what is Good - Right and 

True in Every Situation above what you Want! “See”? 

 Fullness of Love - Loving “Life” Supremely with all 

your spirit, with all your heart, with all of your Mind and all 

of your strength and the loving of oneself and all other life, 

especially your enemies for when you have learned to do 

that, All other Love is very Simple to Come by! “See”? 

 If you have any questions, go join another way because 

Christ-Jesus does not need nor want anyone who attempts 

to make them out as liars! “See”? It’s that Simple! 

 Once you can grasp these basic Principles, The 

Foundations of all life here then you can finally Begin 

Consciously to work with and towards the Fullnesses on a 

daily basis. 

 If you do not even need to try, then you are Wasting our 
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“time” and your life! 

 The Chief Patriarch Missiles clearly spell out that there 

is a “Time” when you must stop sharing and caring for the 

moment with the hopeless and go on and pick them up later 

or as Jesus said very clearly and precisely let The Dead bury 

the Dead, you Come, Follow Me! 

Wisdom for Unity, 

“P.” 

 Is it a Secret that the Message Always calls for more and 

more, etc.
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22. The Family of “LIFE” Its “Policy” - 

Servants 

 Of - To - From - By. 

 The Spirit of The All in All. 

 Exhorters of and Defenders of the Book of “Life” a 

Spirit for All “Ages.” 

 The Family of “Life” is a Spiritual Service of Joy and 

Happiness dedicated to Life and “Life” as inheritors of the 

Earth and its Well Being and The Well Being of All its 

inhabitants and dedicated in Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, 

Wisdom, Unity and Peace as Co-Heirs with our Christ-Jesus 

to the Kingdom of Heaven, the Land of the Spiritual Realm 

where All life must Return through Good - Right and True 

Work, in Every Word, Every Act and Every Deed, in 

Judgment then, in Righteousness then, in Truth then, for 

that is The Way to Good - Right - True “Life.”
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23. Truth 

 Do you know what the Truth is? I’m sure most people 

will say God and that’s not surprising because then if you 

ask them what God is, they become very confused, or they 

can be very easily led into a State of Confusion. 

 Do you know what The Truth is? 

 It’s avoided! It’s maligned! It’s the most sought after of 

all the things in this world. More people search for it at any 

given moment than for any other thing searched for, say in 

comparable numbers in a whole year’s time. 

 Imagine, millions of searchers running around in 

circles in Chaos looking, seeking for something that isn’t 

lost, never has been lost and in the Truth of it can never be 

lost! 

 Only the Seekers of Truth are lost and until they come 

to that Recognition, they will never understand the Truth of 

The Truth which is simply “The Truth”! “See”? 

 No need to seek, lo here, lo there, or anywhere. No need 

to say lo here, lo there to the seekers either. The seekers are 

The Truth Yet they do not Recognize This Truth and 

therefore guess who is truly lost and seeking in vain for 
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themselves and the others who are on the search with them! 

Pretty ignorant, wouldn’t you say? 

 Now if All these seekers would simply Cease rushing 

around blindly and deafly and Stop! Look! Listen! and 

simply Love and think, they could emerge from their 

distorted mind dimension of Existence and see that the 

System that Always Prevails is the Truth, the Law of All Laws 

that Remain Constant and are Always and in All Ways is 

Eternally Present, not just simply Available, they could 

abide it! The Truth is they are not Truly seeking The Truth; 

their searching is a game of denial, of avoidance, of 

pretension, their excuse, you see, for not Obeying the Truth, 

for how can they, one and all claim with sad faces, “we 

haven’t found it Yet!” That’s not so, but the Yet is! 

 A mind distorted is not Good, not Right, not True and 

therefore seemingly a nothing, but the Most Perfect Mind in 

the Universe cannot be a nothing, yet in man, mind 

distorted, there is no Good and therefore no Truth, no Spirit, 

simply because there is no Freedom of Mind and therefore 

no “Love,” even no love. “See”? 

 Now if man has a distorted mind, but the mind itself is 

Perfect and Pure, what distorts it? An illusion! Now how can 

that be? There is no Truth in illusions! There is no truth in 

the wants of man either, but he has them! All the Truth on 
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Earth is in the Need of Man, the Well-being of Man, can you 

see this? 

 Isn’t a lie a want? Isn’t an illusion a want? Isn’t an 

excuse a want? Isn’t a bad habit a want? Isn’t hate and 

bigotry a want? Isn’t rape a want? Isn’t murder a want? 

Capital Punishment a want? Selfishness a want? Greed a 

want? Lust a want? Vanity a want? Must I go on? I do not 

believe I have to, I don’t want to, and I certainly do not 

believe that in this trend I need to either! 

 “Self,” some call it Ego, is the most deadly non-thing 

in the world! How can that be you say? Go look in the mirror 

and Recognize and Remember, I say! “See”? 

 Isn’t all this very simple? Yes, but I bet some of you will 

even attempt to make it simpler and believe me you will get 

lost in the trying although you’re already lost even before 

you do try for the Trying will Prove it to All who are not lost! 

“See”? 

 You see, the Truth is the Truth is the Truth and you can 

do nothing to it, except abide it. It’s everywhere and NO-

Where! It’s everything and NO-Thing! Still want to search, 

to seek? Good Luck! Dummy! Now let’s tell the Truth about 

Luck! Oh, never Mind!
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24. A Reminder 

 “P’s” task is Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, Wisdom! 

 “T’s” task is all the Above, plus Unity! 

 Everything we do must be for our absolute task here on 

earth. That means everything that is Good-Right-True in 

order to accomplish our tasks - that’s our individual tasks 

as brothers - our task as Partners is the Ultimate Mission 

which cannot be Realized unless we do our individual tasks 

as brothers. You need to start ringing some bells, your own 

first! 

Wisdom-Unity, 

Always Love, 

I “Pz” and I “Tz.” 

 

 

25. For Co-Mystics - Unity - Peace 

 Remember, what was not changed Remains as last 

given! 

 Comptroller Remains as is. 
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 Treasurer Remains as is. 

 Secretary Remains as is. 

 Personal Secretary to the Co-Mystics remains as is. 

 Common Sense responsibility remains as is. 

 “Meg’s” Co-Evangelism should be viewed as more 

honorary than active, in a Teaching and Preaching sense, 

her “time” is more valuable with the Co-Mystics, Unity and 

Peace. 

 The key to the vault stays with the Co-Mystics Always. 

 The Full Message is now in the hands of the Co-

Mystics! The Family of “Life” is now in the hands of the Co-

Mystics! The “Church” of the All in All is now in the hands 

of The Standard Bearers, and by the assistance of the Co-

Evangelists.
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26. Co-Mystics 

 “P” task - Closed Minded to All but The Message - 5 

Pillars. 

 “T” task - Closed Minded to All but Unity - 6 Pillars. 

 “P” “recognizes” only the Message (F-H-L-T-W). 

 “T” “recognizes” only Unity (F-H-L-T-W-U). 

 (Read the Following One Sentence at a Time - Stop!). 

 What came First the Chicken or the Egg? 

 If God is NO-Thing why do we say God? 

 How did he know he was God? A Spirit? One? All-

Knowing you say! What’s All-Knowing? 

 In Fact, in Truth, what is NO-Thing? 

 How can you say it? Are you saying No-Thing is NO-

Thing? What’s that? Explain? 

 How in God’s Names did you recognize that? 

 How did you come by that? Was it Recognition? Is NO-

Thing “Recognition”? 

 What then, Pray tell me, is “Recognition”? 
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 Is it Grace? What is that? How did you recognize that? 

From the Chicken? The Egg? God Bless the Mystic of Unity!!! 

me too! 

 Eternity begins when NO-Thing declares so to a human 

being, a Mystic of Peace, which is Eternal in the Mind - NO-

Mind of The Creator of Eternity which has not yet begun, 

and never has begun! 

 This Power which is NO-Power allows all things labeled 

as spirit to return to spirit as each has completed its mission 

for the Coming-Going-Present, Eternal which has as yet 

not! 

 When Man Comes to the Truth that God is One, not 

partitioned, separated, sectionalized, but One, nothing else 

and is therefore NO-Thing and indescribable the Worlds of 

Humans can never return to whence they came until they 

are One. How? Peace! 

 “Recognition”! must Come, must be Followed, must be 

Prepared, for one put into One is One NO-Thing! 

 No Heaven - No Hell - No Earths - No Universe, 

nothing but One NO-Thing which is everything Good-True-

Right and Ultimate Sublimity and Eternal Happiness! 
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 Jesus knew that heaven and earth would pass away, but 

his words were Eternal and more for they were 

“Recognition”! 

 Clue in the Message: You call it heaven and that will 

suffice for Now!
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27. The Need of a True Christian Spiritualist 

 All human beings want. All True Christian Spiritualists 

through Mind Discipline simply command the Body to 

Follow the Mind in place of the world norm of allowing the 

Body to Control the Mind through dictation to the body 

computer of its selfish and perpetual petty wants. 

 A TCS never wants, is therefore never found wanting, 

for he is Eternally Need full and Eternally Needed. A TCS 

knows The Need of Promise, The Need of Future, The Need 

of Faith and The Need of Hope, The Need of Love and The 

Need of Truth, The Need of Wisdom and The Need of Unity 

and therefore The Need of Peace, All of which are necessary 

for being Fully human and also Fully Spiritual while in the 

flesh but not walking after the flesh but always Needing to 

Walk After the Spirit in order to be Prepared to Walk in The 

Spirit so that he may remain in the Spirit Eternally! 

 Once a TCS sets out on his journey to fulfill his Needs he 

Never looks back for he has no wants to look back to. The 

Way of All Need leads to the Gate of All Want and a TCS 

“knows” this, “sees” this and “hears” this and is oblivious 

to All other things that always and in all ways want and are 

therefore always found Wanting for they have sold their 

minds and would have sold their Souls also, because of their 

wants, if they had it at hand to sell. 
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 The Wanters are the “Self”-People. People pretending 

to be People, the very ones God is no Respecter of for God 

does not give “Recognition”! to illusions, how could he? 

God has no use for wanting people, he Wants only fully 

human and fully Spiritual minded ones. “See”? 

 The greatest gift of all life is “Life” for that is what all 

life is All About. Life is Separated from “Life” but only in 

Mind Distorted, The Distortion of Want, the “Self” of the 

human body and not of the Mind, of the brain but not of the 

Mind. 

 Man Needs to Allow his Mind to do that for which it was 

Gifted! That’s all man need do, Love and think! That’s what 

Mind is - Love and Consciousness.   

 Could anything be Simpler than that? 

 The “Self” which is a Creation of Man, not of God 

Almighty, not a Creative Act of “Life,” then, is False, not 

Good, not True and not Right and therefore non-existent 

except of the Body of Man, the Flesh of Man, the Foolishness 

of Man, the Wants of Man, the Paradox of Man fighting for 

Survival via Wants and hastening his demise through 

Wants! 
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 You see, Man wants to live forever and is deaf and blind 

to the Truth that he needs to live Forever but Cannot live 

Eternally if he Wants, to do so! “See”? 

 Man’s dilemma lies in the Truth that his Wants drive 

him to Need yet then, the Need which is the child of Want 

becomes an illegitimate Need, a Nothing Need in The Eye of 

God! “See”? 

Have you ever seen an Addict in terrible need? That is 

terrible isn’t it? That most truthfully is not Good - not 

Right, not True, is it now? 

 You see Want is Ignorance, stupidity, Procrastination, 

Temper, Hate, Bigotry, Aloneness, “self”-dependent and 

the Waste of All Waste and the Murderer of All Spirit! 

Whether the Suicide of Want is slow and methodical or swift 

as jumping off the top of a ninety-story building, it is still 

Murder no matter how much you Want to Rationalize it or 

Intellectualize it, for it is All very simply stupid! That’s what 

all want here is, Stupid, the game playing ignorance of non-

mind man, the non-man of the vast majority of The entire 

human race on The Spaceship Earth. 

 Your only consolation, you in want, is that you have a 

lot of miserable company, enjoy it, the next you want, and 

you display your stupid “self”! 
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 You want the darkness for you are Preparing for it! 

 I want the Light, that’s exactly what I am Prepared for 

and Following. I “know” where Home is, all you know is the 

shack by the railroad track where you sit and want a train 

that isn’t running anymore simply because it ran out of 

“Time” and you cannot overcome your Want of it to 

understand what killed it and is also killing you! 

 Don’t, Please don’t deny it, it is exactly what you want 

for! 

Wisdom, 

“P.”
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28. Unity - Peace 

 I go to the Father, but you cannot come with me Now, 

yet you will do greater Things than I have done and then You 

can come and Follow after me to that Prepared Place for 

Prepared Ones. 

 Jesus, speaking Spiritually, meant collectively for he 

was doing the Individual Task. That’s the Truth of why Saul 

of Tarsus was called and The Need of The Family of “Life,” 

servants of The “Church” of the All in All! “See”? 

“P.” 

 P + F + C = “Life.” 

 F + L + P = In Faith, Love and Peace Forever. 

 “Life” Prevails! 

 

29. How to Die Good 

 I Love Christ simply because I have “seen” and “heard” 

Jesus and therefore I Love “Life” whom I have not seen! 

 That simple Truth allows me to “know” that I do not 

“die” for “self” but for you! 
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30. All Questions 

 All questions from good and wisdom must be asked of 

the Co-Mystics and not the Mystic of the Message. 

 The Law of Position is in effect regardless of Who gives 

it Recognition or not. 

 The Keeper of The “Book” of “Life” gives no 

Recognition to anyone who does not Follow The Laws Above 

and The Thirty-One Ordinances below to the best of their 

ability. 

 Love and Consciousness, Yea or Nay! 

“P.” 

 In time all your questions will be answered - #3. 

 To ask questions is fine if they are asked in The 

direction of good and wisdom - #3.  

 See Further Communications for a full Clarification and 

Understanding - The way to “P” is through “T” and “DL.” 

They “see” “P”!
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31. When I am Gone 

You are now brothers and Partners with me and when I am 

gone. You two now will Receive the All in All from me and 

you two will make all the decisions for W-303. 

 I will only step in when I am invited by either one of you 

to settle whatever it may be that you cannot amicably settle 

without me. 

 Remember and Recognize that it is your Message and 

you must Respect it, Love it, Defend it. You are Mystics 

therefore not Co-Evangelists, not Evangelists, not Chief 

Patriarchs, not Prophets, not Teachers of teachers but 

Mystics of the All in All, Co-Heirs with Christ-Jesus and you 

must act in all areas of the All in All and in, of, by and from 

the All in All of W-303! 

Love, 

“P.”
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32. “T” 

 The Soul is in The Right Hand of God and Christ-Jesus 

sits there above All others. Some Spirits sit in the Full Inner 

Light of Christ. 

 Some Spirit-Man sit next to them. 

 Some Spirit-Man sit further away, all the way down to 

The Spirit-Man spiritual darkness which is the lowest 

Spiritual Realm but above The Man-spirit realm of The 

Earths or the below realms, separated from the Spirit 

Realms Above. 

 Man-Spirit needs to become Spirit-Man and then 

Soul-Spirit-Man and therefore One Minded in the All in All. 

 Mind + Mind + Mind is the All in All and The Goal of All 

Separated Mind from the One Supreme Mind, “Life” then.  

Almighty “Life” - All in All therefore with no Form and 

Structure. 

 “Life’s” Image - with Form and Structure. 

 “Life’s” Form was Christ - “Life’s Structure was 

Monad. 

 Monad Created Spirits and from this creation came 

Man. 
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 All had Soul, all were One yet Images of One with Form 

and Structure. 

 Soul-Spirit-Man lost Soul through its disobedience to 

“Life” and was exiled from Soul and was now lower than 

Soul-Spirit-Man and relegated to Man-spirit with The task 

of redeeming itself and being restored to his original status 

of a Soul-Spirit in the Good Grace of God Almighty - “Life” 

Then, One! 

 It’s a Matter of Physical Mind and Spiritual Mind 

Compounding and becoming One Again Ultimately!
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33. From Wisdom 

 Good-Right-True and the False Premise of Man - The 

distorted ideas and ideal of Man - Man the Satan - Man The 

Angel - the illusionary World of Man and its Darkness. 

 “Wherefore thou callest me good, Only God is Good.” 

 Man, and especially his Christian Religions have never 

successfully discerned just what Jesus really meant by this 

somewhat startling Revelation! The Religionists, naturally, 

have always attempted to come to an Understanding of this 

saying of Jesus from the Premise that Jesus was Perfect and 

therefore he must have meant only other men and not really 

himself. Jesus was not lying when he said this, he was 

speaking From Spiritual Wisdom, Knowledge, 

Understanding, Intelligence and Love and that is exactly 

what they could not “hear” and could not “see” for they did 

not Obey God. They had eyes and ears, but they could not 

“see” and they could not “hear” spiritually and that is why 

Jesus called men to Come, Follow Me. Do as I do and emulate 

me then, learn from my example and from my spiritual 

teaching of the Good, the Right and the True and leave 

behind you Now all your False Premises and illusions and be 

Filled with the Spirit of Love and Consciousness by Unity 

and Peace. 
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 There is only one Power and that is the Power that can 

break the darkness and that Power is “Life” and it is in All 

Life! 

 Man was gifted with the ability to manifest the Full 

Measure of Faith which is the Power of “Love” and therein 

Man could Fully Comply with Jesus’ Commandments of 

Love and Consciousness. We need the Faith in order to 

manifest The Full Love in order to gain the Freedom 

necessary to manifest Wisdom and Unity and Peace, all of 

which are Good, and Right and True or Spiritually God’s 

Judgment, our Righteousness in, of and from the Truth as 

Jesus and I Paul have laid at our doorstep for our every word, 

act and deed, Always Action, Always Present, Always Alert, 

always vigorous, vital, vibrant in our giving and Receiving 

Recognition, to oneself, to One Another and to Christ-Jesus 

our personal introduction to “Life” through the All in All of 

Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, Wisdom, Unity and Peace! We are 

and we have the Good Miracles, The Right signs and the Way 

of All Ways of The Truth that creates! 

 Love and Consciousness is Four Fullnesses that are 

Four Absolutes as well, these being Absolute Honesty, 

Absolute Purity, Absolute Righteousness and Absolute 

“Love”! Within These Principles lie the Way to the Keys of 

the Kingdom and in them lie the Key to the Exiled Soul or as 

Man labels it, heaven, then! 
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 Now if all this sounds impossible to you let me tell you 

another secret, it is, and it was for Jesus and for I Paul and 

all you have to do is carefully read The New Testament and I 

Paul’s letters in the bible and “see” it for yourself! The one 

big thing they had was the Full Measure of Faith and the 

Perpetual effort going for them even when the Flesh was 

weak, they both died pretty horribly but they certainly died 

Good! 

 I Paul learned from Christ-Jesus the Truth of the Cross, 

and he taught the Recognition of it of one and all and to the 

Family of “Life” he was attempting to amass. I Paul knew 

that the Free-Will and the Law were dead and that all from 

the Cross forward were obligated to Obey God and to Love 

and think. I Paul ‘knew’ that All From the Cross were gifted 

with a Full Measure of Faith to Replace the Free-Will and the 

Law. Once Recognition was given to This Truth, the 

blueprint of Faith, Hope was a decision that Man had to 

make on his own after hearing the Truth, for Faith cometh 

by “hearing.” 

 Hope is the Full Trust and Reliance in Christ-Jesus to 

bring about the All in All with The Full cooperation of men 

and women world-wide. Having belief in the Promises of 

the Cross and therefore believing in the Eternal Future 

through the New Worlds, Man was compelled to Exert the 

Effort to utilize the Full Measure of Faith and in the Full 
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Trust and Reliance activate the Love which Faith is the 

Power of and Activate the Mind of Christ Fully and being 

then in the state of having United All the Opposites and Fully 

Serving the Spirit of the All in All sharing this with 

Recognition and witness, the experiencing of The 

“happenedness,” then, and caring Fully, not only for those 

who were attempting to become their own witness but for 

All, for All were an integral part of the All in All. No one can 

maintain their witness without giving it away through Love 

and Consciousness of it in their every word, act and deed, 

knowing that there is no Evil spirit, only evil Men, all 

created as angels to serve one Master but as yet refusing to 

give Recognition to God and in his place giving it to “self,” 

an illusion of a still distorted Mind of “want” which is 

dishonest, impure, unrighteous and hateful. 

 Through the “happenedness” of The Cross, “Life” gave 

“Recognition”! to all life once again and the Mind of Christ, 

which is One, was sent by Christ-Jesus to comfort man in his 

loss yet given to Man to his Profit, for it is the Way to The 

Way to Receive Full Recognition which leads to Absolute 

“Recognition” and a position in the House of Wisdom as a 

Co-Heir in the Spirit and an Absolute Servant of the All in 

All. 

 One man’s illusions are another man’s reality simply 

because one has no Full Recognition and the other has 
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through Faith, Love and Consciousness, all of which are the 

One Law of the One, Obedience, for that process is what 

gains All “Recognition”! in The All in All! 

 The still distorted Mind is cured by the elimination of 

the dis-ease called “self” for in the Pure Mind there is no 

dis-ease for nothing can possibly exist therein except the 

Good, The Right and the True for they are All the above in 

The Universe, All the Consciousness in The Universe, all The 

Truth in The Universe and All the Power in The Universe, 

which is in All, no exceptions, and therefore no Evil Spirit, 

only Fallen Angels. Man, then, who attempts faithfully to 

serve two Gods and who cannot Recognize that they are 

damned to the darkness for they embrace The Spirit of 

Death rather than to Remember and to Recognize “Life” 

and his Family of “Life,” the Co-Heirs with Christ-Jesus to 

The All in All. So be it! 

 Starting from the meager effort of belief man can rise 

upward to the eternal Future and fulfill All the desire of the 

Mind of Christ. 

Message-Wisdom-Unity-Peace, 

Love and Truth, 

your servant “P.” 
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 Put a little “Life” in your Life and “Life” will put All Life 

into its “Life”! That’s the One Feast you need to be served at 

for up to Then you are but a mere servant!
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34. For “T” 

 Man, both Religionist and Scientist, is in love with the 

human brain, for the theory of the size of the brain controls 

Evolution and the Genius of the brain inspires Religion. 

 Man needs to Study and Understand Mind and not man 

and his brain in order to “know” the True being of man and 

man’s origin and Source of Consciousness. 

 Man’s only connection with his true self, the spirit self, 

is via the mind of man which is that which was predestined. 

Without mind man has no link to spirit and without that 

bridge, man would simply be waste in his entirety and all 

man could do would be to live, eat, drink and be as merry as 

the world will allow and die and rot. 

 Mind, Man, Mind for that is you and You and “Life.”
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35. The Law of Position - a Needed Reminder 

Brothers: 

 It’s a sad day in hell when I “P” has to keep reminding 

the Family Leadership of the Law of Position and its 

workings and demands for Recognition, but I must! 

 Sister “Meg” is the Personal Secretary to the Mystic, 

not to anyone else. Everything from the Mystics goes 

through her and out to The Family structure under the 

Guidance of the Mystic of Unity and The Mystic of Peace. 

 “Meg” is not at the beck and call of this one or that one, 

Period! 

 The Standard Bearers under the Leadership of the Chief 

Patriarch must be kept informed of All that is going on at all 

Times. Their Full Responsibility is to share and care in 

everything with everybody in the Line of Position. 

 For example, the Chief Evangelist and The Teacher of 

Teachers are a Team in regards to the Friday Night Meetings 

on the 1st and 3rd Friday of each month, the One Official 

Meeting of the Church of the All in All and above all other 

“Church” Meetings which receive their Recognition from 

the One! 
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 If someone wants something typed, they do not go 

directly to “Meg,” they go to the Co-Mystics of Unity and 

Peace. If the Co-Mystics want something from “Meg” they 

go to “Meg”! 

 I “P” keep the Mystics of Unity and Peace informed, 

they keep the Chief Patriarch fully informed, he or she keeps 

the standard bearers informed for the “Church” is in their 

hands. The Family of “Life” is in the hands of The Mystics! 

Please Abide! 

Wisdom-Unity-Peace, 

“P.”
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36. Co-Mystics Unity and Peace - Personal 

Note 

Brothers: 

 Everything being held in abeyance that is not of a 

personal nature, i.e., from me to you and not of the Message, 

should now be read to the Family and then released to them. 

 Since tonight’s meeting is to be devoted to the 

discernment of Book 1 - Communication #11, and Sunday’s 

Teacher of Teachers Meeting (1/16/83) to discerning, this 

reading should begin at the Chief Patriarch Meeting on 

1/20/83 and continue at all subsequent meetings until 

completed. 

Love, 

“P.” 

 

 The two letters, one to the wise and the other of the 

cross are not to be put into the Message until they are 

released for the purpose intended, but they may be studied 

by All who have spiritual designations.
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37. Note - “The Uncompromising “Book” of 

Promise” 

 Do not walk after the unrighteous past, but in all ways, 

justice now lies in his name positive righteousness for the 

future mind equality of judgment. From “Life” by Christ 

downward to man, the inheritors of earth and Co-Heirs with 

Christ-Jesus through the Keys to the Kingdom to the Fully 

Activated Mind of Christ, Spirit not man, the Invisible not 

the visible then, via harmony in ideas of good, true and right 

through the changing effort leads to the ease of Mind results 

of discovery that changes karma for Soul by the silent eye of 

the universal plan, that given, has not received Recognition 

and can say uncompromisingly it is done, the trinity of The 

Three are One! 

 The Cross of Truth never said anything different, only 

man has, and man is wrong.
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38. The Mind of Christ 

 “Life” - The Mystery. 

 Christ, the Mystery of “Life.” 

 The Mind of Christ, the Secret of Christ-Jesus revealed 

through Paul. 

 It’s an intangible, this Mind of Christ. It’s an inclusive! 

 It’s Good-Will. 

 It’s Right-Will. 

 It’s True-Will. 

 It’s the Well-Being of All and All (man and spirit). 

 It’s the Well-Being of All in All (spirits and Spirit). 

 It’s “Life” in All and All in “Life.” 

 It’s the Pia mater of the flesh in the sense that God is 

the Father of the flesh. 

 There is nothing of Action and Thought that it does not 

direct when reached. It is in us all but not of the flesh nor of 

our spirit. It is a gift. This mind, in general and detail, 

theoretically and practically, adds detail to Action, qualifies 

modes of behavior, imposes new modes, directs the conduct 
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of one’s life hour by hour. It is our love, our truth, our 

freedom, our guidance and the very quality of our nature of 

being and our identity on all and every plane level. It is our 

“calling card,” our invitation, our surety, our All in and of 

the All in All. 

 There is, in Truth, nothing you can name or imagine 

that it is not except “Life” itself and then it is that also and 

more! 

 The Mind of Christ is an intangible essence and more 

and only the possessor and the possessing ones have 

“knowledge” of it. Yet, one holding it and being held by it 

Always knows another in its grasp for that’s its Secret! 

 The Mind of Christ doesn’t activate you; it motivates 

you. Your desire and your effort allow its Activation. 

 The Mind of Christ is Freedom. 

 The Mind of Christ is Surrender. 

 The Mind of Christ is Abandonment.
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39. What is the Way to The Way? 

 The Way to “the Way” or the Flesh Way to the Spirit 

Way is the Message of I Paul and when it is followed exactly 

as given one Fully Activates the Mind of Christ which leads 

to Christ-Jesus and the “Happening” of the All in All 

wherein God’s Footstool, this earth, is placed at “Life’s” 

Feet and All those who are Soul Worthy enter the Kingdom 

of “Life” for All Eternity. 

 OR: 

 The Walking After the spirit in order to Walk in The 

Spirit to Ultimately be the Spirit! 

 

 

40. The Plan - The System - “the Way” of 

Ultimate Recognition 

 ONE. 

 Christ-Jesus - First Fruits - Spirit-Man. 

 I Paul - One Apostle of the Light - Servant and 

Advocate. 
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 Ten Good Men and/or Women - servants of the New 

Worlds, and all of Divine Consciousness and the Fully 

Activated Mind of Christ. One of the Ten will be the holder of 

All Recognition and the earthly leader yet a servant, the 

least of the above and in the Kingdom of Heaven! 

 

 

41. Recognition 

 

 Recognition is the Tangible evidence of The Receptor 

Senses and one’s acceptance of the esteem, the honor and 

the Glory of the Power and the Grace of their Source and use 

for the Good, the Right and the True. 
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42. The Wrath of God is in Us 

 The Wrath of God is in us - not in God! We control it by 

our Actions! 

 Penitence and Punishment - Man, the victim of his 

own! Evil on This earth is a giant. Good is when evil takes a 

rest! That’s the sadness of the Still distorted mind of 

mankind here on this spaceship. 

 Yes, God Created All Life but he did not Create it Perfect 

for that Perfection is Man’s Task. 

 It’s Absolutely ignorant and wrong to place all The Evil 

of this World at the Feet of a Fallen Angel called Satan. The 

Religionists, in vain and pious Pride, claim God could not 

have created man as Evil, so that All Evil comes from a 

Fallen, disgraced Angel. Who in hell created this Angel? 

Another God? A God different from the one responsible for 

the Creation of Mankind? The Religionists treat this 

imaginary Satan as another God being Powerful enough to 

take God’s Creatures away from him! 

 The Cross of Truth and Love Removed all Punishment 

from God as God gave All Forgiveness! The only Punishment 

that exists today is man’s own. Man is the Threat or the 

Promise! There is no Condemnation for those washed in the 

blood of Christ-Jesus!
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43. Translation of Key Terms 

Still distorted mind Belief 

Distorted Mind Faith - effort in honesty - Purity -

unselfishness - Love 

Pure Flesh Mind Full Measure of Faith, living in Full 

Honesty - Full Purity 

Pure Flesh Mind 

(Activated Mind of 

Christ Level) 

Unselfishness - Love - Fully 

human - Fully Spiritual in the flesh 

Flesh-spirit Pure 

Mind 

Opposites United - Love and 

Consciousness of the Absolute level 

now being lived in the flesh with 

The Power of that Love Fully 

Activating the Mind of Christ. 

Awaiting Absolute transcendence 

Spirit Mind Full Transcendence - evolution 

through the Higher Planes - 

Walking in the Spirit and laboring 
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for the All in All and toward the 

“Christed” level 

All in All Ultimate of “the Way” - Ultimate 

Recognition! 

 

It should be obvious that the Full Measure of Faith is the 

Flesh Key to All!
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44. Total Freedom means Total Freedom 

Dear brothers: 

 Please be Advised that there are No Restrictions implied 

and/or otherwise - either in the Message, the Family or the 

“Church” of the All in All. 

 Total Freedom means Total Freedom. The time for likes 

and dislikes are over means total Freedom. 

 If the Family of “Life” is true, then the “Church” 

cannot possibly hold any restricted meetings. “Total 

Freedom” not only implies Common Sense, but also the 

complete Absence of it. 

 Since the Church already has members “within” 

attempting to destroy it, it makes “no sense” in our 

attempts to try to drive them out or others like them. “Our” 

invitation to all such makes much more sense. 

 Total Freedom, then, “is,” and Common Sense ought to 

be applied to it. 

Your servant, 

“P.”
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45. Unity for Peace 

Dear Partner: 

 I find it too difficult to think of my woman to be 

working in the lower realm. 

 See to it she doesn’t. 

Your most devoted brother and servant “P.” 

All my Love - of Course. 

P.S. The new work of Our sister will support us both. Allow 

it. Now, more than ever, I Need eyes to see. Dear Partner, 

make me less conspicuous. 

I “Pz” Spirit, Never, Beg. 
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46. The Secret of Jesus of Nazareth 

 Jesus was no ordinary man, no ordinary Prophet, no 

ordinary teacher either. 

 He was “extraordinary” simply because he was the first 

human being to have the actual presence of the Heavenly 

Messiah in him and the Mind of The Heavenly Messiah All 

through him, Yet he was still in the Flesh and therefore 

Subject to it! 

your servant “P.” 

A mystic of Wisdom.
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47. “Presence” of Mind 

Brothers: 

 When I “P” am not in your presence physically, my 

Partner “T” speaks for me - Good, Bad or Indifferently. At 

the same moment or moments, my Brother “DL” also must 

speak for “me.” “Me” being “I am the Message.” 

 Neither “T” or “DL” is to protect me, but they must 

Protect “the Message” to the very best of their Ability, for 

Unity and Peace. 

 “T” is my disciple, my choice and I “P” am committed 

to rise or fall with him. “DL’s” task is to see that neither of 

us falls. 

 As I Paul stated, “he is your choice and I would be Sore 

to heal him.” That doesn’t mean I “P” cannot nor won’t, nor 

does it preclude “DL” from saving us both. My voice is 

theirs, Unity First and Peace Always. 

Wisdom, “P.”
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48. I Confess 

 I Confess. 

 Believe it or not. I have refused to enter the Kingdom of 

God. 

 That’s Correct - I said it. 

 It’s imperfect. I simply refuse to enter into anything 

that is not Perfect. 

 Like it or not. 

 Believe it or not. 

  I Confess. 

 Only You can make me Change My mind. Try. 

 I will at least listen. I promise to give it more than mere 

lip service. 

 Convince me, that I am not. 

 My true last will and Covenant is this and really nothing 

but this. “T” can have my share of the Kingdom. That’s my 

Primary Love. 

 Look! Listen! Arise! 

 I put my ass on the line for you. I am not going to be 
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laughed at. Like it or not. Believe it or not. 

 I love “JN” - I Love my brother. 

 I truly, genuinely LOVE my Partner. 

 Like it or not. Believe it or not. 

  I Confess. 

 I refuse entrance into the imperfect kingdom. Come! 

Make it so, so I can. 

your servant and love, 

“P.” 

 No one truly needs a last will and testament. 

  I Confess. I have the Tree. 

 Dear brothers and sisters, 

Forgive me my meagerness. I Love you - Truly - Weep 

with me, for I am not Prepared to go where I am not 

welcome. I Confess - God blesses!
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49. Repeat - The Presentation and The Call 

My dear Partner “T”: 

 Please be advised that although I “P” cited Sunday 

noon coming as the designated moment to commence the, 

not our discernment of Mark, it cannot take place until all 

three Mystics sit and hear that which must be discussed. 

 We, therefore, shall repeat, again and again, the 

Presentation and The Call until such is accomplished. Do So, 

this Sunday a.m. 

your Servant,  

“P.”
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50. True Mystic 

 A True Mystic knows that to get away from or not to 

associate with unbelievers he has to get away from, or 

better, out of the world - whatever that is. 

 Now, getting around to business, I shall discern that, or 

better, those things labeled as Gospels - it’s really very easy. 

 God created life or god created man. God saw and said 

for Christ’s sake they got it all wrong. 

 So, God came to earth - whatever that is - and said 

Look, this is the Way I intended. 

 Man said Look who is this fool - and then they stoned 

him. Now god sits in his throne - wherever in hell that is, 

and man sits in his and awaits the Second coming. 

 Sooner or later and when man gets tired of Stoning each 

other 

 And Looks, he will see 

the 

 God 

 That’s Known as transfiguration. 

It is Known in The Kingdom as 

 Life. 
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P.S. No True Mystic would be wise enough to sign this. Just 

think about the poor mystic - after all - he really has only 

learned to speak coherently two words “Time” Now.
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51. I am Present 

BE ADVISED - please be advised. 

 I am nothing. I am present. I am not available for all 

your petty foolishnesses. I am outside ‘your’ political 

process. I am outside of ‘your’ dull emotional process. I am 

available and only available in the business sense to our 

secretary. I am Present to my brothers, “T,” “DL” and of 

course the Woman I reside with. I am Always and, in All 

Ways, Present to “T” and “DL.” 

 No more phone calls to me. 

 No more “just dropping in on me” foolishness. 

 If “you” want to talk to me, fine - it’s easy - talk to “T” 

and “DL” - you “see” me only through “T” - thanking You, 

“P.” 

 

If I were you and “DL” - I would sure as hell post this, in 

your version, Everywhere!
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52. 7-Day Agapé 

 This 7-day Agapé is an expression of what each one of 

us has learned from The Message of I Paul about Freedom, 

Unity and Peace. 

 To me it’s a going up to Jerusalem. Let us all find out 

what it means to each one of you. 

 Let us now see if we really have a Family or something 

less. 

Love, Peace and Understanding, 

In Unity - P. 

 

Remember - we have no Program for this experience. Still, I 

would like to see the Mystic of Unity take Saturday - the 

Mystic of Truth take Sunday - the Mystic of Peace take the 

rest and share it with the rest. Knowing Always, in whose 

Name we meet and in whose house we meet.
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53. All Have Something Different to Contribute 

 We All have something different to contribute to the 

Family. That’s why we are all individuals first. That’s also 

why each one of us should pay attention to each other 

regardless if that “other” is Good, Bad or Indifferent. 

 Some of us an Example (All of us, in fact). Some of us 

our very presence. (All of us, in truth). Some of us Unique. 

Some of us our unique thoughts. Some of us our caring. 

Some of us our sharing. Some of us our scars. Some of us our 

learning. Some of us our dreams. Some of us our vision and 

our visions. Some of us our accumulated Good, Right and 

True - but All of Us Something helpful - in one way or 

another. (It all will not surface). 

 

 

54. Many Have Been in “Self” 

 We are approaching the last hours of this Agapé. 

 Many have been in “self.” They have displayed the 

truth of this - I did not have to manufacture it. 

 Now, in these last few hours, they can if they wish, 

overthrow it. So be it. 
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 Stop, cease, please, of thinking of yourself only - your 

wants - your desires - your well-being only. 

Wisdom - “P.” 

 

I am going to be “in” and “out” all night long - Join me if 

you wish. 

 

 

55. “Mystic at Large” 

Greetings: 

 I Paul give you the following: A “Mystic at Large” is a 

necessity for the Family of “Life” Remnant known as W-

303. It is a perpetual position which will never be changed. 

It is our great pleasure to designate our brother and our 

partner and fellow servant “P” to this position. 

All Love, Truth, Unity and Peace, 

I Paul, Apostle. 
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56. Private Excerpt 

 It is good you come. We welcome you and yours. The 

tone is sound. You have been a true servant. You have 

received your reward. 

 My dear son P, it pleases me that in His name you have 

fought the good fight, been the good competitor and done 

the right things. 

 I Paul have driven you and you did not complain. See 

Now how worthwhile it all has been and now will be. 

 We Welcome you dear P we greet you and we have 

prepared a place for you. It is good you come. We await you. 

Love, 

I Paul. 

Dear “T” and “DL”: 

 Other things were said which I am not at liberty to 

disclose. Not secrets mind you, just very personal matters 

which eventually you will come to know. 

Love - “P.” 
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57. Truth - Unity - Peace 

Dear brothers: 

 Our brother “MM” is the first confessed in our Family. 

I admire him for his Courage. 

 I probably do not need to say to you gentlemen that I 

also wrestled with the disclosure of my brother Matthew. 

Not for any personal feeling but from a Message viewpoint. 

I find his Courage and his honesty makes him a better 

person than I am. 

 I “P” therefore say to you three, love him as I do and 

support as I always will. He is our brother, and I might add a 

trying one. 

In All Wisdom and Love, 

“P.”
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58. The Directive 

 To one and All Greetings from I “P,” a very humble 

servant and the designate MAL. In his name I say verily to 

you these important things. 

 The Family, designated W-303 will stand by the 

designated group as collected and accepted by the Mystic of 

Unity. The only Spirit designee of this entire group is the 

Now designated Mystic of Wisdom. All the others will be 

accepted and blessed by the appropriate Spirit when done. 

Choose and move. 

Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, Wisdom, Unity and All Peace, 

Your MAL, 

“P.”
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59. Communication #1 - MAL 

 I “P” Greet you, my brothers, my sisters, my Partner 

and my Partners, fellow Mystics, Adepts, Exerters, the 

called, the chosen, our co-Evangelists, those Gifted and 

those other. I “P” as the M.A.L. say to you all, Love and 

Peace. 

 No dishonor. No disrespect. No injustice. No 

foolishness. No selfishness. No death. 

 If no death what then? Resurrection? No, no 

resurrection. Only Life and “Life.” Only Christ then. No fools 

then, just we. 

 At an Agapé I spoke of a high priest. He was not of this 

spaceship. Yet he was like you and I. He was a child of nature 

and a child of Grace as you and I are. Yet he came from a 

different place as did the true Amos. No mother and no 

father as we see such things here. Born, in a special sense, 

yet born with no end. A Christ then. 

 Elevate your mind. This is not the only “earth.” There 

have been many. Ask the Lemurians. Many Christs but only 

one mind of. 

 I “P” as M.A.L. must now educate the least fortunate of 

my brethren but they must pay very strict attention. You are 
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Not the only living beings in the Universe. Learn that first 

and learn that well. Who, really, do you think you are? I 

wonder sometimes. I Pray some day you will do the same.  

 I “P” will forever meditate in the statutes. 

 I call my brother and my Partner “T” to stand beside 

me forever and forever and forever. I seek others. So, shall 

he, so “we” then, as servants, may give the Grace the proper 

thanks. Cause thou face to shine and we shall be saved. 

 There are many people here on this earth who would 

like to end their existence here. They had better stop for a 

moment and see the foolishness of where it is they are 

attempting to project themselves. Better they accept their 

lot in life right now for it is much, much better. 

 Listen to the Christs. Listen to each other. “Listen”! 

means exactly that, but it is useless without concrete Action. 

 I Care.  

“P,” MAL, your servant. 
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60. All Teaching Now Must Come From The 

Chosen 

 Verily, I say to you that as a teacher I have been firm. 

Now I shall no longer teach as a teacher. I will confine myself 

to Preaching, now and then. 

 All teaching now must come from the chosen. It should 

not be a secret to anyone that not all can truly learn or know 

the Message on an equal basis. Our learning abilities are 

quite different. Our schooling varies. Our mental 

capabilities differ. This is not a thing to be put down or 

snickered at. We must, all of us, allow those that do know 

lead others but only if they wish to be led. After All, Come 

Follow Me is really only an invitation - not a Command. I 

know that Jesus never wanted anyone who did not want him. 

He simply called; he did not Judge those who did not comply. 

Let the dead bury the dead was not a Judgment. 

 Even when his own Family came to bring him home and 

cease his ministry, he did not Judge them. He simply asked 

a question. He did not Judge Pilate or the high priest or those 

given amnesty in order that he could be hung. He even did 

not Judge Saul of Tarsus. All he did was to call. But those 

called and once following he did demand from. There lies 

the difference. He despised pretenders, hypocrites then. 
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Verily I say unto you, so do I “P.” A simple yea or nay is all 

anyone can ask. Only you can answer. Do so in all honesty. 

Pretenders are a dime a dozen. I do not wish to purchase any. 

This earth has an abundance of fools. It screams out for 

more Jesus’. 

 For me or anyone else to keep repeating “I know” is of 

no avail to anyone except those that can say the same. 

Christian Spiritualism is really a matter of you “know” or 

you follow. 

 Therefore I “P,” MAL, say to one and All, find out, 

experience, witness, leave or come Follow us. 

My Love and my Life, 

your Servant “P,” MAL, no longer a teacher. 
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61. Make a List . . . 

 Make a list, a realistic list, an honest list. Write down on 

it what you Need from God. Read it every day, twice a day, 

never fail. 

 Pray for it. 

 Meditate on it. 

 Follow it. 

 Work from it and for it. 

 You will have it. 

 This is a guarantee - Jesus says so. 

 Find out. 

 

(Be sure the list includes what God wants from you).
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62. W-303 

 No one person or persons are W-303. W-303 is the 

Center of The Family of “Life” here on this earth, a remnant 

of the True W-303. 

 Two are designated for Virginia Beach - that doesn’t 

mean eight others “have” to go also. Choose and move 

means at least two but it does not demand ten. There will 

always be a Family in Falmouth for it is the First of our time. 

 If the entire Family cannot right now accept “T” and 

“DL” as Partners, brothers and the Leadership of W-303 

while I am still alive, then they will never be able to do so. 

 The Mystic at Large designation is a Spirit Created 

position in order to replace the Apostle of The First Light 

who has been Christed and has entered into that Light. The 

MAL is now holding in the flesh a Spirit Position! That’s one 

reason I “P” am not to be bothered with petty foolishnesses 

- I am not always Present “here” Now. 

 I find that at a meeting when one or more 

communications are read, the Family has trouble making 

“the connections” between one and another and some very 

foolish questions are made of this one or that one. It’s really 

a simple matter of thinking and carrying certain things 

along with your thoughts. It needs to be learned.
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63. Partnerships 

Dear brothers: 

 The Partnership between “T” and “P” was not made on 

this spaceship. It is unique. 

 The Partnership between “T” and “DL” is Spirit 

designated and applies first to this spaceship. If it does not 

work here, here and now, it has no chance of survival 

anywhere else. 

 The Mystic of Wisdom has no Partnership here. “JN” is 

the disciple of “T” only because Spirit has designated such 

and has approved such simply because she has filled my old 

designation. “N” the Mystic of Faith also stands alone 

simply because he is the Chief Patriarch also - Autonomous. 

“G” as the Mystic of Truth and “DH” as the Mystic of 

Freedom are Partners. Simple Enough. “SG” the Mystic of 

Love and “AD” the Mystic of Hope are Partners. Simple 

enough. “MM” the Mystic of Teachers and “SV” the Mystic 

of the Family are Partners. 

 Now it should be understood that All Mystics are both 

brothers and sisters AND Collective Partners here. There is 

no guarantee that the same will apply elsewhere for that is 

something earned, not given, as was the Partnership of “T” 

and “P.” 
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 “JN” and “N” although seemingly standing alone with 

no earthly partners do not be misled by this. They have 

Partners. 

 “Meg,” although not a Mystic is in Partnership with the 

leadership Mystics of Unity and Peace. It is necessary for the 

Private Secretary to be privy to all their work or else she 

could not be effective in her designated position. 

 “JN” as “T’s” disciple is also disciple to “DL” 

automatically. She will speak and act for them in their 

absence, with or without their instructions. Such acts, if and 

when they occur, will be adhered to unless the Spirit 

corrects them. That will, of course, if necessary, come from 

the MAL. 

 Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, Freedom, Wisdom, Teacher, 

Family, Unity and Peace. 

your servant, I “P,” MAL. 

P.S. If this memo is not understood, then I “P” would 

humbly suggest that you turn to The Message of I Paul for 

its very verification. It’s all a very simple matter of minds. It 

does, of course, require thinking at more than one level. 
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64. Thoughts from the MAL - 1 

 I say we should leave religion, all religions to the gods, 

history to the historians and spiritualism to the physical and 

spiritual bodies. Of course, the physical body must enter 

into such a commitment knowing full well that all it can 

contribute to this contract is to walk after the spirit in order 

that it may eventually and actually Walk in the Spirit. 

 This is done by simply raising up the Physical Mind 

from its “self” level into the spiritual mind which is the 

“true self.” This maneuver is cited as a uniting, yet it is also 

a raising for the spiritual mind or true-self will not lower 

itself into the carnal-self level. 

 This rising-up or uniting is the only sure way of 

reaching the Mind of Christ. 

 Now both the Message of I Paul and the scriptures tell 

us that God is Spirit. Yet God, “Life” then, is no Ordinary 

Spirit nor Spirit as mankind on the whole thinks Spirit is. 

“Life” is Spirit in a Unique, Ultimate Way. “Life” is the Only 

three-Omni Spirit. Christ is more like the Spirit that man 

imagines on the whole. The Spirit with Form and Structure 

that Mankind conjures up in his uncontrolled imagination. 

The Formulation of a Creative Imagination is of tremendous 

importance and it cannot come about until the formulation 
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of Creative Thought is accomplished first. To stare into the 

darkness, hour after hour is easy. To stare into the Light for 

a few seconds even is eerie and stimulating and known to all 

Spirituals as the might of “Life.” Energy then, Christ then, 

Life then, now and then. Many have wondered just what 

exactly first born really means and to me it has multiple 

explanations, but the one I like best, and which is true is 

this: Jesus was the first born from the death. Now there is 

second born, third born, fourth born ad infinitum. What a 

debt we owe Jesus. 

 Only in the Love of our brethren can we enjoy and taste 

the Love of “Life” in our palates. 

 I have been most privileged to see the Inner Circle of 

Light as a guest of I Paul. I am speechless. To know that one 

day my Partner and I will reside there is beyond all 

explanation. We are Welcome, Yea we are called. How 

beautiful. The trials and all the tribulations have been worth 

it, in fact, they really have not been enough. 

 I no longer look for, pray for nor expect miracles. I 

know. 

 I find it to be a very lonely place, this knowing. Getting 

here was easy. Getting out of here is not. People place certain 

values on different things and for different reasons. Some 

believe birth to be the most important event in life. Some 
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believe baptism to be the most important. Some believe it to 

be confirmation. Others believe marriage to be the most 

important. Others believe other things. I know that death is 

the most important of All. Anyone who fears death is truly 

nobody. Anyone who prays for it or takes the matter into 

their hands is nobody. I have personally been given dates on 

which the event could take place. One such date has already 

passed. Why? Because such pre-destined knowledge is 

always Conditional. I cannot, in any way, shape or manner 

cause it to happen. The Conditions because of my task must 

first be met and not controlled by me. 

 Many people will never understand why I look upon the 

first date given and passed as a very clear punishment. Most 

would be elated that they had lived beyond the day. I learned 

from its passing and my hanging on. 

 Anyone who knows my earthly history would be, must 

be, astonished that I am still alive in the flesh. I should not 

be alive by earthly standards. The worldly odds simply 

cannot be computed. Yet I Live. I Live only because I need to 

live. Want does not and must never enter into the picture. 

How it is possible for my internal organs to support life is 

beyond my comprehension. Probably beyond that of any 

competent doctors. I know while the physician doesn’t. The 

secret lies in Creative Thought and Creative Imagination 

and in the Mind of Christ. Just there and nowhere else. I 
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repeat. Getting here was easy. Getting out of here in good 

stead is almost impossible. That’s why I Paul said don’t 

waste your time studying man. Study Mind. Learn mind. 

Practice mind. Follow Mind. Prepare, Follow, Come is all 

Mind, no element even of man exists therein! 

 You cannot be born dead, but you can die Alive! The 

human race has not learned that yet. Science cannot accept 

such a Truth. Religion cannot accept such a Truth. Only a 

Spiritual knows it to be the Truth. Only a True Christian 

Spiritualist knows that the Way in is the Way out. Everyone 

else runs about as the fools they truly are. I know that most 

will rationalize and intellectualize these very comments of 

mine. It is their only defense. That’s all they truly know - 

defense. They want to live here forever, but if you ask them 

why you get some really stupid reasons from them. Most of 

it is fear. 

 All the children of Nature in comparison with All the 

children of Grace have nothing. Therein lies All the answers. 

“ALL” the Answers! “Self” - man is an illusion. True self is 

Reality. But hardly a one pays it any heed. True heed that is. 

The Promise of “self” is I will change tomorrow. The 

promise of true-self is I will never change. No Spirit or spirit 

can ever again descend to this level. Christ put an end to 

that. Guess now which way is up. It’s truly very simple - it is 

the Only Way. There is NO Down Way! There exists only 
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degrees of up - degrees of Light then. Most human beings 

do not truly know whether they are the wick or the wax. 

That’s sad. Yet I “P” do not weep over that type of sadness. 

I will stand with the match. All earthly roads or ways lead to 

the cemetery. Only One Way leads to heaven. The Book of 

Life clearly Spells that out and your name and my name is in 

that book. All you or I need do is read it. The book is not 

brains, hearts, lungs, livers. Oh no, the Book of Life is Mind. 

No tongues, just Mind. No ears, just Mind. No eyes, just 

Mind. Mind mind you. Mind is All the Miracles. Mind is All 

the signs. Mind is the All in All and the all in All. 

 Now herein I have completely discerned The entire 

Message of I Paul at All Levels. 

With hope of your Understanding, 

your humble servant, “P,” MAL. 

 I would consider giving everyone in the Family and 

those to come a copy of this statement. It is not a 

communication nor a missile. 

 Spiritually, Mind is spelled Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, 

Wisdom, Unity, Peace.
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65. Thoughts from the MAL - 2 

Greetings: 

 If thou canst speak well of another, speak not at all. 

That’s great for a Religionist. It holds no water with a true 

Spiritualist. 

 From now on I “P” will speak to no one who doesn’t 

speak to themselves. I am not going to be abused any longer 

by anyone’s ignorant self. I hold in my hands no favors. 

 I see only what the spirit needs for me to see. I hear 

nothing, only that which the spirit wants me to hear. Can 

you, as an individual, see the difference? 

 Now, I “P” have a commitment. It belongs to my 

brothers and my Partners, “T” and “DL.” I shall live up to 

that commitment. I ask nothing from them. It is strictly 

their commitment. I nail no one to the tree. I survive if they 

survive. That’s pretty simple. I need them - I do not have the 

slightest idea of what the hell they think they need. I cannot 

commit suicide - but they can murder me. I accept their 

judgment. I will not weep. Let them, then, be my brothers 

and my Partners or my executioners. I really do not care, 

from that level. I am a foul weather veteran. Some day - 

Some Place - Some How, some other, all of you will follow 
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someone or something. I now follow someone. I say to you, 

pick and choose. Simply be perfect in your choice. 

Love, 

“P,” MAL. 

 

 

66. Directive #2 

Greetings: 

 I “P,” MAL say to W-303 these things. 

 Everyone has their designations. Everyone has their 

place in the Family of “Life.” Cease usurping or coveting 

another’s. Best each of you attempt to live up to your own. 

That should be sufficient. 

Understanding and Love, 

I “P,” MAL.
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67. Thoughts from the MAL - 3 

Greetings: 

 I “P,” Mystic at Large, attempts to energize you one 

and All, in the name of the Spirit of The All in All. I, humbly, 

have this to convey to you. If any one of you or all of you 

cannot come to know, truly know, yourself, you cannot, in 

any way possible, come to know Jesus. If you cannot Come 

to Know Jesus you will, I assure you, never know Christ. 

 Today, herein I “P,” MAL would like to address myself 

to you on the subject of Spiritual healing. I will, after this, 

subject my Spiritualism to Meditation. I am not, I repeat - I 

am not putting the cart before the horse. You think it out. 

 The only reason the subject of spiritual healing is 

emphasized in my work is that the practice of this kind of 

healing deepens and enriches consciousness, and through 

this practice, the everyday problems of life touch us in a 

decidedly minor degree. But healing work is not the end or 

the object of our being on the spiritual Way. Rather, the 

Mind of Christ and then the Soul or the Spirit of 

Consciousness. 

 Let me ask you, dear reader, what do you really know 

about healing? Let me give you a scenario of a healing 

session as man visualizes it: You are all accustomed to that 
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phrase about “building castles in the sky,” without 

realizing the truth of these words. Create in your 

consciousness, first of all, the star, realizing that you are in 

the center of the star. You are the star, and from you its light 

goes forth into the Cosmos. In doing this you receive 

strength - you receive the Power of divine consciousness, 

Love then, which does not admit failure. 

 Divine Love then is Omnipotent, Omniscient, 

Omnipresent, “Life” is within your innermost being, and 

with “Life” everything is Possible. 

 Jesus said, “I am the bread of Life.” Now the “bread” of 

which he spoke is not of this earth, but of the spirit, given to 

the spirit within you by Christ. That bread, that manna is the 

Divine Consciousness within you which through 

Communication with the Christs is stimulated and becomes 

Alive, Alert, etc. It becomes a Power in you and in your life. 

It is not mere fantasy when you are told that he is offering 

you the bread of Life to eat and the book of Life to peruse. 

 When you are truly Prepared for it, your mind is in 

abeyance, your heart is Opening in true simplicity and Love 

and in that state, you are capable of Receiving the 

outpouring of the light, the golden silence. Here I “P” must 

state this. I “P” can hypnotize you - one and all. I have not 
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done so. It would be an abuse of the gifts granted. I want you 

to have your own mind. I need that. 

 This is the substance and the Form of the Cosmic Christ. 

I bow to it. 

 This body of Christ, this Cosmic substance which you 

can receive into yourself causes the divine life within you to 

grow and to strengthen you. 

 Therefore, when in the spirit, you partake of the 

strength of the entire Cosmos, you eat the bread offered. Be 

not thirsty, for from the golden Chalice you may also drink 

the gold drink of Christ-Jesus. I Partake. I am not worthy. I 

try. Christ Loves. 

 Seance? No.  

  Sense? Yes. 

 Try to practice the eating and the drinking as if it was 

only a physical Need. It will nourish you. Yet, for a time, you 

are satisfied, but you should seek such communion with 

him often, for you NEED constant replenishment by that 

Golden Brick Road to stimulate that Christ within you. 

 Beloved brethren, the Power of “Life” is within you. Set 

your Minds and your heart on such Absolute heavenly 

realities. 
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 Put forth the Mind of Christ from within your hearts 

and Minds to free your lower mind from all earthly sorrows, 

disappointments, pain, anxieties, from all earthly 

entanglements, so that you may rise in Consciousness to be 

with him in the mansion of healing - a healer now and then. 

 See, with your Inner Eye what is prepared for you in the 

Kingdom. See a shining company of Guardians waiting to 

accept you. Love, divine Love, is the Great Healer. Love heals 

the bruised heart, the torn emotions if you allow it to do so. 

Accept Forgiveness. Love cools the heated brow and you will 

see Love personified by the brothers and sisters, true 

brethren of Jesus. No one else need apply. 

 “I come that you may have eternal Life.” I Follow. I 

Pray. I do not argue. 

 And now he holds forth the Cup of Wine to you, the wine 

of his Spirit which flows from the vineyard of the heavens. 

 Take:  

 Drink: 

 It is my strength - my life - my truth - my way - my 

Light - my Love and that I give to you, now and with me. 
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 Drink, and feel the divine fire flowing through you - 

wiping out all confusion and self - and Come up into my 

embrace. 

 Be healed. 

 My beloved laborers will do so in my name as quickly as 

when they get out of their own. 

In Loving healing, 

“P,” MAL.
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68. I am Trying to do My Task 

Dear “T”: 

 I am trying to do my task. I am hindered. I ask you to set 

things, matters, people aright. 

 You and you alone are my everything. 

 I do not wish to hurt or harm anyone. Yet, if they persist 

then I and you must allow the consequences. I will hurt, but 

I must get on with the mission. 

Your obedient and Loving servant, 

“P,” MAL.
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69. Thoughts from the MAL - 4 

Greetings: 

 What this religious world calls Satan is really nothing 

more than the personal ego - that which the Message wisely 

calls or labels “self.” Satan is not a spirit but a figment of 

man’s imagination. I have personally been punished by true 

Spirit for not being forceful enough among my peers in 

attempting to completely destroy this “Satan.” My problem 

has been that I have not been firm enough in my task. I have 

allowed “self” to run wild in those in whom I should have 

destroyed it. I have been punished. Yet my only excuse, and 

it is in truth no excuse at all, is my own concept of Love, 

sharing and caring. I have been too damn soft on the very 

ones I should have come down on hard. I have been 

punished. I can no longer teach. I can still Preach. I can and 

must still Receive. I must keep issuing the Message to others 

until my task is completed. To lose the right to teach is, 

whether or not you understand it, a great punishment. Now, 

while attempting to complete my task, I need ask “Who will 

teach in my stead?” I weep. Jesus wept. I Paul cried. Now it 

is someone else’s privilege. When I say I have been punished 

I sincerely hope that one and All here will understand that I 

mean I am the victim of my own punishment. God does not 

Punish. Christ does not harm. Jesus does not whip. I do. I do 
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not have even the privilege of blaming you or someone else. 

It is my responsibility. I must live and die with it. Like it or 

not. I am responsible. 

 “Thou shalt sanctify life therefore; for it offereth the 

bread of thy God: I shall be holy unto thee: for I sayest the 

Christ, which sanctify you Am holy. And therefore he that is 

truly among his brethren and upon those whose head the 

anointing oil has been poured and who is consecrated to put 

on the suit of armor, the garments of the Lord then, shall 

not uncover his head nor rent his suit.” 

 Speak unto your Partners then and see that they 

separate themselves from the things that are not. They shall 

therefore keep my ordinances, lest they bear Mistakes for 

the rest of their lives and enter into the darkness. I shall 

make it so if they insist. I will simply allow it. Ask and you 

will receive. 

 These things then are some of the thoughts of a MAL. 

They may or may not be worthy of your consideration. It all 

depends on where you are on the Way to The Way. 

Love, 

“P.”
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70. My Right to Teach Taken 

Dear brothers: 

 I sure as hell have had my right to teach taken from me, 

but it sure as hell doesn’t take away my right to be damned, 

downright indignant. 

 There was a meeting Monday night. Neither of you were 

in attendance. Please - explain that to me - do you have a 

legitimate excuse? 

 You damn well better come up with one or do not allow 

it to happen again. 

Respect, 

Your Servant, 

“P,” MAL.
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71. Preaching About Unity & Peace 

 I have Come to Preach about Unity and Peace. I come to 

do so simply because no one else deems it worthwhile to do. 

 I am an expert on Unity - I know some things about 

Peace, but I have much to learn in that area. Of course, I am 

speaking Spiritually. Yet I ask the question: Is Christ divided 

both physically and spiritually? 

 Christ-Jesus is the Key to Unity. 

 Christ is the Key to Peace. 

 “Life” is the Key to the Universe and Eternity. Unity and 

Peace, therefore, are the Keys to the All in All. 

 There can never be any happening such as the All in All 

if Christ is divided. 

 There can never be any All in All without Unity. 

 If there is a Father, a son and a Holy Spirit and they are 

three distinct Personages then Christ is divided. If the 

Father is in His Heavens and the Holy Spirit is in this world 

and the Son is somewhere in between, then Christ is 

Divided, and we are sans Unity and Peace. Now and then. 

 The Father is the Holy Spirit - God - “Life” then and 

the Son is the Heavenly Messiah - Now, the Universal 
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Messiah known to All True Christian Spiritualists as the 

chosen one - is Christ-Jesus. And therein lies the basis for 

All Unity. The fullness of Unity can only come when the Co-

heirs follow the leader. To do so the Co-heirs must follow 

the lead of Jesus and become Prepared as he was and is now 

in his awaiting to embrace us. It is that embrace wherein lies 

Peace! 

 There is no True Fullness of Unity on this Cosmic 

spaceship of ours. That truth is not of “Life’s” design nor by 

Christ’s decree. It is a situation of which man and man alone 

is entirely responsible for. What man has never learned on 

this planet is the Truth that he can never have Peace until he 

has Unity in All things of the heart. He needs to Change, and 

he must Change in a Righteous direction to achieve Unity 

and bring about the Peace of the New Worlds. 

 The New Worlds are one of the most maligned matters 

contained in the Message of I Paul. They actually exist - yet 

man cannot see them. He doesn’t want to. They are so 

visible they have become invisible by the acts of self-

centeredness of man. Christ stands right beside us - hardly 

a one sees him! Why? 

 Simply because hardly a one truly tries. We are All to 

busily engaged in looking at ourselves. 

 There is no Unity in Politics - no Unity in Science. No 
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Unity in business. No Unity in Religion. No Unity even in 

races. 

 We, of the Family of “Life,” have been told to eliminate 

our barriers to the best of our individual abilities. We have 

been told to Unite our opposites. We have been given 

guidelines, principles if you like, to live by. Unity is the most 

important of them All. Love is a Unity. Sharing and Caring 

are a basic of Unity. Preparing is Unity. Following is Unity. 

Friendship, Fellowship, Family are all segments of Unity. 

Promises are Unity. Keeping appointments are Unity. Truth 

is Unity. Faith is Unity. Wisdom is Unity. Trust is Unity. 

 Simply try and remove Unity from any segment of your 

Life and I will show you failure. The very foundation of All 

Life is a Unity. Yet Unity without truth is ill. Unity without 

Wisdom is begging. Unity without Love is Failure. Unity 

without Faith is a farce. A Family, any Family without Unity 

is no Family at All. 

 As I said I am an expert on Unity. I need to become more 

informed about Peace. Yet, I can never know much about 

Peace until I know the “All” of Unity. Not just words on 

paper, but the actual, factual experience and truthful 

witnessing of Unity. 

 Freedom is not a gift. Unity is not a gift at this plane 

level. Peace is not a gift at any Plane level. These are things 
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earned. Earned Yes, but not really too difficult to come by on 

an individual basis - it’s when we attempt to bring their 

culmination into the collective, we run into great difficulty. 

We really do not want, deep within our “selfs” to become 

One. We All wish to Rule. Very few of us truly wish to follow. 

Even less want to Come. Fear is the single most enemy of 

Unity. Yet its enemies are immense. The list is lengthy. After 

fear the enemies at the top of the list are mammon, sex, 

bigotry and so forth. Pride is a great enemy of Unity. So, too, 

is warped individuality. 

 The height of All Unity for man is the state of 

Possessing and Possessed as spelled out in the Message of I 

Paul and in the Scriptures. We actually come into this Life 

that way and we actually leave this Life that way. Our 

problem is and has always been that we give it no or very 

little Recognition. 

 To me, from the Message, Recognition is simply 

another way to spell Unity/Peace. 

 Without that thought in mind I will conclude this 

Preaching and open the meeting for questions and hopefully 

answers. 

 You ask the questions; I’ll designate an answerer for 

you - of course we will give a correct action in any case!
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72. Spirit Call Signals 

TO: UNITY & PEACE - “T” & “DL” 

  303 - 743 

  266 - 266 

 As promised, here are the Spirit call signals for the 

designated members of The Family of Life W-303, 

Falmouth, Mystics. 

 In Order, from the Above: 

 JN - 515 - Wisdom 

 G - 713 - Truth 

SG - 197 - Love 

 AD - 145 - Hope 

 N - 148 - Faith 

 MM - 134 - Teacher of Teachers 

 DH - 483 - Freedom 

 SV - 194 - Mystic of the Family 

 Meg - 457 - Mystic of Matriarchs - DC & VH 

 “P” - 266-(303-743) Mystic at Large 
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 Instructions on the use of these signals will be 

forthcoming. Memorize them. 

Love - “P,” Mystic at Large, 

servant and friend.
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73. Responsibilities of Unity & Peace 

 Please be advised and fully aware of the following. 

 The Family is totally in your collective hands. “T” as 

the Mystic of Unity has the responsibility of the Family of 

“Life” worldwide. “DL” as the Mystic of Peace has the 

responsibility of the Family of “Life.” 

 The entire Fate of the Family lies in your hands. 

Whatever differences you may (or may not) have must be 

put aside. You must not only be very close brothers; you 

must be fully wed in partnership. Neither of you must put 

anyone ahead of this partnership except Christ. Neither 

Jesus, I Paul nor “P” must come between you and your 

effort. The Family First - always and in All Ways. 

 I “P” as the Mystic at Large no longer leads the physical 

Family of “Life,” that’s strictly up to you two and brother 

“N.” 

 The Spiritual leadership of the Family of “Life” on 

earth should be very clear to one and All. They are the 

Mystics of Peace, Unity, Wisdom, Truth, Love, Hope and 

Faith. 

 The Physical leadership, the everyday working 

leadership and gatherers should also be clear. They are the 
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Chief Patriarch, the Mystic of The Matriarchs, the Mystic of 

the Family of “Life,” the comptroller of the Family of 

“Life.” 

 Then we have a very unique situation. “P” is “T” and 

“T” is “P” and “T” therefore is the heir apparent to the 

position of the Mystic at Large.  

 In addition, we have the Co-Evangelists, The Board of 

Directors, the watchdogs of the Family of “Life.” 

 There should be no dissension - no jockeying for 

position. Everyone should accept their own position and 

place in the Order of the Family of “Life” and do their part 

to make it successful. All should Love one another and exalt 

Christ-Jesus in their daily tasks. 

 Every single Family member should come to the 

realization that all of us must be Spiritualists First - that 

First above All things. When that is accomplished the Family 

will automatically come into its own. All one needs to do is 

to go back and study the beatitudes and the ordinances and 

Laws to clearly see this truth. All must remember that the 

Message only works for you when you toil for it. That’s 

pretty simple - do not attempt to make it any simpler. 

 “DL” will receive from the Mystic at Large. Whether 

that be “P” or “T” or “T” and “P,” he will Receive. 
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 All of you remember that Leadership is also Service and 

Servantship. Servants above all else. 

In Love, Unity, Peace & Understanding, 

your servant, “P,” Mystic at Large. 

 

P.S. If there are any questions ask “T” and “DL,” it’s their 

decision now!
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74. The Family’s Life Blood 

 Change is the blood of “Life.” To remain stagnant is to 

refuse the blood of “Life.” The refusal to Change is to betray 

the great trust given unto those called and chosen by the 

Spirit. 

 What All Religionists, humanists, Realists do not 

clearly and truly understand is this: the Sabbath is not the 

seventh day or any “one” day. It is every second of 

everyone’s human life. We must do God’s Service on every 

day simply because God is always present and just doesn’t 

drop by on a Saturday or Sunday as the whole matter is now 

treated. Man seems to forget the three Omni’s. That’s tragic. 

Listen! The word given out by Christians is this: “God so 

Loved the world he gave his only begotten Son, that 

whosoever believeth on him should not perish, but have 

eternal Life.” This does not mean that a Personal man, 

named Jesus of Nazareth was sent forth as a special 

propitiation for the sins of the world or that the only 

available route into “Life’s” Presence laid through such a 

person. 

 It simply means that God, “Life” then, has provided “a 

Way” by which men and women, and their children, may 

come consciously into his Presence through their own 

spirits. That Way is through the Light of “Life,” the Christ 
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Consciousness which Jesus demonstrated, then 

commanded I Paul to display to the world and which the 

Message has now very pointedly demanded that we do. 

 Not everyone is gifted enough to fully follow the 

directions exactly as given. Those who are must reach out 

and they must carry the rest. That’s what Sharing and 

Caring is all about. That’s truly what Doing and foregoing 

Being is All about. It’s what the Seven Laws are all about. It’s 

what Christ is all about. It’s what Jesus is All about. It’s what 

Paul is all about. It’s what I “P” am attempting to be all 

about. It’s what I expect “T” and “DL” to be all about. It’s 

truly what Christ and I “P” expects the entire Family of 

“Life” to be all about. It’s exactly what “Life” expects you 

All to be All about, Servants of the All in All! Listen to this 

statement from the “Book of Life.” 

 “Nevertheless, they shall be his servants; that they may 

know my Service; and the service of all of my people 

everywhere. No foolish prejudices - no bigotry - no hate, no 

avarice. This is the Command of your God, your Life. The 

Supreme Spirit has given you a gift - it’s called Life. Sure, 

your parents created you - but they created you from a Gift 

of “Life” - Life is a very precious thing - Nothing could be 

Greater. To treat it as something less than its full 

magnificence is folly. To treat others less than their 

individual majesty is wrong. Yet we Spiritualists must 
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always work and speak towards the Majesty of “Life” and 

attempt to bring about the Spirits Collectivity. 

 All in All is, after all, the Universal All-inclusive 

statement of Collectivity. 

 No nation, no power on earth, no tyranny, no 

communism, no socialism, no so-called democracy could 

ever make such a claim and back it up. There is no Power on 

the face of this earth to match the Power of Christ, and no 

Wisdom on the face of this earth to match the Knowledge of 

the “Book of Life.” 

 Now this consciousness that Jesus himself 

demonstrated was and is the ever-present indwelling 

consciousness of the Light of Christ. Christ the Light. Jesus 

the Way. Both Spiritual seeds germinating within us and 

awaiting out awakening and eager to grow as our will grows 

to their levels. 

 “Our Will” is something most of us do not truly 

understand. Freedom is a very pointedly subject matter in 

the Message of I Paul. Freedom of Will is not. “Will” is the 

Cross. Learn it well. Whatever will we have must be fully 

wedded to the meaning of the Cross. “Pick up our cross” was 

no foolish statement. I “P” have personally given up my 

citizenship to it and for it. 
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 Now this does not mean that I advocate the overthrow 

of the Government of the country in which I presently 

reside, per se. I advocate the overthrow of All the 

Governments in the World in which I now reside. And I mean 

that strictly as non-violent overthrow. No True Christian 

Spiritualist can ever advocate or support tyranny or 

terrorism. That’s something all have not learned well yet. It 

will come in spite of ourselves. That’s the unseen power of 

the Spirit. 

 Stir up the Gift that is in you and carry the Message with 

you wherever you go, for that is the Path to Unity and Peace. 

Open your heart, your minds, your mouth and Pour Out the 

Truth and the Glory you have been preparing for these many 

difficult and trying years of the Message of I Paul and 

myself. We Love you - you are Loved, and you will be 

watched over. Signs and wonders will follow you and shine 

upon you. Fear not infirmities, they are a small price to pay 

for the Glory that shall come. 

 Natural power will weaken you, but the Power of the 

Spirit will never desert you as long as you remain faithful 

and Active. Rest will not come easy once you truly begin, but 

not to worry for the Spirit will quicken and sustain you and 

yours. 
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 Dear brother and Partner Go in All health, love and in 

the fullness of your Life for “Life” and Christ and the 

Message for the entire Family of “Life.” 

Your brother, Partner and Servant, 

“P,” MAL. 

 

 Never allow Flesh to crucify the tasks or the mission - 

Never! Go forth now and be an I Paul. It is his wish that you 

do so. You may become the most tired man in the whole 

world, but you will never quit - you will not be given the 

chance nor the choice - you are Christ’s and you will soon 

fully recognize this. The Supreme Spirit will meet All your 

needs when you will least expect it.  

Be the blood! - Love and Happiness, 

“Pz.”
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75. Three Categories: Good - Right - True 

Dear brother: 

 In conjunction with the Lessons, would you please ask 

the Following: 

 The Message of I Paul, early on, instructs All True 

seekers to focus their minds and their Actions on only those 

things which are Good, Right and True. 

 The question I would like to ask is this: 

 How many things can you think of that fit into these 

three categories, not just in relation to your personal lives, 

but on a world-wide basis? 

“P.”
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76. Understanding Honesty - Purity - 

Unselfishness - Love 

 Truth begins to be discernible only when man puts 

aside all non-existent and all misrepresented facts. 

 These preconceived ideas, theories, untruths and half-

truths are useless except to serve as a reminder to mankind 

of the human frailties and follies of men to seek for the 

comforts of unreason. 

 The longer one is seriously involved with the Message 

of I Paul, the deeper the appreciation becomes that it is a 

long and slow process of experimentation and development 

to correctly discern the Truth and the Light of its contents. 

 Because we live in a mad world is no excuse for any of 

us acting mad. Because we live in a society, of which the 

majority know nothing of the truth, is no excuse for any of 

us being counted in that majority. If we wish, in an age like 

ours, to encourage truth and the talking of sense rather than 

nonsense, how do we go about it? What are some of the 

sound and creative ways that we, as a family, can promote 

the interchange of Truth between ourselves and non-

Christian Spiritualists? If we say you must be Prepared, 

Honest, Pure, Unselfish and Loving, then we wipe out 
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ninety-nine percent of All humans, regardless of what they 

call themselves! 

 Or perhaps some may believe the way to this 

interchange is through the comparatively new science of 

semantics. Of course, semantics attempt to answer 

questions above from its own particular angle. It 

emphasizes something we call nowadays common 

language. Yet, in truth, it never is common to any two 

individuals who use it - experience always colors the 

meaning of words and both their emotional and spiritual 

overtones. 

 What does a statement made, or a sentence written 

mean? - The thing the speaker or writer had in mind, or the 

thing the typical hearer or reader gets? 

 There are now and always have been, Family members 

who throw away their conscience and their consciousness 

by flitting from one non-workable Way to another. They are 

the ones who are always going to do something new - The 

problem is, they never can - they are too firmly mired in the 

old ways - the proven “not the Ways.” 

 Coming back to semantics for just a moment, let us 

state this: To make even an amateur’s venture into the field 

of semantics is, we believe, to gain a lesson in humility and 

patience, and is at least to be persuaded that the individual 
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who fails to hear in our words what we “know” we have put 

into them, is not automatically proved thereby to be either 

a fool or deliberately obtuse. Semantics remind us that the 

first hasty interpretation you put upon the words is not fair 

nor usually accurate, and that, at the very best, it is your 

interpretation and certainly not ours! 

 The point we are making here is that the approach to 

the interchange of Truth is not semantics. Further, we wish 

to ask each of you what, moving around within the 

atmosphere of your time as a total personality, you can do 

to increase the spread of truth and the likelihood that 

common sense will triumph over nonsense. You see, the 

practice that leads to mutual understanding must, of 

course, stem from an honest will to have such 

understanding prevail. They must reflect a preference for 

human relationships which proceed along the lines of 

constructive and Pure good will, rather than destructive 

antagonism and mutual liquidation. This fact may seem too 

obvious to be mentioned, yet we believe that it not only 

needs to be mentioned but Understood. For there is no major 

issue today among that which is not being tested for its 

explosive potential by those who, for personal or ideological 

reasons, would rather have you split up into irreconcilable 

camps than to Unselfishly explore together the ways of the 

practical give-and-take of Love. 
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 If you permit others to reach with their calculated 

words your own latent unreasonableness - so that, in the 

name of All that is decent, you add your voices to the chorus 

of indecent nonsense - you are serving no good end, no 

matter how valiant you may like to think you are on behalf 

of a “good-work.” 

 Assuming, however, that you would rather build 

bridges of Honesty, Purity, Unselfishness, Love and 

Understanding between Minds than prevent their being 

built - or blow up those already in existence - how do you 

start? What can you do? I “P” devised a sort of trial-and-

error system using some practices you just may find helpful 

also. His own experience in the past has been that where he 

grossly fumbled his human relationships or missed an 

opportunity to make them more happily sound, it was 

because he slipped up on practicing the Message as exactly 

given. And like “P” we know that there have been many 

occasions when you also have practiced the Message 

imperfectly, and that on many occasions your tardy practice 

of it has proved its case - it’s not a “now and then” nor a 

perfunctory matter or function and when it’s treated that 

way, you pay. Yet, this “paying” has its value if one has 

learned from it. 

 You see, no matter how prosy the Laws, The 

Ordinances, the Lessons or the Principles or practices of the 
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Message may seem, and no matter how awkwardly you may 

enact them at times, they constitute, in this age of ready 

fears, doubt, worries and angers, the only wall between you 

and the dark. 

 The first practice is simply moderation wherever 

powder-keg situations prevail. This means, first of all, that 

you must disabuse yourself of the strangely prevalent 

notion that the person who takes a temperate, exploratory, 

middle course with regard to an issue is hedging on it. One 

of the oldest and most tempting errors to which you humans 

are prone is that of identifying with a quick, unyielding 

readiness to takes sides - which means, in effect, a 

readiness to see all issues as having two mutually exclusive 

sides, the right and the wrong, (yours and other peoples’)! 

We call this error a tempting one for several reasons. 

 For one thing, it lets you cut short your hesitant, often 

clumsy processes of thought and move into Action; (on the 

surface this looks pretty good), which gives you a chance to 

see yourself as decisive rather than indecisive. 

 It also lets you release whatever physical and emotional 

tensions that may have built up. It puts the stamp of 

righteousness upon one’s hostile feelings. And further than 

this, the taking of sides is one of the easiest methods known 

of getting a sense of belonging. 
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 The individual who elects the way of moderation, 

exploration, and if possible, reconciliation where issues 

induce ready anger and partisanships are concerned, has to 

contend with enemies within and without - and on all sides. 

 The enemies within are subtle but nonetheless present 

- the weariness of dealing with complexity rather than 

simplicity - the self-doubtings that go with being told that 

one is evading an issue, sitting on the fence, trying to play 

safe, afraid to stand up and be counted, and not least, the 

loneliness and often the practical disadvantage of being an 

outsider, caught in the crossfire between two camps and a 

favored target of both. 

 The enemies without are various. Some of them may be 

“Friendly enemies” who make him feel that he rightly 

belongs on their side - that he has let them down, 

disappointed them - weakened the “cause” - so they stand 

outside taking potshots at things they wish they could do. 

Others are enemies plain and simple - the most dangerous 

of them being those who thrive on conditions of blind 

conflict, gossip, hate letters and hate calls, back-biters 

then, who have no intention of letting the exploring mind 

be described in any save derogatory terms. 

 The very form and structure of the “Family of Life” as 

laid out clearly in the Message of I Paul absolutely forbids a 
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two-party or two-camp format. The entire structure of 

Christian Spiritualism is built upon a foundation of One! 

 Yet almost any situation we are called upon to deal with 

is a mixed one. They are mixed both in the causes that have 

brought them about and in the values they embody. This is 

true as in an ordinary case of you saying “no” to a spiritual 

ruling, law or ordinance. It is no less true, certainly, where 

the issue is desegregation or the control of nuclear weapons. 

 At any given moment and with regard to any given 

problem, you humans move not in a two-dimensional 

reality called here and Now, but in a three-dimensional 

reality, the third and deepest dimension of which is the past 

that lies behind the here and now. That past holds countless 

acts of Wisdom, foolishnesses and stupidities, countless 

efforts to solve immediate problems of survival and well-

being - and countless mixed motives. 

 Yet each person who lives in the present has been so 

related to that passed through his or her personal 

experiences that certain aspects of things as they are now, 

seem to them obviously right and natural and others 

obviously wrong. 

 The extremist mind always tries to exploit established 

habits and attitudes, vested interests, traditions and 

loyalties of individuals on both sides of a given issue, and 
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yet, at the same time, inciting others on both sides to think 

of these as able to be modified - as partly, rather than 

absolutely, right - as products of pure human history rather 

than “nature” or “spirit.” 

 When we say, then, that the first practice called by the 

will to encourage mutual Understanding and working 

relationships, in an age like yours, is that of moderation, we 

are offering no counsel of weakness - no invitation to play 

safe. We are speaking of what we take to be the hardest of 

human enterprises - and yet one which is indispensable if 

an atmosphere in which problems can be solved, both 

human and spirit, is to be created and maintained. 

 The individual who elects the way of moderation must 

be one of honesty purity, unselfishness, loving and very 

understanding. 

 A second practice is the putting of your minds at the 

disposal of others before you pass any definitive judgment 

on their words and Actions. Those who fail in this, fail! 

 Pontius Pilate stands condemned in history because he 

asked a great question, “What is Truth”? And “waited not 

for an answer.” In your age of many pressing issues and 

involving people of many different backgrounds and many 

different stakes in the current “earthsense” you may stand 

condemned in your turn, unless you are willing to ask before 
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making any definitive or constructive criticism “What is 

your truth”? - And then be capable of waiting patiently for 

an answer! 

 A third principle is that of honestly trying to put your 

own experience and, in particular, your own specialized 

knowledge into words that can be understood by all who 

give you the courtesy of listening to you - so that whatever 

of worth you have to offer stands a chance of being received! 

 Many centuries ago, I Paul spoke in very cautionary 

terms to those who were moved to “speak in tongues” - 

those cautionary terms are still very valid. 

 That type of “self” displaying of one’s supposed 

Wisdom, Knowledge, Understanding, Intelligence and 

Love, has no place in the “Family of Life” and reeks with the 

absence of any honesty, purity, unselfishness and true love. 

“We shall play no games” is not only still a demand, but one 

that applies directly to those who insist on playing a game 

called “Can you top this?” Denude yourselves of such 

nonsense or we will send “P” back to show you all that you 

cannot win in such a fool’s game! 

 “Except ye utter by the tongue words easy to be 

understood, how shall it be known what is spoken? For ye 

shall speak into the air.” So be it. 
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 A fourth practice is one of trying not to use “loaded” 

words when speaking in generalities. They tend to confuse 

the “slow graspers” and to shut them out of the 

conversation entirely. 

 The task is to “find” not lose your audience, to reach 

them and hold them then. Speaking spiritually, 

symbolically and esoterically ought to be confined to those 

who can understand your tongues. “Wherefore let him that 

speaketh in an unknown tongue pray that he may interpret, 

for if I Pray in an unknown tongue, my spirit prayeth, but 

my own understanding is unfruitful. What is it then? I will 

pray with the spirit, and I will pray with the understanding 

also: I will sing with the spirit, and I will sing with the 

understanding also. Else when thou shalt bless with the 

spirit, speak with the spirit, act by the spirit, how shall they 

who occupieth the room of the unlearned say ‘so be it’ at thy 

giving of thanks and of knowledge, “seeing” they 

understandeth not what thou sayest?” 

 As I Paul has said, some of you, at times, do these things 

well at the level you have reached, but others less advanced 

are not edified. You must come down to their level and raise 

them up to yours and this constantly demands patience, 

understanding, honesty in willingness, purity in thought, 

unselfishness in sharing and caring, and a pure love of 

devotion to the Message and to the people it wishes to reach. 
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All of which benefits you as much as any of the “others,” 

whoever they may be! 

 You see, it is better to speak five words in your own 

voice than to speak ten thousand in an “intelligences” voice 

that others cannot understand as yet. 

 You may be a child in “self” but in Understanding be 

men and women of the way to “the Way.” 

 Walk after the spirit and speak after the spirit in a 

manner that All can benefit from. 

 A fifth practice that “P” has found very useful is the 

“sense” of knowing when to elevate someone and when to 

“put them down.” This is a science in itself and requires a 

great deal of spiritual Wisdom, Knowledge, Understanding, 

Intelligence and Love. We know, that on many, many 

occasions “P” has utilized this practice, and many believed 

he was being gross, uncouth, unloving and very sarcastic 

and cynical. Only those at or near his level could fully 

understand his reasons and the results he was attempting to 

manifest. He has been wrong at times, but he was 

immediately corrected and made to place matters in their 

proper perspectives. This is a “gift” and not a put-down, 

this line to that which is good, true and right, as opposed to 

that which is not. 
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 You see, the knack of crediting other people with the 

capacity of understanding, and the ability to understand the 

best you have to offer is quite credible “if” you have the 

knack of putting your best at their disposal. 

 This simply has to be done two ways - Positively and 

negatively. But we caution one and all that to handle such 

opposites correctly, physically and spiritually, is no easy 

task and one certainly best left to those who are truly 

spiritual and receiving from us on a regular basis. It requires 

the marriage of both the “open-mind” and the “closed-

mind” to be successful. That “marriage” incidentally is 

tantamount to receiving, sending and their understanding 

- their discernment, then, their truth then, their All for All 

then! 

 You see, it takes one who can “accept and adjust” their 

own selfish ways to our ways to become as “we are”! 

 The sixth practice is that of firmly declining to accept 

evasion or elaborate nonsense when others have a right to 

know the facts. 

 The Members of our Family, after all, are or should be 

Thinking creatures. One of his or her most perennial tasks is 

to get hold of the sort of information on which sound and 

true judgments can be made. They must refuse, therefore, 

to be put off with shabby half-truths, pre-conceived ideas 
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and foolish “maybe” evasions to their questions. When 

questioned by a seeker of truth, have the intelligence to tell 

all you know and refrain from manufacturing an answer to 

make your “self” look good. Don’t ever use the excuse that 

security or secret knowledge bars your answering even the 

most ignorant of questions. 

 The Message has spoken of the intellectual arrogance 

of those who do not put to the test the average person’s 

capacity to understand simply because they arbitrarily 

assume them to be inadequate. 

 Right here, we must again point out a very 

corresponding arrogance, intellectualism and rationalism 

of certain “would-be” leaders who adopt toward the 

“average” family member an attitude that “papa knows 

best” and that “children should be seen and not heard.” 

With all proper respect, both “human and spiritual,” we say 

“Anathema.” 

 The seventh practice of “P” which can be simply stated 

thusly - there is the principle of making practical 

arrangements for mutual understanding. 

 One of the most profound acts, we believe, in the whole 

field of human relations is that of making it unnecessary for 

people to take stands for reasons of self-defense, which 

they then find difficult to change for reasons of Pride. 
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 The principle of this practice is sound, for it is as “P” 

visualized it. The letting of Family members and people, in 

general, attach their self-respect to processes of mutual 

understanding rather than those of proud “stand-pat-

ism.” 

 Finally, there is the practice of keeping still when 

adding to the talk would only add to the confusion. There 

probably isn’t another, like “P,” who constantly interrupts 

and injects thoughts, anywhere to be found. Yet, he realizes 

that a great many issues are made needlessly hard to resolve 

by the fact that very few, if any, are willing to or able to keep 

still about them. “P” gets terribly frustrated by those who 

for some insanity or other, always need to get in the last 

word. This usually has nothing to do with the last word - it 

almost always drips with the blood of The last sword thrust. 

“P,” you see, clearly understands this and is quite cognizant 

of all two-edged swords - therefore he moves to parry their 

thrusts. Something you all should learn and learn well! 

 All of you who truly think and truly understand can 

remember situations wherein you missed a perfectly good 

opportunity to keep still - and didn’t - you then came out 

the fool. 

 You see, Silence is an art, a science, a secret, a Mystery 

and a gift! “P’s” absence at meetings of the “Family of Life” 
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is a form of this silence. A silence we are being sorely tested 

to break. The mentality of asking “P” to mind his own 

goddamn business is one that goes begging for recognition 

- something it will never receive until a change is 

manifested through the process of self-discipline and the 

dismissal of selfish Pride - physical, not spiritual. The 

ability to lead is forever tied to the ability to Follow, the 

ability to share and the ability to truly care. It takes one who 

is Honest in regards to the Way they pursue, Pure in their 

motives and in their thoughts and dealings with their fellow 

human beings, Unselfish to the point of fanaticism and of 

such a Loving nature and demeanor that each and every day 

they present to the world a “new person,” new in the true 

sense that they truly know who they are, why they are, what 

they must do and when and how! 

 Now we will give you over to our presence on your plane 

level. Pay attention, it just may be your last opportunity to 

do so. 

 I’m sure you can understand me when I say that I have 

a tough act to follow. 

 Dear brother “DL,” you’ve known me long enough to 

realize where and why I come from. To be commanded to 

guard the gate of Truth is no easy matter. I believe you and 

brother “T” probably realize this more than others. 
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 How best do I say that I miss you and your unique way 

of discerning the Message? I believe the flat statement says 

it well, I miss you! But never your idiocies. When I received 

the command of: “Be discreet and guard the gate of Truth” 

I knew, at once, that I could not possibly do it alone. When I 

think of the magnitude of this demand and its 

awesomeness, I wonder, and I Pray that I may somehow 

receive the strength to do exactly that to the best of my 

ability. 

 After all these years of self-imposed discipline, I 

thought I was a part of a Family, a real good, true and right 

family, a family of servants committed to serving The 

Supreme Spirit and the Cause of Christian Spiritualism on 

this spaceship. 

 I do not yet believe that I am chasing after rainbows. 

Only the likes of you can assure me that I am right on point. 

Do your best - it will never be forgotten. 

In very precious Understanding of All in All, I still remain: 

I “P,” remains your friend, brother and Partner. 

P.S. Please allow access to those you love, of this Epistle 

from me to you.
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1. A Prelude to Healing 

 From all that now lies obviously before the members of 

the Inner-Circle of the Family of I Paul, it should come as no 

surprise that healing, Spirit healing that is, will be a definite 

and positive part of your abilities on a collective basis. 

Keeping in mind that such gifts are gifts all from the same 

Spirit yet more deeply manifested in members of the Spirit 

according to the Spirit members abilities. Some members 

will teach, some will prophesize, some will lead, some will 

be organizers, some will preach, some will speak in tongues, 

some will interpret, and some will heal. Still there lies 

another level above all of these, those who will do all, yet all 

of these are physical. Here we are concerned with healing 

yet the above must be mentally retained and learned in 

order that such Spiritual healing may be understood and 

thereby accomplished. Also, that below. The healer must be 

one with All. Not only in the Spirit but in the Flesh, for to 

heal physically, one must be present. To heal mentally one 

does not need to be present. To heal Spiritually can be 

accomplished from any plane level, including those of a 

non-human level to the level human and beyond also 

naturally! Yes?  

 For purposes that are ideal and also obvious, we shall 

speak of that, called there, the disease of alcoholism. Those 
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of you who are, in earth’s terms, alcoholics, have pre-

determined ideas and beliefs in your heads at this very 

moment, no? 

 Yet the memo to your First Counsel (which incidentally 

he failed to date and proves further his lack of using his 

inherent abilities to organize and to place order, in not only 

his daily life but in his most all-important position as First 

Counsel), clearly outlines why it is important to stay close 

to those who struggle, i.e., those excessives we have 

stressed often enough to you. Those “who struggle” does 

not imply only alcoholics for they are but a small minority 

of the total group who on your earth struggle. Simply look 

at those Family members who you do not label as alcoholics 

there. Do they not “struggle”? Do each of you not 

“struggle” in your own personal manners over and above all 

the labels you can possibly attach to yourself, and each 

other? Knowledge will not cure disease or alcoholism (as it 

is our subject for illustration). Wisdom to use the knowledge 

that I Paul am “struggling” to impart to you will cure 

alcoholism. Why? The answer is quite simple, and the word 

cure is the key or really the barrier. It is an impossibility, you 

see, to cure something non-existent. Could it possibly be 

any simpler or obvious? Yet there are, at this very moment, 

those among you who, if you were to begin ingesting 

alcohol, would quickly convince themselves that alcoholism 
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is a disease in even the broadest sense of the word as man 

understands it there at the present time and from the plane 

level of your thoughts. You are trapped in untruths and pre-

determined beliefs that you subconsciously carry with you. 

Now this has been stated down through the history of man 

with the exception that until now not one of those saying 

thusly has ever been able to place before man the exact 

knowledge nor teach the wisdom needed to prove their 

claims. Now A.A. teaches that their disease is threefold. 

Their evil spirit is alcohol. It is their mental “devil” and its 

“fear control” is insanity or death. Almost all humans fear 

death and to a lesser but still great degree, man fears 

insanity. Man could justify fear if he feared man and healthy 

fear belongs to, he who fears himself, his ego. You may now 

wonder how did we swing so swiftly and smoothly from 

what you call Alcoholism and into what man calls fear. Are 

they not one and the same thing? If you cannot grasp the 

expanse of this, you must continue to sit at the back of the 

class. Fear causes most dis-ease in man, not disease as 

man’s mentality now holds as truth and which he blames on 

a vast multitude of causes and effects. The only destroyers 

of life on earth in the beginning were catastrophes and 

living beings destroying each other for various reasons. 

There is no power on earth capable of destroying spirit. 

Man’s power lies only in destroying that which lives visibly, 
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physical life, be it human animal, sub-human animal, 

animal proper, vegetable, or mineral. Man cannot destroy 

quantra nor spirit nor can he alter same eternally. Man can 

ignore spirit and he does. Animals and mostly human 

animals by altering nature physically have caused every dis-

ease that man knows today as well as all disease that he 

knows and believes to exist. Man’s mentality causes most all 

dis-ease. Man’s mentality can rise above all that is known 

as disease. Understand that because man’s mentality leads 

him to “know something.” He most emphatically does not 

usually, actually know anything of the kind. He merely 

thinks he knows when in truth he isn’t even thinking 

correctly to begin with. Man really knows very little. So, in 

returning to fear, let me say this.  

 It takes courage to fear as well as faith and courage not 

to fear, and this very statement in itself requires a higher 

level of thinking for you to totally comprehend it. To fear 

and to especially fear the unknown is contrary to the Will of 

God for man. It is a misuse and mis-directed courage to defy 

God. God gave man a free will, a choice. It takes courage to 

use it to defy and deny God. It takes greater courage to obey 

God and not fear. An absence of fear, physically, is an action 

of that which comes from the non-physical.  

 To heal physically one must obey those physical laws 

that apply to the physical. To heal spiritually there are no 
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laws as they pertain to healing of that which is physical. 

Physically, the laws there recognize diseases. Spirit 

recognizes no disease nor dis-ease for they are non-

existent. You cannot cure that which is non-existent, now 

can you? So, you see, fear is a physical, mental illusion, not 

a psychical spirit concept, for no such concept is possible 

within the spirit realm, it is non-existent. Physical fear, to 

man, is as real to him as is his existence or his genitals or 

the hair on his body and while his hair does exist, is real, his 

fear is non-existent, it is a mentally conceived illusion. Man 

is a victim of his own punishment, punishment which 

prevails not as an Act of God but directly from an act of man. 

Man has refused to upgrade his level, his plane of thought. 

Superconsciousness knows no evil or disease or pain. It is 

non-existent in reality yet real in the mental concept of 

man’s mind. Mind is non-existent yet you are nowhere near 

ready for such truths as that. So, let us go over this again 

quickly. 

 It takes courage and faith not to fear yet it also takes 

courage to fear, especially to fear the unknown, albeit such 

fear be misdirected, misused and directly opposite of the 

Will of God for man. Fear suppresses action or promotes 

inane acts. Can you see the wisdom here? The concept? Fear 

is a man invented excuse, a physical, mental illusion, not a 

psychical spirit concept. Psychical or inner-mind fear is 
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non-existent, unknowable yet you must think from your 

inner-spirit mind, the subliminal mind in dominance over 

your physical consciousness to be able to truly grasp this 

truth and see clearly the fallacy of such matters as pre-

determined belief, believed and supposed truths, the 

products of man’s control over, power over his fellow man. 

You master this one thing, the super-consciousness and 

there is nothing left to heal except that which is physical and 

routine. Mental fear is a barrier. Have I not repeatedly 

instructed you to dare go where others fear to tread? An 

absence of fear, fear conquered, same as imagination 

conquered, mastered, is to attain a new level or plane of 

thought. Inner self over outer self. An absence of fear is the 

reality of total freedom of mental freedom, the key to 

enlightenment and transformation.  

 Alcohol is not an evil. Alcohol is not a germ. Alcohol is a 

food with a variety of uses. It is to man a mind-alterer, a 

depressant as labeled there. Alcohol is a drug, says man, yet 

man says it is not a narcotic, yet its overuse causes severe 

narcosis. Alcohol sterilizes, heals, dries or absorbs, is a 

useful mixer and fuser for other components, a coolant as 

well as a source of heat. Its attributes are many and they all 

serve man well. Alcoholism is not the fault of alcohol; man’s 

mentality is the cause of what you label alcoholism. Alcohol 

is but the selected agent, yet others will and do the same to 
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man physically, organically and mentally. Yet any substance 

ingested in prolonged and excessive doses contrary to the 

physical vessel’s need will produce organic interchanges 

within the physical that will result in physical, chemical 

alterations both temporary and permanent. Just as man 

rapes his environment, he rapes himself, intentionally and 

unintentionally. Emotions are a physical, body attribute. 

They are non-existent, unknowable within the inner-mind, 

the unconscious or that which is subliminal. It is not by 

alcohol that men are betrayed, but by and within 

themselves. Your egos are poisoning you. Your egos are your 

emotions and your inherent failure to control them, a 

condition man can lay squarely at his own feet, his 

materialism. Alcohol can kill. So, can any food kill? Man can 

and does destroy himself physically by eating food 

excessively as well as drinking it. Any animal has this 

potential, the inherent tolerances are all that differ, yet 

these can be controlled. Not by artificial intelligence but by 

activated inner-mind systems. The Teaching of I Paul is 

directing you to a discovery of and actual use of these very 

AIMS.  

 Study and practice are continuous requisites. Psychical 

healing is an energy of the inner-mind, and all energy is 

transferable regardless of what man currently believes. Man 

today knows very little about his own brain. He has opinions 
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on the total capacity of its use ranging from ten percent on 

up. Man is capable today of making machines smarter than 

he himself, yet he knows not why this is so. Your teacher 

understands the concept of the Message of I Paul yet even 

he, as yet does not fully comprehend the mechanics of it all. 

Not yet, but soon. As I Paul have stated the “why” is not as 

yet important. To grasp the preliminaries is your first 

objective and you see how slowly you progress.  

 The secret to mind lies only partially within the 

physical brain. Man’s entire energy force is dedicated to his 

urgency to improve that which is physical. Until man turns 

himself around and comprehends mind, inner and outer 

and understands the energy force controlling the inner-

mind, he will fail miserably in real accomplishments that 

have eternal value. To live a lifetime in physical comfort, 

physically is all man has really accomplished and all he will 

ever accomplish. Until man can come to terms within 

himself that it is more important to be prepared to die there 

then to live there, then he will never break through the 

barrier that lies between himself and we of the higher 

planes. Is it not ironic that earthlings to one degree or 

another all believe or suspect that something “other” 

exists? Be it spiritual, chemical or a “thing” of another 

dimension that is at the present time unknowable. 
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 Most of you are still in the state of mind of the 

unknowable concept. The “it’s mysterious” concept has you 

locked into a position of being unknowing. The way out is 

before you. Everything needed to move upward to a higher 

plane of thought is before you. It is so visible it remains 

invisible to you. You have not as yet applied the 

concentration nor devotion to study and practice that your 

teacher has. Look back at his life over the past year. What 

luxuries has he enjoyed? What mode of social life has he 

enjoyed? What manner of service is he beholden to, his I or 

his I am not? What physical enjoyment does he bathe in? 

Where does he go? What does he do? Does he neglect his 

study and practice? Does he indulge in any excesses that I 

Paul have cautioned him against? Show me his materialism? 

Who is he more concerned about? Is he idle? Does he waste 

precious moments or abuse God’s will for him? Show me his 

faults directly in accordance with the Message I have laid 

before him, before you all. Where is his evil? Where is his 

sin? Does he procrastinate? Pull back your outstretched 

hand and the “give me” words from your mouths. I tell you 

for your own safety that you who are playful and insincere, 

go elsewhere! You are in the greatest danger that can befall 

man. Heaven is a prepared place for prepared people. Not 

egotistical maniacs, not liars or cheats or self-deceivers. 

Think you can fool an I Paul? Such folly. We will play no 
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games, nor will we tolerate; nay no longer shall we tolerate 

insincerity. From hence forward, study and practice in all 

your acts the Message of I Paul or withdraw from the inner-

circle of the Family of I Paul for you are a barrier. Your 

teacher and his brother are totally committed. Into light or 

darkness together they must traverse. One fully 

comprehends the price he was bought for, the other shall in 

time of all time. The time is ripe. You must now make a final 

commitment. All information to follow must fall into the 

hands of only the faithful and dedicated few.  

 I Paul give you of the inner-circle until October Two 

next to submit in writing either your total dedication to God 

Almighty, His Christs, I Paul and your teacher or your 

withdrawal from the Inner-Circle. You best need meditate 

and pray deeply in the manner you know best for your 

decisions will be such that will possibly alter your Karmas 

for eternity. The very best prelude to healing is to be found 

in the eye of the dream. Go fearless in love, honor, peace and 

understanding.  

 I Paul. 

 

To point out another level of higher thinking, let me 

illustrate by using the word “obvious” as I Paul intended its 

use within this communication. After all, “obvious” is 
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simply a word but what does the word “obvious” mean to 

you? The attached is The Lesson Book - Lesson #11 and it 

deals with the word “obvious.” 

Frank.
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2. Thoughts that Lead to Healing 

 If I, being an alcoholic and take not alcohol, what be 

this cause? How this healing? For if I build again the thing 

which I destroyed, I make myself again a transgressor, a 

drunkard. No? Who then destroyeth? 

 If we had lived as God’s children, there would never 

have been the fellowship of A.A., only the fellowship of 

Christ. There would be no alcoholism, therefore no 

alcoholics, no alcohol disease. 

 For I, through the alcohol am dead to the alcohol, that I 

might live unto God alive, by Grace. I do not frustrate the 

Grace of God for if righteousness come by the alcohol, then 

I am alive in Christ in vain. Better should I eat, drink and be 

merry, for tomorrow maybe I die? Am I so foolish, having 

begun now in the spirit, to begin again in the flesh? 

 So then that they which become of the faith are blessed 

of the faith, not of alcoholism. Now having learned sobriety 

through faith, I must need live by the faith, sober, in God. 

And though I speak to you after the manner of men, it is not 

I who speak to you but the spirit who speaks from within me 

by faith. For me, you see, alcohol was my taskmaster, to 

bring me unto God that I might be justified by faith. Now 

that I have faith I am no longer under the taskmaster, but 
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under God. For if I be Christ’s, then I cannot be alcohol’s. 

That you never need to suffer again, are you to become my 

enemy because I tell you this truth? Tell me then, you who 

desire the alcohol, can you not hear the drink talk to you? 

Can you deny this? Drink says nothing to me, for how can I 

hear it speak when I hear only God? You are in bondage who 

hear drink call, yet I am free, free of dis-ease and disease. 

For once you become of the Holy Spirit, led by the Spirit, you 

are no longer under the spell of your evil spirit alcohol. You 

are in Christ. A fruit of the flesh is drunkenness, but the fruit 

of the spirit is love, joy, peace, happiness, gentleness, 

sobriety, goodness, by faith. Peace within as well as without. 

Come! Yet, if we live in the Spirit must we not also walk in 

the Spirit, always? Of course. For if man says he is 

something when he is nothing, he deceives himself only. He 

is vainglory. Be not deceived, God is not mocked! For 

whatever you sow that also shall you reap for we are the 

victims of our own punishment. We will it so by an absence 

of love. 

 I pray that I shall not weary in doing good works, for in 

due time I shall reap if I weaken not. Come stay strong with 

me! For our Father doeth the work, yet we labor well in His 

name for the next world. For he who taketh of the cup of 

righteousness reaps righteousness, so when you partake of 
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this cup, think oft of me in love as I love you, All in All with 

God. 

Peace! 

Frank.
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3. Introductory Talk on Healing from The I 

Paul Message 

I. Open discussion to group: What is disease? 

 1.  Any deviation from that which is normal. 

 2.  Is located in the mind. 

II. Open discussion - What is healing? 

1. Jesus in the hordes, the woman who believed she 

would be cured by touching his robes. 

2. God heals through love - an energy which is 

transferable; the vehicle through which healing 

takes place. The ultimate act of love - sacrifice of 

the Son - so that all men might be recipients of 

everlasting life - the ultimate cure. 

3. Love is projected by the mind, through 

concentration. Take some idea or concept, give it a 

decided, definite meaning, and reinforce with 

belief. This mind energy, or psychic healing, takes 

place whenever and wherever there is faith. 

4. All energy can pervade any substance. Change 

“voltage” - various purposes - lights, power, 

refrigeration, heat, etc. In the realm of healing, 
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this energy, once put in motion, channels healing 

to the point at which it is directed. 

5. The key to all healing powers seems to be located 

in the mind. There is faith, there is the idea, the 

mental image of health and normalcy, and there is 

the desire to have a cure effected. 

III. We can believe a thing, and our belief makes the 

thought definite. Thus, we can heal. But what of the 

other side of the coin - disease? If the above process is 

true, do we not then become victims of our own 

thoughts? We create our own illnesses by believing that 

these disturbances have some power over us. A good 

deal of dis-ease is caused by fear thus generated, a fear 

that is continually fed until, sooner or later, the dread 

dis-ease is upon us. By wiping out the fears, the hates, 

the angers, there is no disease, and what remains? How 

can you cure something which is then non-existent? 

For in that plane of higher awareness known as 

mythical, where true healing takes place, there is total 

knowledge of all things, and here there is no dis-ease - 

dis-unity if you will. 

Just as fear creates disease, so too does an absence of 

love. There is so much energy expended trying to hate, 

show anger, etc., that bodily energies are sapped, 
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lowered to such an extent that the body, the physical 

vessel, has no resistance to those negatives which is 

then manifests. 

Man would be well warned to remain alert to those evils 

which bubble to the surface conscious awareness, for 

they cause disease, imbalance and weakness. 

IV. Curing Self. 

1. Within the unconscious, inner self can be found 

the higher vibrations of being, the centers of 

energy, the spiritual strengths, to counter all 

illnesses. By living centered in these vibrations, 

one is freed of all those negatives which manifest 

as disease. I Paul states that to be living in spirit is 

to be living a life without illness. Living in 

rejuvenation, transcendence, knowledge. The 

center of energy seems to become “plugged in” to 

the source of all Energy, from which point all 

healing occurs. 

V.  Curing Others. 

1. Imagination and belief start the process, and 

action follows. 

2. Love energy seems to play a significant role, and 

the outpouring of love on this side seems to draw 
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many spirits on the other side who somehow 

augment the energies. 

3. It is said “supply the effort, and the results take 

care of themselves.” 

4. There can be healing on a physical plane as well as 

a spiritual plane, and those “stuck” in an 

imbalance can be normalized. 

5. Healing is a gift from within, the strength of which 

has been developed through many lifetimes of 

growth. 

6. Healing is a gift from God, passed on to those who 

live in faith and the acceptance of God’s love. 

7. I Paul warns that very little healing occurs when 

based on pity. It must be based in that love, which 

is strong, totally positive. One can change their 

thinking in an instant, and past actions cease to 

work against growth at that time. 

VI. Conclusion. 

1. We are given certain required steps which must be 

followed in order to heal or be healed, and certain 

barriers, or patterns of thought, which create the 

problems, must be eliminated. 
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2. The power to imagine health, the love energies to 

put it in motion, and the belief in spirit powers all 

work together in this phenomena, which 

culminated in Jesus saying to the masses, “your 

faith has made you whole, pick up your bed and 

walk. . . as you believe so it is done . . . as I have 

done, so can you do, and more.” 
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4. Notes on Healing - I 

 The person whose consciousness is the clearest, and 

who has total faith will be the best medium for healing, for 

he will recognize that the power of the word, truth, the 

reality of being, can always do all things. The more natural 

he can be the more spontaneous he can be, the more he can 

discharge the obligation he has to healing without taking on 

the responsibility of healing, of giving power to it, for the 

less will power he exerts, the more real power can flow 

through him to the afflicted. The more powerful is the 

healing that flows through him from the Spirit. The one 

thing “would be” healers fail to comprehend is that they 

must trust the invisible for in truth it is the cause of all that 

is visible. There is no process of healing, rather there is a 

process in healing and that is a process of sequence and 

effort that we must go through in our realization of truth if 

we are to be agents of healing. 

 We must never refuse to look at sickness or 

helplessness, and of course we must never refuse to help 

those so afflicted, but we must categorically refuse to 

wallow in it with them.
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5. Healers’ Meeting 

 Healing takes place when one person is willing to take 

the time to be present to another, to listen to him, to make 

space for him and to allow him to grow, only nurturing that 

person, but never oppressing him. The most common and 

best-known healing is that which involves a process of one 

person reaching out to another. This person as an 

instrument of the Spirit, becomes an associate of healing. 

The power that really heals is love and that comes from the 

Spirit! This works through people, Christ works through 

people, since we all need to know and feel the love of others 

in order to be open to healing and recovery. 

 There is, however, that healing which takes place as a 

direct intervention of the Spirit, with or without the request 

of individuals. The healers of W-303 are not to concern 

themselves with such phenomena. They should confine 

themselves to the process of one reaching out to another 

and becoming an instrument of the Spirits healing power. 

 Healing one another is the way to live the latest 

commandment given to us: love one another, just as I have 

loved you. 

 How difficult it is to be the medium of healing, to be 

willing to put aside “self” and wants, in order to be present, 
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to be and to allow others the space needed to be cured. 

 How difficult it is to be the channel of healing, to put 

aside one’s need and to grow and to be healed. Personal 

testimony is one mark of a mediumistic healer. Healing 

involves a personal commitment, a personal relationship, a 

personal desire, a Love! 

 Think healing in all things is not a statement to be 

taken lightly nor is it a thing or matter easily done. 

Peace, Love, Understanding, 

Frank. 
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6. Thoughts on Healing 

“What I am all men will be, what I have done all men will 

do” 

 It is not the faith itself which cures but faith sets into 

activity those powers and forces which the unconscious 

mind possesses over the body, both to cause dis-ease and 

cure it. 

 The efficiency of the imagination as a power in healing 

must never be doubted. The influence of the mind upon the 

body is ever powerful in health - is equally powerful in 

disease. 

 The psychical mind has a very remarkable power when 

exerted upon any organ or tissue to which the attention is 

fully directed and to the complete exclusion of other 

thoughts, the inner-mind gradually passing into a state in 

which, at the desire of the self, portions of the nervous 

system can be exalted and stimulated to any degree wanted 

and others as equally desired depressed and thereby the 

vascularity innervation and function of an organ or tissue 

can be controlled and regulated according to the locality of 

and the degree of the disorder thereof. 

 Without adversary you will never know your true 

strength and thought must be developed by the exercise of 
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strength if one is to cure himself. 

 All disease is either mental or the product of an 

unavoidable antagonism of nature, yet the serpent of the 

garden was nothing more than an ordinary earthly reptile of 

its time, man’s imagination calls him satan or evil and the 

cause of disease. Ignorance is guided by terror - not by love. 

To heal you must learn and you must love. 

 In the third century A.D., Christians originated a new 

order of ecclesiastics whose member were known as 

exorcists. The expulsion of evil spirits was their special 

function. The idea of good and evil spirits or demons 

assumed in the middle ages a specifically Christian 

Character which did resemble ancient doctrine except that 

the good spirits or demons were replaced by angels and 

saints and the evil spirits or demons were considered 

products of the devil, the keeper of hell. Therefore, both 

Saints and demons, good spirits and bad spirits were 

destined to play their roles in cures and afflictions. The truth 

is that man cannot either buy or sell health. Health is within 

as well as without. All evil in our world is man-made and 

therefore overcome-able. Why do you suppose so many 

people today are addicted to health foods? The reason is not 

far to seek. The newer charlatans or quacks of our time 

utilize the power of the subjective physical mind over the 

powerless physical body. This is the effective agency, auto-
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suggestion. The descriptions of symptoms and possibilities 

in the advertisements of such charlatans suggest ideas to 

the objective mind especially if such suggestions have a 

morbidity surrounding them. Such ideas exert an 

unwholesome influence upon the bodily function of an 

individual. This is a vicious psychological process and must 

be ended or ignored. Modern man has an inborn craving for 

medicine and a thirst for drugs. 

 Proper food in sensible portions, common sense and 

rest are all the medicines the body needs. The mind is 

another matter. Knowledge comes but yet wisdom tarries. 

 You must be an earnest searcher for the truth, for 

without such zeal the lock to nature’s secrets will remain 

intact. Sift and carefully weigh everything before you and 

always with an open mind. All the mystery and secrecy of 

our current civilization and those before us are discernible. 

They are before you, within you and without. 

 There are various ways to heal. Some have the gift of 

healing from birth while others acquire it in various ways 

such as medical, psychic, magnetic, occult, hypnotic, 

magic, mesmeric, and touch. 

 The healing power, so gifted, is resident in and of the 

operator and usually has nothing to do whatsoever in or of 

the receiver and completely lacks the power of suggestion 
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for it is of an energy man does not yet completely 

understand! 

 Faith healing requires the power to be active in both the 

operator and receiver. Physical medicine relies solely on the 

knowledge of the one so practicing the science. Not all 

doctors are adepts, sad to say. 

 All cures and healings are directly and indirectly linked 

to the spiritual vitalism. Just as all diseases are peculiar to 

the planet earth and the errors of man, man must overcome 

the errors and restore his planet and then keep it clean, a 

seemingly impossible task, to me anyway, because 

mammon is the God of too many who wield the power and 

control the wealth and destiny of earth. 

 Psychic beliefs are psychic facts that cannot be proven 

in a laboratory nor contested, they need no such proof and 

most certainly they cannot be proven by physical methods 

since they are the ultimate in opposites within the opposites 

of all. Many of man’s religious statements are of this type 

because they refer to things that simply cannot be 

established as physical facts. If they could be, they would 

then be on a level of the natural sciences. Miracles are non-

experienceable in the laboratory, therefore they are exposed 

to considerable doubt by science because meaning is 

something that always demonstrates itself and is 
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experienced on its own merits - you see miracles can only 

appeal to the understanding of those who cannot perceive 

their meaning. 

 Christian Spiritualists should be prepared to use faith, 

love, energy, science, psychology and prayer, recognizing 

that God can and does give his unintervened touch of 

healing upon the physical frame. The length of physical life 

on earth, to a great degree, depends on the economic basis. 

The poor are compelled to live in unsanitary and squalid 

surroundings, and they die young, it is not the Will of God, 

but the will of the society which prefers to cater to the greed 

of the few rather than to the need of the all. We must change 

and cast greed, hate, etc., out of the center of the temple of 

humanity, so that the blind and lame can come for healing. 

 If we change from an unchristian and non-spiritual 

basis to the basis of the Kingdom of God, it would mean: 

1) That the power of Christ to lift the burden of 

physical suffering would be an integral part of our 

outlook and would be firmly embodied in our 

working program. Healing would again be a living 

part of our commission to humanity. This healing 

program would lay hold on resources from many 

directions, for God Himself and Christ heal in 

various ways - by climate, by medicine, by surgery, 
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by mental suggestion, by the laying on of hands by 

the faithful, through prayer and by the direct touch 

of the Spirit of God upon the body. 

2) The possibility of obtaining healing would not rest 

upon and must not rest upon the power of the 

individual to pay for it. It would be free, Jesus 

charged nothing for his healing! He commissioned 

others to “Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the 

lepers, cast out evils: freely ye received, freely 

give.” 

3) In order to prevent many of the diseases which are 

rooted in economic and social inequality we should 

distribute the goods which God has given for all in 

all in a more just and equitable way. It’s a truth that 

the absence of material resources often means dis-

ease. We Christian Spiritualists are called to open 

the eyes of the blind and the ears of the deaf. Of 

course, all this calls for preparation and dedication 

to the Christian Spiritualist movement. 

 Has not I Paul said that if you have left something 

undone, something incorrect, something that screams out 

for correction, that you must go back and remove in 

righteousness, in truth, in love whatever that barrier may be 

and carry it all with you? Of course, he has. So, if it be true 
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that we carry all our “time” with us, what is there to prevent 

us in doing just this? Going back and making right all the 

wrongs. That truth has suffered and is still suffering is 

necessary for without doing so it precludes man from 

fulfilling his destiny. As long as mankind allows truth to lie 

in the darkness here, we shall all be buried in that ugly 

darkness here - unhealed. Humanity needs to find its 

journey the “Messianic Consciousness” which the early 

disciples did not find. 

 It is to teach and preach and learn to practice the 

presence of God and the Spirit of Christ within us. It is to 

learn and practice Justice, duty, love, faith and hope. We 

must stop looking for immediate signs and concrete 

successes until we have at least prepared ourselves to 

handle them properly. No healer can, in truth, promise a 

cure, but it is imperative that his attitude be always one of 

great encouragement to his or her subject. Further, all 

healers should be working in conjunction with and approval 

of the subject’s physician whenever possible. All healing by 

one so gifted by the Spirit must be given freely in the same 

manner in which the gift was given. Perseverance is 

important and despair must be avoided at all cost. 

 - What do you make of this? - 

In the “Rituale Romanum” (Exorcism) it says this: 
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 On the exorcism of persons possessed by the devil, 

states of possession are expressly distinguished from 

diseases. We are told that the Exorcist must learn to know 

the signs by which the possessed person may be 

distinguished from “those suffering from melancholy or 

any morbid condition.” The criteria of possession are - 

“speaking fluently in unknown tongues or understanding 

those who speak them; revealing things that take place at a 

distance or in secret, giving evidence of greater strength 

than is natural in view of one’s age or condition, and other 

things of the same kind” - This would seem that everyone 

directly involved in Pentecost and in I Paul’s and the other 

communities were all in need of exorcism! What about 

Samson and other strong men of the Bible, etc.?  

 In conclusion let me say this. Neither religion nor 

science has as yet explained the mysteries of life. We 

Christian Spiritualists must explain Christ as the Message 

does, in terms of the fact that there is in everything - from 

the lowest cell to the highest man, an urge for life, for 

completion, for perfection. Everything is lifting up strong 

hands after a fuller life. Christ stands at the center of that 

urge and says, “I am come that they might have life, and 

that they may have it more abundantly.” His Kingdom is 

that urge expressed in its highest qualitative form and 

turned toward the highest goal. When this urge for 
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completion is given full rein then Christ becomes 

inescapable, because he stands for the highest life 

manifested on this planet. 

 No, no one has, as yet explained the mystery of life and 

naturalism is not a complete philosophy of life. Christ Jesus 

has said to all of us that “Ye shall know the truth, and the 

truth shall make you free.” We must never linger or tarry or 

quit in our pursuit of it. We must remember that God’s Will 

is man’s well-being, without losing sight of the truth that 

God will not do for man what man can do for himself. In the 

Kingdom man is a member of an organization but he finds 

himself an organism, developing through life from within. 

The Kingdom of God becomes the Kingdom of man. In being 

a subject, he finds his freedom and his way. The Kingdom 

thus fulfills all lesser ways and completes them - “the 

Kingdom of God is within you.” 

 The trouble with the world today? The Galilean is still 

too great for our small brains and hearts. We have as yet 

accepted what has been so freely given to us - We need to be 

healed. 

Love - Peace, F.
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7. Notes on Healing - II 

 Everything in nature is according to law - it seems 

impossible to break any of nature’s laws. 

 We cannot break the laws of health, but we can choose 

to live according to the laws of dis-ease; mentally-

physically-spiritually - and fall out of health. 

 We can draw upon spiritual energy - in fact our daily 

supply of energy comes from this unending source - All the 

energy we utilize returns to this inexhaustible source - We 

get into trouble when we employ wrong thoughts and acts 

and expend more energy in those areas then we “take in” 

and use for right acts, right words, right deeds, etc. 

 Wrong thinking leads to disease, etc. Rest - sleep and 

so forth are no longer sufficient to maintain our perfect 

balance - mental-physical-spiritual - and so a breakdown 

in our systems occurs. To bring about a complete healing, a 

perfect balance of our system must be brought about - this 

system of our total being encompasses our mental-

physical-spiritual balance. 

 The physical alone cannot accomplish this. 

 The mental alone cannot accomplish this. 

 The physical-mental together cannot accomplish this. 
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 It is a spiritual level power only - it is the source of All 

energy - All life - All thought - (one needs to receive the 

Spirit via his thoughts, words, acts, deeds). 

 Physical-Spiritual can together restore the mental 

balance and restore the system. 

 Mental-Spiritual can together restore the physical 

balance and restore the system. 

 Mental-Physical cannot, by themselves alone, restore 

the Spiritual balance - it’s always perfect. Spiritual, alone, 

can restore All things. 

 To be a successful healer, one must become in harmony 

with the active deeds of concrete spiritual beings - one must 

experience fully what he wishes to heal - (Spiritually). 

 Conscious omission or outright denial of realities give 

birth to half-truths or outright untruths and throws a 

person’s entire harmony out of whack and into a state of 

disease - they become beholden to these prejudices and 

purveyors of falsehoods and religious theologies - dogmas 

- rituals - rites - sacraments, etc., and are blind to their own 

blindness - they lose their spirit and therefore access to 

their soul. 

 Man can only take part in the spiritual world when he 

makes himself an instrument of cognition. 
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 Man throws away his spirit faculties of thought, 

sensing and will and becomes materialistically intellectual. 

He thinks only of one world - not worlds. He must rise 

upward to other spheres and he can do this only via the 

spirit. 

 The mind as a constructive force. →→→→→ │ 

The Spirit as a life-giving energy →→→→→ │ 

Healing. 

 The Body as the recipient.   →→→→→ │ 

 We are body-mind-spirit;  

 but some of us are body only, 

 but some of us are body-mind only; 

 but some separate mind-body. 

 The connecting “third party” is the Spirit.
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8. What is a Miracle? What is a Sign? What is 

Healing? 

 Most humans think of a miracle as “some happening” 

that is absolutely contrary to nature and human reasoning. 

Augustine gives a scholarly definition, to wit: A miracle is an 

occurrence which is contrary to what is known of nature. 

Many theologians find this formula attractive both for its 

scientific and theological humility. It admits that we don’t 

know everything yet, that our scientific knowledge is still 

limited, (even to this current day). But it is also prepared to 

surrender belief in a particular miracle, if it should turn out 

to be a natural occurrence after all. Based on this formula, 

many believe that the day will come when we shall know so 

much about nature that there will be no place for a miracle 

at all, and of course would result in a final and factual 

explanation for all such events previously labeled as 

miracles. 

 (For a Christian discourse on miracles see the following 

writings: C.S. Lewis - “Miracles”; Nowell-Smith - “New 

Essays in Philosophical Theology”). 

 The Bible knows nothing of nature as a closed system 

of law, in fact, the very word nature is unbiblical. For the 

Bible the world is God’s Creation, which is thought of quite 
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naively. God puts plants in the ground and makes springs of 

water for the wild beasts to quench their thirst. He provides 

corn and wine to make man prosperous and has appointed 

the sun and moon to mark the seasons and to provide a 

“time-table” for man and beast. Everything that happens in 

the realm of what we call nature is the supposed handiwork 

of God himself. In these operations his hand is, of course, 

invisible. No one has seen God doing these things at any 

time or place. His hand is seen more directly in unusual and 

terrifying occurrences like storms, lightening, thunder and 

earthquakes. These acts of God’s Power have been made a 

part of our modern laws. But this is not all. Nature, whether 

usual or unusual merely furnished the stage for the major 

work of God. This takes place in the realm of history. Again, 

the Bible does not view history as the tranquil operation of 

God’s “providence” - another unbiblical word, by the way. 

Rather, history is the arena where God intervenes 

specifically from time to time, succoring men, pressing his 

demands upon them and judging them for their 

disobedience. It is these extraordinary interventions which, 

properly speaking, are the miracles of the Bible. They are 

not necessarily breaches of the laws of nature, or even of 

what cannot be known about nature. But they are 

sufficiently startling, unusual and unexpected to call 

attention to themselves. At the same time, however, they 
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are not sufficiently unusual that they have to be explained 

as acts of God in the insurance company’s sense of the word, 

as though we only call in God when all other explanations 

have failed. Rather, they are occurrences which Faith 

recognizes as acts of God. Not that Faith makes them acts of 

God but recognizes them for what they must be in the 

absence of a better explanation. Faith, then, is always a free 

decision - and decision can be right or wrong - in fact Faith 

to some is so credulous it cannot be coerced by even 

overwhelming proof. 

 There are two basic events in the Old Testament and the 

New Testament that properly fall into the category “What 

are miracles.” These are the Exodus and the Christ event, 

the foundation miracles of the people of God, of the old 

covenant and of the new. Each biblical miracle of Supreme 

order is also followed by lesser miracles or preceded by 

lesser miracles. These call attention to the true significance 

of the Supreme miracles by both preparing for them, as well 

as following them up. 

 For example: before the Exodus come the plagues of 

Egypt, and before the Crucifixion and Resurrection come the 

healings and so-called nature miracles. The plagues of 

Egypt were preliminary judgments of Pharaoh, warning 

him of worse to come if he remained obdurate (signs). The 

miracles attributed to Jesus are preliminary rounds in the 
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final conflict with the powers of evil, or the preliminary 

manifestation of the final revelation of the glory of the 

Spirit finally revealed in the cross and its outcome. 

 In addition to these preliminary “miracles” (signs, as 

they should be properly called - such as in Exodus and in the 

gnostic gospel of John) there are also what should be called 

“accompanying miracles” occurring alongside of and as 

part of the great miracles themselves. In the Exodus story 

these accompanying miracles are the dividing of the Red 

Sea, the pillar of fire by night, and the cloud by day, the 

water from the rock and the manna! In the New Testament 

they are the virgin birth, his baptism, his transfiguration, 

the empty tomb and his appearances after the Resurrection. 

They all accompany the “Messiah event” to show that event 

to be the redemptive act of Spirit itself. 

 Yet the “miracles” associated with the great “miracle” 

do not end here, either in the Old Testament or in the New 

Testament - in each case, after the supreme “miracle” has 

taken place, it is continued and extended in the on-going 

life of the people of God it brought into being. Israel’s cults, 

its worship, sacrifices and its sacred feasts, above all the 

passover, are a “remembrance” or memorial of the 

foundation miracle. This means more than the recollection 

of the gear miracle as an event in the past, like the numerous 

Passion plays of the Octoberfest (Oberammergau). Every 
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devout Jew believed that in celebrating the passover he was 

transported across the centuries and enabled to participate 

in the supreme “miracle” itself. He was actually there, 

coming out of Egypt with his forefathers, crossing the Red 

Sea with them and entering into the promised land. The very 

same is true in the New Testament, in the preaching and the 

teaching of the Message, the Messianic (Christ) event is not 

merely commemorated, but experienced. The act is brought 

out into the open and made present so that the believers can 

partake of its benefits. The “Messianic” events are 

therefore labeled as “miracles” in the biblical sense. But 

they are not “miracles” in their own right. They are 

“miracles” only insofar as through them the Spirit makes 

present the Supreme miracles of the messianist event! 

 Proofs or Signs? 

 We can see that the biblical view of “miracles” runs 

counter to the accepted view of “miracle” as an occurrence 

contrary to the laws of nature or to what is known of nature 

(at that time). But it also runs counter to many other serious 

theological interpretations of the gospel “miracles.” For 

some, Jesus’ “miracles” were proof of his divinity. This is 

wrong on many counts. Many contemporaries of Jesus 

performed “miracles” as did some of his followers - were 

they all also divine? The truth of this lies in the fact that the 

New Testament rarely uses the abstract term “divinity” and 
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never in respect of Jesus. It always prefers to speak of the 

Great Spirit’s presence and actions, of the Spirit present in 

and acting through the body of Jesus. Faith then, here, is not 

the mental acceptance of an abstract proposition - that 

Jesus is divine, but the commitment to the Spirit’s saving 

act through Jesus the man. 

 You cannot prove one article of Faith by invoking 

another. “Miracles” are not proofs, but challenges to Faith. 

They place us before an either/or - either they are acts of 

God, or as Jesus’ enemies held, they are black magic (see 

Mark 3:22) - or as the rationalists claim, no “miracles” took 

place because such things simply could not happen. (See for 

example Adolph Von Harnack, in “What is Christianity,” 

London 1901 - and T.R. Glover in “The Jesus of History,” 

London 1917). 

 In investigating the words used to describe miracles in 

the New Testament we find, rarely, the word compassion, 

and more fluently the designations of “mighty works,” 

“signs,” “work” and “good works.” 

 Most theologians agree that the “miracles and “signs” 

are not proofs of Jesus’ messiahship. This is, of course, open 

to serious objection by others, those who claim that Jesus 

never used messianic titles of himself, and that explicitly 

faith in Jesus as messiah arose only after the resurrection. 
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All the messianic titles mean just this, and only this: that 

God was in the Heavenly Messiah (Spirit), and the Spirit was 

present in the man Jesus. There can be no doubt that this is 

how Jesus understood himself and his mission. His 

“messiahship” is to be sought, not in his explicit use of 

messianic titles (this was the work of the later Catholic 

Church, which transformed its “tradition” of Jesus’ sayings 

and “memory” of his doings in the light of its new faith 

(anti-Jewish). 

 Jesus’ messiahship is to be found primarily in his 

teaching that the reign of God is dawning in his call - 

prepare, follow, come and in his acceptance of publicans 

and sinners - in his healings, and finally in his willing 

exposure of himself to rejection and death at Jerusalem in 

order to confront Israel with God’s last word. Here is the 

substance of messiahship: the titles come after the 

resurrection as the scattered communities’ response to the 

empty tomb. All of this was later reformulated by the 

Catholic Church to fit its own purposes. 

 Before going further, let us look briefly at the “words” 

used in the Bible for dealing with “miracles.” In the Hebrew 

Old Testament, the word is usually “ôth” (sign). In the 

Greek the corresponding word would be “semeion.” As used 

in the New Testament it indicates a legitimating sign, 

something Jesus seemed reluctant to give. But in the fourth 
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Gospel the “signs” are startlingly miraculous. Here this 

Johannine gnosticism is influenced by the meaning of 

“semeion” in paganism - where it implies a stupendous 

miracle of magic. We can find the same usage in Acts 4:22, 

where it means magic pure and simple. 

 In the Synoptics the most important word for 

“miracle” is “mighty work” or “good work” (Greek - 

dunamis), a word suggested by the Hebrew Old Testament 

word of “geburah,” but also firmly established in pagan 

usage. 

 Also, in John, we find the word “ergon,” Greek for 

“work.” It also occurs in Matthew 11:2. Occasionally we find 

the word “teras,” Greek for wonder (Hebrew - mopheth). 

The Synoptics seem to avoid this word - John uses it in 4:48 

- Acts uses it in 2:22 - it is a common word in paganism for 

a “magical portent.” Three other words, all found earlier in 

Pagan usage, are: “thaumasia,” Greek for “wonderful 

magic or things,” see Matthew 21:15; “paradoxa,” Greek for 

“strange things” (magic) in Luke 5:16 and “aretai,” Greek 

for “wonderful deeds,” I Peter 2:9. 

 All of this leaves us with the questions: Did Jesus do 

miracles? Did Jesus give signs? Did Jesus heal? Or was Jesus 

a magician - a psychologist? One truth stands out in the New 

Testament - we cannot attempt to explain Jesus’ (nor I 
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Paul’s either) teaching psychologically - in terms of his 

personality - reason? We only have hints of his personality 

and these are by the authors of the Synoptic Gospels and 

John, none of whom are reliable and of course nothing of 

importance from the Epistles of I Paul since he clearly tells 

us we know him in the flesh no longer. We have not a single 

writing of Jesus’ hand, and all of the words placed in his 

mouth by the gospels are at least forty years after his death 

and highly suspect. Therefore, before we try to find out how 

Jesus understood his miracles, we must first ask ourselves 

whether he did them or not! 

 Are the “miracles” of Jesus related in the Gospels 

genuine? Or are they falsifications of the later Catholic 

Church - which the faithful accepted as credal, or on 

credulity, if you will? 

 All we can know, they claim, is that “miracles” are part 

of the apostolic witness to messiah, and you cannot get back 

behind that witness, no matter what, so you had better 

believe. 

 Quite frankly, this is dishonest! In fact, it is downright 

deceitful and evil. After all, since the Christian Religions 

claim that in the history of Jesus of Nazareth, God has acted 

himself finally for man’s salvation, they involve a specific 

interpretation of historical facts. We do, after all, have the 
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right to know just what the particular history was. And we 

need not be pessimistic nor optimistic - just honest because 

we cannot, of course, prove beyond a doubt, that Jesus’ 

history as handed down to us is true, or that it is the 

redemptive act of Spirit. That’s something, at least for the 

religious that always rests on faith and the credibility of the 

Church Religion. 

 Did Jesus do miracles? Conservative apologists argue 

like this: God can do “miracles”: Jesus was God; therefore, 

he did miracles! This dog won’t hunt! That Jesus is God 

Incarnate is a decision made by Catholic Fathers long after 

the facts, a decision forced down the throat of people and 

called “Faith,” faith, then, is what the “Church” teaches, 

not in what your intelligence tells you to be truth. 

 Christian Spiritualists know that Jesus was a man, not 

God. We also know that the Heavenly Spirit Image, the 

Heavenly Messiah or Christ as we have come to call that 

Spirit, incarnated into the body of Jesus, possessed him. 

Therefore, the history of Jesus is not important prior to the 

possession of him by the Spirit. Yes, Jesus healed but the 

accounts in the Scriptures of exorcisms are “late” 

falsehoods of the Catholic Religion, designed to gather the 

very superstitious to their folds. 
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 Of course, all arguments for or against the genuineness 

of the recorded “miracles” are “a priori” (deductive) ones. 

Basically, this is a historical question as presented to us in 

the New Testament and can conceivably only be answered 

by the canons of historical criticism. 

 What we must do is to throw all this out, and study 

carefully the “traditions,” true or false, as recorded in the 

Catholic Gospels, to see how far back, really, to the truth and 

Jesus himself we can go - without the lies and interpolations 

of the later apostates. 

 Since Jesus never wrote anything, we have no first-

hand testimony from him - and anyone quoting him in the 

New Testament “word for word” simply has to be a liar! I 

Paul never speaks of Jesus’ miraculous activities, but he 

does tell us of his own. In II Corinthians 12:12 he says: “the 

signs of a true Apostle were performed among you in all 

patience, with signs and wonders and good works.” - In 

Romans 15:18-19 he says: “I will not venture to speak of 

anything except what Christ has wrought through me to win 

obedience from the Gentiles, by word and deed, by Power 

and Signs and Wonders. 

 Among the gifts of the Spirit, I Paul lists in I Corinthians 

12 are gifts of healing (verse 9) and the working of 

“miracles” (verse 10). He speaks also of similar phenomena 
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to the Family leaders of Galatia (Galatians 3:5 for example), 

and the Message of I Paul to W-303. And God bless me, if I 

should overlook the secondary claims of the Acts - therein 

we find the “tale” of the raising of Eutychus by I Paul (Acts 

20:7 forward) - the “tales” of I Paul’s healing of a lame man 

at Lystra (Acts 14:8 forward) and then the “tale” of Publius’ 

father from dysentery (Acts 28:8 - and where other healings 

follow). We find nothing of these in the legitimate Epistles 

of I Paul. Yet if I Paul and other followers of Christ could 

heal, why then should anyone deny that power, or gift, to 

Jesus himself? What the Catholic and Christian Religions at 

large are absolutely refusing to concede to is the fact that 

long before Jesus’, healings of a supernatural nature were 

commonplace. Here is where the “Christian Religion” falls 

flat on its face and bottom. They simply had to suppress the 

truth and claim “miraculous doings” for their hero and to 

“put down” all other such claims for anyone else, come 

what may. 

 Later, the vast and complex machinery of the Roman 

Church simply ground the truth into the ground and 

imposed upon its subjects what they declared as truth - and 

if you denied it or argued against it, you were dealt with! In 

fact, from this simple beginning of “Believe what the 

Church believes, or else” came the Office of the “Holy 

Inquisition,” the darkest period in the history of the earth 
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and the foundation of the Nazi Holocaust - the Catholic 

Religionists were the forerunners of the Hitler Auschewitz’s 

- they showed the way of how not to do God’s Will. Was it a 

“miracle” that anyone survived? Was all this God’s Will? 

Think about it. 

 Getting back to the subject, then, did Jesus perform 

miracles, did he give signs, did he heal? The answer is no if 

we say simply Jesus, the man! 

The answer is a qualified Yes, if we take into account the 

Spirit’s acts through Jesus the man. Qualified because we 

must also separate the true acts from the untrue claims of 

the later religious zealots. Of course, this is difficult - but 

the best evidence available is the references to healings in 

Jesus’ own words that we can very delicately extract from 

the many glosses planted in the New Testament Synoptics. 

 So here we are - thrown back on the gospels 

themselves, written by men who were far from perfect and 

obviously tremendously biased in what they wrote. There is 

absolutely no proof and no guarantee that any of the 

Gospels came from eyewitnesses - in truth we know that 

none were. Not a single gospel writer was a follower of Jesus 

in the flesh, all the gospels were in fact written 

anonymously and later assigned “a name,” an author, to 

make them more authentic. Fact? Even the early tradition 
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never claimed direct eyewitness for them and in Luke 1:1-4 

we find such a disclaimer. And shouldn’t we question who 

were the many Luke talks about - and where are these 

documents? If he (the author) was referring to “Mark” and 

Matthew only, would he have called them “the many”? Who 

wrote the Gospels? Were they miracles? - No, not miracles, 

not signs, not even factual truths throughout! They are 

constructions and guess-works - and deliberate falsehoods 

- no “miracle” here. 

 Look at Mark 3:23 - the true saying prior to the Catholic 

interpolation read thusly: “How can evil cast out evil?” - 

Satan, as we know, is a figment of the imagination. The 

whole point was of course, “How could a power reduce its 

powers?” (There is an esoteric secret hidden here - one that 

Religions have completely overlooked). 

 Let us now go on to healings (and so-called exorcisms). 

I would like to preface this by five quotes:  

1) “But if it is by the Spirit of God that I cast out evils, 

then the Kingdom of God has come upon you.” 

2) “And the scribes who came down from Jerusalem 

said, He is possessed by Beelzebub, and by the 

prince of demons, he casts out demons.” 
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3) “The blind receive their sight and the lame walk, 

lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, and the dead 

are raised up, and the poor have good news 

preached to them. And blessed is he who is not 

offended in me.” 

4) “Blessed are the eyes which see what you see, and 

the ears which hear what you hear - for I tell you 

that many prophets and kings desired to see what 

you see - and did not see it - and to hear what you 

hear - and did not hear it.” 

5) “Go, and tell that fox, Behold, I cast out evils, and 

perform cures, today and tomorrow.” 

 Are these authentic sayings of Jesus? Are they genuine 

references to what Jesus actually did? 

 The miracle stories actually rest upon the evidence of a 

single source - Mark - and of course upon what his sources 

actually were. Let us investigate! 

 To the religionists, Scripture has always been Holy, the 

indisputable word of God and no question could ever arise 

that it was anything but the word of God. The Bible was 

regarded as “the Book,” the book of books, set apart from 

all other documents of the entire world and of history. It was 
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distinguished by an incomparable authority - a direct, 

infallible dictation of the Holy Spirit. 

 But then another period dawned. A dawning in which 

the true human spirit and reasoning awoke to its freedom. 

All the previously undisputed claims of the Christian 

Church, its traditions, teachings, dogmas, etc., began to 

totter in the face of the “real truth,” and were no longer 

accepted simply because “the Church demanded belief” in 

what it proposed as truth - “believe as the Church believes 

or else” was finally challenged. Historians have labeled this 

as the Period of “the Enlightenment.”  

Certainly, it was a period of great discoveries - 

scientific discoveries, as well as historical discoveries - it 

was clearly a period that strongly determined and shaped 

the thinking and questioning of the preceding times. Judge 

it as you will it did bring about powerful changes in human 

thinking and not without profound consequences. Of 

course, the Church fought back - they called all this 

scientific investigation into the truth as insinuations of the 

devil and that all such questioning of the Church and its 

truth should be condemned outright as Satan’s work. A 

Church which so fears for its faith that it avoids the 

questions that the truth seekers must ask and blames it on 

the Devil, is a Church in deep trouble. It all came down to the 

question, “Is the Bible the word of God or of man?” The 
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Bible is, of course, man’s word, a product of the intellectual 

and religious history of mankind in the fallible words, ideas 

and pictures that man himself could construct. The Bible is 

a very human book. Yet what one person challenges, 

another defends as a holy article of Faith. How, then, can we 

bring clarity to all this? How can we make a decision? Are we 

to leave this in the hands of the religionists? Simply read the 

passage of revenge in Psalms 137: 

 “Happy shall he be who takes your little ones and 

dashes them against the rock.” 

 That isn’t the word nor the love of God - it’s the mere 

outdated word of man from an antiquated era of mankind - 

Yet this is the Bible that the Religionists cite as God’s word! 

We should look upon the Bible as the one book that reminds 

man there is One God! 

 Other than this the Bible is simply a very human book 

bound up in the language, knowledge, concepts and politics 

of its times. That makes it fallible, antiquated and therefore 

imperfect. I believe that now we have said all that is 

necessary to say regarding the subject and that we can now 

go on to matters of a more spiritual nature. 

 I would like, therefore, to begin from the beginning and 

deal with my own spiritualism, its difficulties, its demands 

and its answers. For those of you who have read the Message 
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of I Paul you know that I was an atheist, a denier of the 

existence of God. To my knowledge, no one has asked why I 

believed as I did. Most have simply taken my word for it. 

That can be both good and bad, depending on their own 

beliefs. I didn’t believe in God simply because my own life 

was miserable, and therefore I styled my life around and 

about this miserabilism that I was mired in. From the 

Message, particularly, “I, the Alcoholic,” you can see that I 

began to believe in something, a higher power, something 

over and above my little “self.” That’s when it all began to 

“happen” - was it a “miracle,” a “sign,” a “healing”? Or 

could it be a combination of all three? 

 That’s what this whole communication has been about 

- miracles - signs - healings. 

 Therefore, those who peruse our teachings might 

question whether they be pure Deism or pure Theism or 

even Gnosticism. We are, of course, theistically, 

Spiritualists. 

 Deism is a system of thought advocating natural 

Religion based on human reason rather than revelation. We 

are certainly not Deists. 

 Theism is a belief in the existence of one God or Gods, 

we are not theists. 
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 Gnosticism has many variations, but it is a pre-

Christian belief that all matter is evil, and that emancipation 

comes through gnosis. It is also highly ascetic. Certainly, we 

are not gnostics. 

 We are Spiritualists and more properly Christian 

Spiritualists who believe that Spirit is a prime element of 

Reality. God is Spirit - Christ is Spirit, man is the off-spring 

of Spirit. Christian Spiritualism is a spiritual quest - the 

“New Quest,” the dynamic search for the true gateway to 

the Supreme Spirit of the All in All. Further, among us 

women and men can be disciples and prophets or 

prophetesses or teachers or counsels, in fact anyone can fill 

any office - for in the Spirit there is neither male nor female. 

Christian Spiritualism is essentially a Unity with its center 

in the Spiritual Realm. 

 Most of the Family members are “approachers,” not 

yet “fully” prepared. The fully prepared are signified 

“adepts” who follow and those who follow are already 

filled, already rich, already reigning and therefore will 

Come. They know the Supreme Spirit’s Future is God’s call 

to the present and the present is the moment of decision in 

the light of the Supreme Spirit’s Future!
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9. Spiritual Mind Healing 

Greetings: 

 Good morning and welcome - one and all - to the 

Church of the All in All, to the Family of Christ and I Paul, to 

the Teacher of Teacher’s Meeting. 

 When you have nothing, you have nothing to worry 

about, but when you have something worth keeping, you 

have much to be concerned about and safeguard. You see, 

the higher the truth you are considering, the less 

commonplace must be the explanation of it. You must be 

prepared to accept the Message or give up all hope of 

arriving at a right understanding - thinking, if you like - of 

the truth; and, of course, the True Gospel, Peace, Unity, 

Fellowship, Love. The fact that the true fellowship, the 

Unity, the Faith, the Love lies strictly in both the human and 

the spiritual life - it, all of it, calls for thinking - and 

thinking calls for many things. Let us, this morning, address 

ourselves to both aspects of these requirements; meditation 

- thinking. What is meditation? What is thinking? Let me 

take on one at a time or allow me to intertwine the two. 

 Now I think, but I also dream. Did you ever know that 

meditation, true meditation, is a miracle? Now what is a 

miracle? Good question. Well, a miracle is an event of the 
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Supreme Spirit, not of Christ-Jesus or I Paul. Think on this 

and learn. His redemptive purposes, through the release of 

certain energies which belong to a plane of a higher purpose 

than one with which we are more familiar, is a miracle. 

 A thought, then, is a miracle! Think about this, for that 

is a miracle in itself! Brought back to the wholeness and 

perfection of thought that was gifted to us all and 

righteously so. It is what Jesus said and meant by “Be you 

therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in Perfection, 

Is.” 

 Your faith can make you whole; it’s your thinking that 

can make you unwholesome, or perfect! It is when the truth 

makes us free, we can approach towards the transcending of 

three physical laws, rules and regulations and pass through 

the height of divine consciousness.  

 You wish to see the “Light”? Then open your heart, 

your minds, your ears. Welcome! Let there be such. 

 Throughout this teaching you may hear the word 

perfect and well you may ask “How can life be perfect when 

it is, as we know it, full of evil, sickness and all kinds of 

shame and suffering”? Well, first of all, human judgment 

considers the word “perfect” a relative term. I am using it 

as “Ultimate Perfection” which is at the center of all life. It 

was called, by one some time ago, as the divine prototype! I 
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repeat the words of Jesus - “Be you therefore perfect even 

as your Father which is in Heaven is Perfect.” You see, it was 

an understanding of the Divine Perfection which enabled 

Jesus to perform instantaneous healings. Even a glimpse, a 

thinking, of such perfection is reflected as some manner of 

healing in the lives, the minds, the affairs of all men and 

women to this day. 

Now, allow me to tell you that this is where thinking comes 

sharply into focus - You think even when you do not think 

you are - such as daydreaming or “asleep dreaming.” There 

is not a moment in your life that you do not think - even in 

those periods that you are being guided! Even in meditation 

periods, you are thinking, like it, accept or not, it is the 

truth. Why? You could not exist unless this was the truth. 

 But allow me to tell you that thinking is no easy road. 

That’s one of the reasons that meditation crops up. It simply 

helps to unite the opposites! The minds! The twins. 

 Now let’s speak about or address ourselves to what I 

like to cite as Spiritual Mind Treatment. 

 Now what in the Universe could I be talking about? 

What is a Spiritual Mind Treatment? Well, simply put, it’s 

thinking on a higher level than what you have been used to! 

It is an individual thought process whereby the full person’s 

thinking is directed away from the self, the want or pressing 
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problems and put in the direct scope of Divine 

Consciousness, thereby allowing you to express your 

highest righteousness. Spiritual Mind Treatment 

(thinking-meditation) whether for the true self or another, 

is a specific clarification of the minds, so that the Divine 

Perfect action of the Universal Mind Power can enter in.  

 Now what are you, dear friend? A being? 

 Yes, you are “a being,” but you are a spirit, living in a 

mental world, expressing on a material level through a 

physical body. “A being” - now simply “think” on this and 

“meditate” on this. And, come home to it in thought and 

beyond, both in unity, peace, love and understanding as the 

Message has taught us. You see, dear friends, everything 

should be made as simple as possible but not simpler. 

 Now in the Message we have a foundation of 

understanding. But let’s define our terms! Let us begin with 

the term miracle. What is a miracle? A miracle is any 

dramatic change in body or affairs that appears to be 

supernatural because it is beyond explanation. A miracle is 

a law-abiding event by which the Supreme Spirit 

accomplishes its redemptive purposes through the release 

of energies which belong to the Plane of being higher than 

that with which we are normally familiar. 
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 Redemptive means being redeemed from our foolish 

ways and brought back to the wholeness and perfection that 

is rightfully ours. It is what Jesus means by Be ye therefore 

perfect, even as your Father which is in Heaven is Perfect; It 

is: Thy Faith hath made you whole; it is when the truth has 

made us free; it is the transcending of physical law to the 

higher or Divine law. Throughout the Message you will find 

the word “perfect,” and many have - “How can life be 

perfect when it is filled with evil, sickness, unrighteousness 

and all manner of suffering?” Human judgment considers 

the word “perfect” a relative term. But the Message uses it 

as Ultimate Perfection which is at the Center of All Life. 

 I repeat the words of Jesus - “Be ye therefore perfect as 

your Father who is in Heaven is Perfect.” - That was simply 

an understanding of the Divine Consciousness which 

enabled Jesus to perform instantaneous healings, even a 

glimpse of perfection is reflected as some manner of healing 

in the lives and affairs of men and women. 

 So, what is a Spiritual Mind Treatment? Is it a Message? 

Is it Faith? Is it Hope? Is it Love? Yes and No! But it is 

thought, thinking, meditation, prayer, understanding, 

unity and an individual process before it becomes a 

Universal process and therefore collective! But it is more! 

Ever hear about contemplation? Have you ever practiced the 

presence of God? 
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You see, your thinking then is directed or, if you wish, 

guided away from your wants or petty problems or self and 

you are placed in alignment with the Divine Consciousness 

- if you are true, your needs will never be forsaken! 

 Now “P” challenges you, any one of you, to go out into 

the world and buy a better “Life Insurance Policy.” I defy 

you to do so. O’ Saul, O’ Saul, why do you kick against the 

pricks? Now let us continue in our revelation of the Message 

of I Paul. But yet - first - before we go any further, allow me 

to say that Brother “T” will be given and will retain (not 

must retain, will) certain pertinent truths that will, beyond 

a doubt establish and prove the creditability of the Chief 

Patriarch and the Church of the All in All. But that’s not the 

theme of what we are attempting to say herein, yet it will be 

the major subject of one of our next communications - “If.” 

So, what is truly Spiritual Healing? Your “minds” dear 

brothers and sisters, your minds! 

 Spiritual “mind” Healing is a healing accomplished 

through a changing of the mind (physical). 

 You see, it is an establishing of a consciousness of 

wholeness in the invisible realm of mind that is bound to 

produce a corresponding effect upon the body or affairs. 

Man is a triune being, he is a spirit, living in a mental world, 

expressing on a material level through body and? - What a 
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question here? That’s two questions in a row - Let us make 

it three! What is Universal Mind Power? The Message tells 

us, or attempts to, but do you really know what it is? 

 Universal Mind Power is an all-inclusive term 

encompassing all that the Supreme Spirit is - Omnipresent, 

Omniscient and Omnipotent. Now what does all this mean? 

 Well, Omnipresent means everywhere present - there 

is no place where He is not. 

 Omniscient means All knowing, encompassing all 

Wisdom and Intelligence.   Omnipotent means All Power - 

“All Power is given unto me in Heaven and in earth,” said 

the man who best understood the Omnipotence of God. The 

Messiah. 

 So, you see, every “Treatment” should be based on an 

awareness of the Three Omni’s, as well as the attributes of 

God. 

 We created in the Image of our maker, Spirit, have 

inherited such attributes as Spirit, Mind, Life, Truth, Peace, 

Light, Power, Joy, Wholeness, Beauty, Faith, Hope, Charity. 

We should All demonstrate such. 

 What is Demonstration? It is any change in the 

physical, material or visible circumstances that is the 

manifestation of an awareness of one’s inner perfection. It 
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is the evidence of Truth realized in consciousness. Any 

Healing of Mind, body or affairs is commonly called a 

Demonstration. What we are truly attempting herein is to 

get people to understand their true nature and live it! You 

see, for too long man has allowed himself to be a pawn of 

the elements of the world and has not taken his rightful 

position as a True child of God. 

 The word tells us that we were made in the image and 

likeness of our Maker, endowed with all the attributes of the 

Supreme Spirit - “So God created he them - and God blessed 

them and spoke unto them - ‘Be my children - go forth 

together and make my lands fruitful - for I see what I have 

created, and I know it is beautiful and Whole’.” 

 Now, in its deep esoteric meaning, all of the above 

means that we are, we must have dominion over our 

conscious thoughts as well as over our sub-conscious 

thoughts and our effect upon the Universe. He said, “By 

their fruits you shall know them.” 

 Now I intend to awaken you all to the fact that you need 

not remain in bondage to your own negative thinking nor to 

the foolish conditions and circumstances that you have 

ignorantly brought upon yourselves. 

 You see, man is not the creature of circumstances - 

circumstances are the creatures of mankind! As I Paul spoke 
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to the Galatians, allow me to repeat - “Stand just therefore 

in the liberty wherewith Christ has made us free and be not 

entangled again with the yoke of bondage.” 

 You see, we are talking about Spiritual Freedom - the 

Freedom of the sons and daughters of God. All of us need to 

stop now and then and remind ourselves that we are not in 

bondage to circumstances, not to situations involving 

people. No, not even to conditions of the body that seem so 

real. 

 We are free with the Freedom of the sons and daughters 

of the Supreme Spirit, children of the Most High. As such, 

we have been given dominion over our lives and our 

circumstances. Right within our self-imposed bondage, we 

can find the Freedom that we seek. 

 Once we find the Freedom, our Freedom within the 

outer must always conform to the inner. If it takes a miracle, 

well and good. The time is coming! 

 I know thy works - Behold - I have set before you an 

open door - one that no human can close. For you have such 

weak, little strength - yet, have you kept my word and not 

denied my presence? If so, behold, I open a door for you in 

Heaven, and once open it can never be denied. 
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 Now dear companion, you have been delegated a life-

line - It may not be a pleasant one; you may not enjoy life at 

all. Courage and show it. We will walk with you. Now the only 

thing we demand is that you keep the Faith, the Hope and 

the Charity and all those three words imply. 

 Allow me to question. What Hope was there for a person 

like I Paul who was cruel and crude and crass? Where did his 

Faith come from? Where did his Charity come from? How? 

Why? He was Spiritually dead, yet he completely turned 

around. He became humble, he became brave, he became a 

child - a True child of the Supreme Spirit, Totally. 

 You see, Jesus was looking for him, and yes he found 

him - Oh did he ever! And once he had Christ-Jesus, he had 

Life and he turned from Saul to I Paul. You, too, have walked 

to Damascus and been blinded yet today you see. Just as 

brother Paul in all his crudeness came to understand and 

then serve, so can you - let it be so! 

 Now do you see? Do you hear? Can you now understand, 

and can you join? Can you speak out? Can you listen? Can 

you give and can you also receive? Space will tell. 

 Now Spiritual Healing and its higher partner, Spiritual 

Mind Healing, is no new philosophy. It’s been alive and well 

for “time” immemorial. 
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 Now listen. Judge not and you shall not be judged - but 

accepted. Hate not and you shall be loved and cared for. Be 

not a fool and you shall be that which has always been 

desired. 

 Now Spiritual Mind Healing is the healing of the whole 

person - it may be instantaneous or emerge gradually over 

a period of “time.” Many such healings are considered to be 

miracles simply because medical science is unable to 

explain them from the scientific viewpoint. 

 Now think of this truth: A True Spiritual Healing takes 

place through the changing of the mind (lower mind). 

 The word was given a long time ago - “Repent, the 

Kingdom of Heaven is at hand.” To repent is to change one’s 

mind and take a right about face in one’s attitude to life. 

This is what happens when one is ready, open to accept a 

Spiritual Mind Healing. Without a total open mind, you 

cannot receive, never, unless someone else intercedes for 

you at their own expense. Take a good look at the throne of 

Jesus - a Cross - and his crown - thorns -can you so endure? 

Sure, have the courage to endure, but why? It’s been done 

for you. Why not go forth and teach and preach what the 

Throne and the Crown mean! Do you have that courage and 

that respect? Well, let me tell you that you must first have 

the courage to endure before you can receive a Spiritual 
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Mind Healing. The mind’s road to the Supreme Spirit 

through Christ-Jesus requires a Spiritual Healing - a 

healing to cure your blindness, your deafness and your 

stubborn unrighteousness. 

 It’s no secret that humans are not able to overcome 

their spiritual and physical blindness, deafness, etc., merely 

by a great exertion of the physical mind. It takes a Spiritual 

Mind Healing. The Supreme Spirit’s splendor lies open 

before Christ-Jesus alone - and only those persons who are 

united with Christ-Jesus in Faith and in Hope and Love can 

share in The Vision. Faith, Hope and Love are the Spiritual 

Senses which restore mankind’s power to see and hear, 

taste and touch the reality of The Supreme Spirit - Faith, 

Hope and Love are the Foundations of a Spiritual Mind 

Healing. 

 Now the Message of I Paul clearly cautions us not to 

rush forward blindly. In fact, it tells us to forsake the 

forwardness and aim upwards. Have any of you come to 

realize that upward is inward? Let me enlighten you. We 

hope the following will help you to better understand terms 

having to do with spatial or local references, such as 

progress, ascension, lifting up of your hearts and minds, 

etc. You are not going to meet the Supreme Spirit in outer 

space, in fact or in imagination, but within yourselves. 
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Ecstasy, in its proper meaning, ought really to be called 

home-coming, when the true self stands in God’s Presence. 

 When you endeavor to lift up the eyes of your mind to 

things unseen, you have regards to similitudes from the 

visible things, as if they were as many steps toward 

knowledge. Thus, when you speak of something as “the 

highest” in Spiritual or invisible matters, this does not 

mean something located above the pole of Heaven, but 

rather “the inner most.” Hence, to ascend to God is First in 

reality to enter the true self. And not only this, but, in some 

indescribable manner, to pass beyond the self in depth. He 

or she who, so-to-speak, enters his or her own true self and 

through the senses of his or her body, goes out with desire 

toward the visible things, which are passing and perishable, 

he or she truly declines from his or her natural dignity to 

that which is low and base. 

 That which is innermost is also nearest and highest and 

eternal. 

 That which is outermost is lowest and remote and 

perishable. To shift, therefore, from the outermost to the 

innermost is the same as to ascend from the lowest to the 

highest and to recollect oneself out of a state of dispersion, 

confusion and instability. Knowing as you do that the world 

is external to you, while God is inside, when you turn from 
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the world to God and lift yourself up from that which is 

lowest, you must pass through the self - and thus, when you 

withdraw from the outer things which are transitory, it is as 

if you are riding the waves, till you reach the calm that is 

within you. Believe us, upward is inward!  

 Now let us tell you this. The Supreme Spirit is and 

always has been. With the Supreme Spirit there is no time, 

there is no space. You can be healed - right now even - 

wherever you are! Spiritual Mind Healing recognizes that 

every thought and feeling you have activates a Universal 

Law of cause and effect, which then creates circumstances 

in our lives corresponding to what you think and feel. And if 

you desire to change your circumstances, you must change 

your thoughts and feelings which caused them. You are free 

to do this at any time. 

 But what happens when you are overwhelmed by 

problems? When you are confused and troubled by the very 

thought or feelings you desire to change? What should you 

do? First you need to exert a calm but impassioned ethical 

and spiritual reasoning while engaging in your semi-silent 

preparation. You see, the Message, like the True Gospel, is 

nothing until someone truly hears it. 

 You must not be in flight from responsibility. You must 

not forsake your commitments as humans to humanity and 
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your commitment to shape your lives to Christ’s 

expectation of you, which is perfection, for that is 

remaining faithful to his truth. 

 Preparation is, as you know, Eternal and a necessity of 

attaining perfection and perfection in preparation is a 

prerequisite to the obtaining of the New Worlds. It requires 

change. 

 You see, you are all searching for something, but you 

stand still. I tell you what you seek will not come by waiting 

for it. You must exert the effort - you must be Action. You 

must change! Neither shall you find what it is you are 

searching for by saying lo, there it is, lo, here it is. What you 

are so eagerly looking for is spread out before you, so visible 

you render it invisible and fail to comprehend it. Recognize 

what is in your sight and all that you believe is hidden from 

you will become manifest, but first you must change and 

place your selves in a state of supererogation. 

 Harmony knows nothing of discord but all of you do! 

Love has never heard or hate but all of you have. The 

Supreme Spirit knows of no devil but some of you used to 

and millions of so-called Christians profess to know him or 

of him. God is transcendent and imminent and 

omnipresent. It is only as you translate the commonplace 

into the terms of the transcendence that you shall recognize 
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and realize the imminence. It is only when you elevate the 

commonplace to the mountaintops that you shall 

understand and enter into the transcendence. For they are 

one and the same - equal and identical, even as the Supreme 

Spirit is equally omnipresent throughout the vast cosmos - 

not moving but causing everything within it to move. Every 

day is a fresh beginning. Every day is the world made new 

and when you discover that split-second beyond “time” 

that Christ-Jesus, I Paul and all the great, good and wise 

have told you about. That moment in the Eternal present 

when you are no longer conditioned by the past and when 

anticipation of the future does not condition the present - 

you shall be free. 

 All creation, in my estimation, is the expression of the 

Supreme Spirit - a Self-expression of the Infinite - the 

articulation - that which needs instrumentality for its own 

identity. Therefore, only as you, with wonder, reverence and 

enthusiasm identify yourselves with the living Spirit can 

you hope that the Living Spirit, through this 

instrumentality, shall shape the course of your existence 

and sing the song of Eternity to you, identified with Divine 

givingness, the human you surrendering yourself to 

intuition will hopefully learn to speak the language of 

Eternity. This is one of the greatest revelations you can have 

- find one man or woman or child who has become 
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acquainted with the Divine Presence and you will learn more 

from him, if you pay strict attention, than from all the books 

you can ever read. There is an integrity beyond yours - there 

is an imagination beyond yours - there is a feeling deeper 

than yours, and yet you are, or by now should be, akin to it. 

Whoever listens closely to his own spirit shall hear a song 

no one else can ever sing. Who listens to the harmony of his 

own being - though he or she be in the desert or on the 

mountaintop alone, shall compose a symphony which no 

instrument can ever be attuned to - for it can be played only 

on the harp strings of his or her own heart and understood 

only by their own minds. There is hidden within the minds 

of all of you a Divinity. There is incarnated in all of you that 

which is an incarnation of spirit; this Divine incarnation is 

not a projection of the Divine into the human, for we have 

learned that God cannot project Himself outside of Himself. 

There is and can be no such thing as a distinct or separate 

individual that would be separate from the Universe. An 

“individual” means something separate from something 

else. 

 Man is not an individual in God, for this would 

presuppose isolation and separation and disunion. You are 

an individualization of God. 

 Unity permits of no division. Let me put it this way: the 

altar of God will not accept any gift made in isolation, of fear 
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or appeasement. It is only the pure in heart, the child-like 

mind and the meek who can see Him. 

 There is no arrogance in spirituality for intellectual 

arrogance is spiritual blindness and whoever is spiritually 

blind cannot be the recipient of a Spiritual Mind Healing. 

Whoever is Spiritually deaf is also precluded from receiving 

a Spiritual Mind Healing as are all of the unrighteous and 

part-time Christians. We hope that all of you clearly 

understand that the Spiritually blind, deaf, intellectually 

arrogant, the unrighteous and the part-time 

procrastinators must change. Such as these who will exert 

the honest effort on a full-time basis will be lovingly 

assisted and guided into the Light and toward a Spiritual 

Mind Healing. 

 Keep in mind that we serve a Christ of a second chance 

- one of forgiveness, after all, how many times did he say “I 

forgive you - go now and commit no more evil?” The only 

catch here is that you must accept, unconditionally, the 

forgiveness and then yourself become a forgiver. 

 Now as we said, there is no arrogance in spirituality - 

for intellectual arrogance is spiritual blindness. The 

stupidity - the ignorance - the futility - and the littleness of 

the intellect is a crime against the spirit - a denial of that 
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sublime thing within you which wants to take flight to more 

of the complete, more of the perfect. 

 What was it that Christ-Jesus proclaimed? “I am the 

way, the truth and the life; no man, woman or child cometh 

unto the Father, but by me.” He was not talking about Jesus 

- he was talking about you. Christ-Jesus gave you back to 

yourselves. How are you ever going to consciously reach God 

other than through your own nature? There are no prophets 

other than the wise. There is no God beyond truth and no 

revelation higher than the realization of the Divinity within 

us. That which the ages have failed to reveal you must 

reveal. Each to him or herself, in the secret chamber of their 

heart -the secret place of the most high - where only and 

alone does one abide under the shadow of the Almighty. This 

aloneness is not loneliness. It is the one all-inclusive, all-

penetrating unity of everything that is. This was the claim 

Christ-Jesus made upon the Universe. And you must do the 

same. Identify yourselves with the same presence. The same 

spirit and the same principle. The mind and the spirit cannot 

help but generate love. Since you are one with All Life, you 

must fully express the most life you can. Your life is our life 

- our life is your life - we cannot leave you out and 

understand ourselves. You are incomplete. Some of you are 

lame and blind and halt without inclusion. Your littleness, 

the narrow vision of your perspective causes the horizon of 
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God’s boundless skies to press so close to you that you are 

suffocated by that which alone can give life. You must 

reverse the process. The eternal, the everlasting, the infinite 

knows nothing about your little ways, your petty thoughts, 

your little divisions and subdivisions that stifle the mind, 

the thought process and the imagination. You have tried to 

contain the infinite in a small measure that will not hold it. 

You have tried to reduce the eternal to the level of the 

temporal, and the temporal cannot contain it. In your 

anguish you have beseeched the living God to save you from 

limitation, but it is you, alone, who can free yourselves. 

 Some day when you come to the great reality in 

adoration, having surrendered your littleness, your fears, 

your longings, your heavens and hells, when you come 

naked and clean and unafraid, then shall your horizon be 

extended, and the night shall cease. Then shall your valleys 

be elevated to the mountaintops and God Himself shall go 

forth anew into His creation through you - lighting your 

path to the indwelling city of God at the center of your own 

being. You will never realize the fruits of your inherent 

abilities unless you move toward them and away from your 

self-inflicted stagnation. Effort - Action - Change is a way 

to a Spiritual Mind Healing also. 

 What would you say and how would you respond if 

someone were to inform you that you have the freedom, at 
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this very moment, to experience the reality of your true self? 

Well, prepare yourself, because you do have this freedom 

and you can make a decision now to open your mind to a life 

without limitation. It is a common belief that a person must 

grow into understanding or must build a consciousness of 

wholeness and maturity. The truth is that behind the facade 

of personality, emotions and mental states there resides a 

bright, whole, functional and healthy being awaiting the 

opportunity of total freedom of expression. This being, this 

true self of every person, is a specialized unit of awareness 

called spirit. The spirit is extension into mind and matter, of 

God consciousness. The natural inclination, the natural 

urge and tendency of the spirit is in the direction of 

awakening, unfoldment and final completion of its destined 

purpose. Therefore, no person can possibly fail to eventually 

experience the true self. When the true self is experienced, 

it is largely determined by the individual’s willingness to 

accept the freedom and wholeness. Many of you say you 

want to be free, but you are not willing to accept freedom, or 

you are not willing to release concepts, feelings and 

attitudes which prevent unrestricted expression. 

 Many, during a moment of honest reflection, will admit 

that they have been so accustomed to limitation, to 

problems and routines, that they have grown comfortable in 

their small world of relationships and habitual schedules. 
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What we are here proposing is honest self-evaluation and 

the cultivation of an attitude which will allow you to make 

changes in your inner and outer life so that the real you, the 

real being, can be allowed to awaken, unfold, and fully 

express the grand potential. We want to make it very clear 

that it is natural for you to be healthy, happy, functional and 

totally free. 

 Now we did not say that it was normal to be this way. To 

be normal, in your society, means to adapt and to relate in a 

manner which is acceptable to the majority of other people. 

To be normal is to get along, to survive, to cope with life’s 

little challenges and to make it to the grave without too 

much unhappiness. Millions of men and women live 

“normal” lives, and they are satisfied, after a fashion, to do 

so. Out of the millions who share this planet there are many 

who are not living a “normal” or fruitful life, instead they 

are leading lives of quiet desperation or they are functional 

neurotics. Some, of course, among the many, cannot even 

function, so they either become psychotic or they die. Very 

few men and women live as they were designed to live, with 

total awareness and total freedom and understanding. 

 Now we are purposely stressing the ideal of 

experiencing the true self rather than knowing about the 

true self. You may acknowledge the truth of being, but still 

not be able to experience it. It is very interesting to realize 
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that each person is already the true self, even when this is 

not known or experienced. What has happened in many 

instances is that the true self has become muted by the 

person’s mental concepts, poor attitudes, sub-par feelings 

and poor relationships, which have blinded the person to 

truth and reality; or one may have grown accustomed to 

playing a certain role in order to cope and relate. Such a 

person may say “I’m doing my own thing.” Of course, this 

person is doing his or her personality thing, but he or she 

are not doing the true self thing. Are you one of these? Just 

as you are already the true self, whether you consciously 

know it or not, so are you already living in the present 

moment, even though you may be mentally and emotionally 

involved with past experiences or future dreams? You have 

all known people (perhaps you are or have been one) who 

almost constantly think of the past or who almost 

constantly think of the future, but who seldom appreciate 

and acknowledge what is presently unfolding about them. 

They may say they want to live fully, and they want to 

experience freedom, but they somehow are unable to grasp 

the fact that what is currently being experienced (or what 

can be now experienced) is the only real opportunity to 

know what life and living is all about. To live fully in the 

present, you must come to terms with past experiences and 

relationships and have a reasonable outlook concerning 
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future possibilities. If you have not resolved conflicts and 

emotional reactions relative to past experiences, you will 

not only be unable to live fully in the moment, but you will 

be suppressing energy and creative talents because of 

mental and emotional unrest. 

 While fully experiencing the moment, you should have 

a fairly clear idea of what the near and distant future hold 

for you. You do not have to specifically outline the future, 

but you should, by now, be able to anticipate it. How do you 

handle yourself within relationships with others and your 

world? Do you feel defeated, and do you think in terms of 

being at the mercy of circumstances? If so, you are a prime 

candidate for a Spiritual Mind Healing, but you must 

institute the necessary preliminary steps in order to become 

eligible. 

 It’s true that most people do not feel entirely defeated, 

nor do they feel completely free, they just live day to day and 

try to cope with whatever needs to be handled. To cope 

means to struggle or contend on almost even terms, with 

sometimes success and more often failure. You deserve 

better than having to forever cope with life. Remember, you 

are designed to be free. You possess all of the talents and all 

of the ability to be master of your own mind, emotions and 

actions. If you are willing to order your thoughts, adjust 

your mental attitude, maintain emotional balance and 
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become involved in living a creative, purposeful life, you 

will experience fulfillment not known to your peers. This 

has been known for ages, but even in today’s world, only a 

few out of the many are able to experience the true inner self 

and function as a free being. 

 We hope that you are one of the few out of the many 

who will respond to this Message and make an inner 

agreement to unfold your potential in order to experience 

your destined freedom and eternal life. You do this and you 

will receive a Spiritual Mind Healing. So be it! 

In Love, Peace, Harmony and Understanding, 

Spirits and “Pz.” 
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10. The Use of Prayer, Words and a Name in 

Healing 

Greetings: 

 Do you realize that Jesus never prayed for anyone’s 

healing? He simply healed through God’s Power and God’s 

Will. When any human being is called to be a channel of 

healing neither should they pray for the sick to be healed. 

Why? Simply because God has called you to heal and not to 

pray. Now don’t misconstrue this. Anyone can pray for their 

own healing or for the healing of another, but when the 

Called of God are actually in the midst of a healing, no prayer 

is utilized at that moment. 

 You can show me from the Bible where Jesus healed, but 

you can’t show me where he prayed for the sick! His gifts 

were above prayer! All he really had to do was act! What 

Power! Go, he said to others (those called to follow him) and 

cast out evil from others and heal them in my name. 

 That’s why those Called of God to be Channels of 

healing must heal in the name of Christ-Jesus. 

 So, you see, although Jesus transferred his gift of 

healing, he did so with a condition attached, “In my name.” 
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 In Mark 9:38-39-40-41 you can readily discern the 

importance of “a name” in healing: “A disciple (John) said 

to Jesus, master we saw one casting out devils, i.e., illness, 

in Your name, and he followeth not us, and we forbade him 

to do so because he refused to follow us. But Jesus said forbid 

him not! For there is no one who shall do a miracle in my 

name, that can speak evil of me, for they that act not against 

us are with us. For whosoever shall give you even a cup of 

water in my name, because you belong to Messiah, verily I 

say to you, they shall not lose their reward.” 

 So, as you can see, Prayer as a prelude to healing is fine 

but not mandatory. And during the actual healing session no 

prayer is used by the channel of healing for he or she is there 

to heal in the name of Christ-Jesus only. 

 Is healing, as many people claim, magic of some sort? 

No! It is a gift of Power! Second only to the gift of miracles! 

You see, to heal is not a miracle! To raise the dead is a 

miracle! 

 Now, what is the role of words in healing? Strictly 

speaking, words play no part in healing. The motivating 

factor is in Your asking in silence for the healing to be given. 

 The point to keep in mind is that you are there to heal, 

not to make speeches or to turn the healing session into a 
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rite, a ritual or a ceremony. All of Jesus’ healings were short 

and to the point. So be it. 

 Why do you suppose you have been taught to pray in 

silence? Simply because God doesn’t hear words, for they 

were made by separated minds to keep them in the illusion 

of separation. God “hears” thoughts, not words, no matter 

how loud you may shout them out. 

 Now words may be helpful, particularly to the beginner 

in helping concentration and to facilitating the exclusion, or 

at least the control, of extraneous thoughts. Let us not 

forget, however, that words are but symbols of symbols. 

They are thus twice removed from reality. 

 As symbols, words have quite specific references. Even 

when they seem most abstract, the picture that comes to 

mind is apt to be most concrete. Unless a specific referent 

does occur to the mind in conjunction to the word, the word 

has little or no practical meaning and thus cannot help the 

healing process. 

 But are the called of God to avoid words in their 

teaching, preaching and so forth? Of course not. There are 

many who must be reached through words, spoken and 

written, being as yet unable to hear in silence. The called of 

God must, however, learn to use words in a new way. 

Gradually they learn to let the words be chosen for them by 
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ceasing to decide for themselves what they will say. This 

process is merely a special case in which the called of God 

says, “I will step back and let the Spirit speak through me.” 

Then the called of God, without any hesitation or fear, utters 

the words given. They accept the words given them and they 

give as they receive.  

 A major hindrance in this aspect of the Called of God’s 

learning is their fear of the validity of what they hear. And 

what they hear may be quite startling. It may also seem quite 

irrelevant to the presented problem as they see it, and may, 

in fact, confront the healer with a situation that appears to 

be very embarrassing to them. All these are judgments 

which have no value. They are their own, coming from a 

shabby self-perception which they would leave behind. 

Judge not the words that come but offer them in confidence 

- they are far wiser than your own. God’s called have God’s 

Word behind their symbols, and Christ-Jesus gives his 

Power to the words you use, raising them from meaningless 

symbols to the Call of the Kingdom itself. 

 Just remember that the most important words in any 

healing are these - “You are being healed in the name of 

Christ-Jesus, so be it.” 

In healing love and all peace, “Pz.”
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11. Healing - Is it a Miracle? - How it Works! 

Greetings: 

 To all our brothers and sisters everywhere, both those 

who have been a channel of healing and those who have not. 

May you all love as you are loved and be joyous and at peace 

in all your undertakings. And may you be healed through 

faith, hope, love and the grace of the Supreme Spirit and 

your Christ-Jesus. 

 Health, as we know it, is to be physically and mentally 

sound - freedom from illness or dis-ease. 

 To heal is to make well or healthy again - to cure - to 

relieve from grief, troubles, evil and so forth. 

 Now there are two ways to heal and to be healed - the 

first is through the medical practice which is scientific and 

the second is spiritual which includes the psychic and all 

other types that do not fall into the category of the first. We 

are, herein, only concerned with the spiritual type of 

healing, its origin, its use, its practice, its reliability, its 

success and its truths. 

 Now, we know a miracle as an event or action that 

contradicts all scientific laws - something supernatural and 

miraculous. 
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 Miraculous means “able to work miracles.” In our 

modern society we cite as a miracle that one or two people 

survived a plane crash, or a train derailment or a mine 

explosion. Yet these are not miracles but fall within the 

realm of “fate” and the individual’s “karma”! 

 A true miracle comes from the Divine Love and the 

Divine Power, either directly or through a chosen channel, 

through one whose heart and spirit are activated. Know you 

not that you are a miracle and that through you, miracles 

may come in the form of healings, supernatural healings? 

 Christ-Jesus said during the forty days spent on earth 

following the crucifixion, “If you do all the things I ask, 

speak then the word of healing and it shall be done; speak 

any name, name any dis-ease for I am above it and will take 

it into myself through you and render it harmless.” 

 We have never seen anyone who the spirit cannot 

change through Christ-Jesus. Yet the spirit will never 

violate the free-will of anyone to do so. You must be both 

willing and desirous and make it known. This applies to all 

those who pray for the gift of healing also. 

 In the New Covenant Gospels Jesus was credited with all 

kinds of healing. He was cited as healing the blind, the deaf, 

the lepers, the insane, the hungry, the evil, the lame, the 

epileptic, etc. He was also credited with restoring life. Was 
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all this an exaggeration, magic, lies or an attempt to place 

Jesus above the status of a human being and to make him a 

God? Or are such accounts true or close to the truth? Let us 

see what spiritual healing entails, from “Alpha to Omega.” 

 First let us begin by saying that no true healing can take 

place without Christ-Jesus’ healing presence. This 

“presence” affirms the possibility for the Christian 

Spiritualist to conquer sickness and evil, to the extent in 

which he or she stands united to Christ through faith, hope 

and love. Now this “mystical” union is not to be thought of 

as a rare experience open to only a few, but rather as the 

invisible reality which transforms every Christian 

Spiritualists’ existence and enables them to do as Jesus did 

prior to his death. You see, Christ doesn’t sit idly in heaven, 

but is present with us, working and living in us. As I Paul 

said, “I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me.” Likewise, I 

Paul stated, “Ye have put on Christ.” Faith, therefore, is a 

certain steadfast beholding which looks upon Jesus as the 

conqueror of sickness, evil and death and the giver of 

righteousness, salvation and eternal life. 

 It is important to remind one and all that in the 

nineteen healings credited to Jesus in the gospels, twelve 

were attributed to the individual’s own faith. Great faith 

comes out of great tests and trials. Great faith is many 

things. It is a gift, a walk, a pilgrimage, an energy, an act and 
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an action. To those called to heal we call it “emotive faith 

healing.” Healing is a release, an enfranchisement from 

sickness, despair, dis-ease, evil and so forth, all of which are 

emotional bondages. 

 If any of you are graced by a call to be a servant, an 

agent, a channel of healing, know this: Whatever you are 

asked to give up in order to serve the Supreme Spirit and His 

Will can never be weighed, counted or measured in any way 

against what you receive when you fully accept and answer 

the call. The only possible doubt any one of you could have 

is whether or not you are worthy. Such doubt is false and 

foolish for the Supreme Spirit never makes mistakes and we 

tell you that it is simply amazing what the spirit can and will 

do with you, once you give all of yourself to the calling. And 

we have the greatest confidence in you who are called, that 

once the spirit has begun a “good work” in you, you will 

perform it until that moment that Christ-Jesus places all 

things at the feet of the Supreme Spirit. You see, dear 

brothers and sisters, such a calling never ends for it applies 

whether you are in the flesh or in the spirit, here and now, 

there and forever! 

 Remember this well: Sooner or later all of you are going 

to serve someone or something, some of you are already 

doing so, your “self” or the spirit. And where could you 

possibly find someone or something better than the 
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Supreme Spirit and our Christ-Jesus, the gateway to eternal 

life and unity with the most high? 

 If you are graced with the charismata of healing, be 

prepared, for such gifts rarely come to one unprepared. Our 

brother I Paul is an excellent example of this rarity, yet even 

he had to “go up to Arabia” and become prepared to carry 

out his tasks and do glory to the gifts received. Not only 

glory but justice, with no thought of his “self,” going where 

sent with no hesitation and doing all that was asked of him 

without a complaint or second thought. He was spiritually 

gifted to teach, to preach, to prophesy, to speak in tongues, 

to lead, to administer, to speak the words of wisdom, to heal 

and the working of miracles, to interpret tongues, to the 

discernment of spirits. No other man or woman, save Jesus, 

has ever been so gifted and worked so hard and faithfully for 

his Lord and God. Why? Because he was healed through the 

vision, the voice and the Mind of Christ -a charismata from 

the Supreme Spirit! If one man could do all this from faith, 

hope and love, what could possibly deter you from the same, 

if you only receive one or two gifts from the spirit? 

 Know you not that the Supreme Spirit’s love, wisdom 

and power, through the Mind of Christ, is your answer to 

any problem you can possibly be faced with? - as long as you 

have true faith, which in addition to the above, is the key 

factor for those who pray for the gift of healing. Such 
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prayers are not “self” seeking because you are not asking 

the spirit for yourself but for the well-being of others. 

Anyone called to be a channel of healing must extend their 

hands, their faith, their hope, their love, their confidence in 

the power bestowed upon them to cure the ills, the evils, the 

infirmities to All in All. 

 Jesus said, “Physician heal-thy-self.” What did he 

mean? Was he telling the physician that he couldn’t heal 

others until he himself was healed? Yes, in a way. He was 

telling the physician to prepare himself first before 

attempting to heal others. Jesus also spoke thusly: “I have 

come to heal the unwhole and the unclean and to gather in 

the scattered strangers. Those of you that be whole need not 

a physician, but they that are sick. But go ye and learn what 

that meaneth. I will have mercy and not sacrifice, for I am 

not come to call the righteous, but the evil ones, the 

wanderers of the world.” You see, Jesus healed the faithful, 

the newly faithful and the unfaithful, without 

discrimination, and so must all who are called to heal! Those 

called have no power to select, pick or choose those who 

shall be the recipients of the gift of healing, for those so 

called to be the channel of healings are but servants of the 

spirit and not the masters of the gift of healing. Can you, 

having once been called, lose the gift? Certainly, if you abuse 

the gift in any way, it shall be stripped of you. 
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 Now, dear brothers and sisters, before we get into the 

whys and wherefores of healing and self-healing, let us 

finish up with the requirements necessary to become a 

channel of healing. As you have seen, faith, hope and love 

are absolute necessities, with “true faith” here being a key. 

For as Jesus said, “Thy faith has made thee whole,” we say 

your faith can make you a healer. What counts most in 

healing is faith - your true faith and the faith in you, by the 

subject, that you can heal them. 

 Now hear and know that a person’s beliefs or disbeliefs, 

religion or philosophy or lack of such, have nothing to do 

with their being healed, insofar as they do have faith in your 

faith, that you can deliver a healing. Neither do their morals 

or virtues. Strange? No - for just as God allows the sun to 

shine and the rain to fall equally on the good and the evil, he 

also heals those whomsoever he pleases, just as he calls 

whomsoever, he pleases to be channels of healing. 

 Yet it is a sad truth that many called do not respond or 

do not take it seriously enough and therefore fail, and that’s 

a denial of the Will of the Supreme Spirit - man’s well-

being. 

 Now if you pray for the gift of healing, as a true 

Christian Spiritualist should, you must exert the effort to be 

as free as Jesus was. Free from envy, anger, hate, bitterness, 
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bigotry, gossip, backbiting, lying, vulgarity, temper, 

stealing, covetousness, avarice, unrighteousness, 

cowardice, fear, ignorance, despair, unforgiveness, 

revenge-mindedness, pride, vanity, unfaithfulness, 

unreliability, sorrows, anxieties, procrastinations, debts, 

impatience and “self.” 

 And you must put on humility. 

 When any one of you is called or has been called to be a 

channel of healing, you, too, had better be about your 

Father’s business as was Jesus, for the well-being of All in 

All is the Will of God and therefore must be yours also. 

 A true channel of healing gives up his or her temporal 

life to bring about the well-being of all human life - 

everywhere. Such giving up should be understood as a living 

within one’s needs and not one’s wants. Now, the surface 

traits of God’s teachers, preachers, administrators and 

healers are not all alike. They do not look alike to the body’s 

eyes, they come from vastly different backgrounds, their 

experiences of the world vary greatly, and their “superficial 

personalities” are quite distinct. Nor, at the beginning 

stages of their functions as God’s channels, have they as yet 

acquired the deeper characteristics that will establish them 

as what they are. God gives special gifts to such as these 

simply because they have a special role in His plans for 
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atonement. Their specialness is, of course, only temporary, 

set in time as a means of leading out of time. These special 

gifts, born in the holy relationship toward which the 

teaching, preaching, administering and healing and 

learning situation is geared, become characteristic of all 

such of God who have advanced in their own learning. In this 

respect they are all alike. 

 All differences between the sons and daughters of the 

Supreme Spirit are temporary. Nevertheless, in “time,” it 

can be said that such as these advanced ones have the 

following characteristics: 

Trust 

 This is the foundation on which their ability to fulfill 

their functions rest. Perception is the result of learning. In 

fact, perception is learning - cause and effect are never 

separated. The called of God have trust in the world because 

they have learned it is not governed by the laws the world 

made up. They are governed by a Power that is in them but 

not of them. It is this Power that keeps all things safe. It is 

through this Power that those called look on a forgiven 

world. When this Power has once been experienced, it is 

impossible to trust one’s own petty strength again. Who 

would attempt to fly with the petty wings of a sparrow when 

the mighty power of an eagle has been given to him? And 
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who would place his faith in the shabby offerings of the 

“self” when the gifts of God are laid before him? What is it 

that induces them to make the shift? 

Development of Trust 

 First, they must go through a “period of undoing” - 

this need not be painful, but it usually is so experienced. It 

seems as if things are being taken away and it is rarely 

understood initially that their lack of value is merely being 

recognized. How can lack of value be perceived unless the 

perceiver is in a position where he must see things in a 

different light? They are not yet at a point at which they can 

make the shift entirely internally. And so, the plan will 

sometimes call for changes in what seem to be external 

circumstances. These changes are always helpful. When the 

called of God have learned that much, they go on to the 

second stage. 

 Next the called of God must go through a “period of 

sorting out.” This is always somewhat difficult, because 

having learned that the changes in their lives are always 

helpful, they must now decide all things on the basis of 

whether they increase the helpfulness or hamper it. They 

will find that many, if not most of the things they valued 

before will merely hinder their ability to transfer what they 

have learned to new situations as they arise. Because they 
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have valued what is really valueless, they will not generalize 

the lesson for fear of loss and sacrifice. It takes great 

learning to understand that all things, events, encounters 

and circumstances are helpful. It is only to the extent to 

which they are helpful that any degree of reality should be 

accorded them in this world of illusion. The word “value” 

can apply to nothing else. 

 The third stage through which the called must go can 

be called a “period of relinquishment.” If this is interpreted 

as giving up the desirable, it will engender enormous 

conflict. Few called of God escape this distress entirely. 

There is, however, no point in sorting out the valuable from 

the valueless, unless the next obvious step is taken. 

Therefore, the period of overlap is apt to be one in which the 

called feel called upon to sacrifice their own best interests 

on behalf of truth. 

 They have not realized as yet how wholly impossible 

such a demand would be. They can learn this only as they 

give up the valueless. Through this, they learn that where 

they anticipated grief, they find a happy lightheartedness 

instead - where they thought something was asked of them, 

they find a gift bestowed on them. Now comes a “period of 

settling down.” 
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 This is a quiet time, in which the called of God rest 

awhile in reasonable peace. Now they consolidate their 

learning. Now they begin to see the value of what they have 

learned. Its potential is staggering and the called are now at 

the point in their progress in which they see their whole way 

out. Give up what you do not want and keep what you do. 

How simple is the obvious! And how easy to do! The called 

of God need this period of respite. They have not yet come as 

far as they may believe. Yet, when they are ready to go on, 

they go with mighty companions beside them, now they rest 

awhile and gather them before going on. They will not go on 

from here alone. 

 The next stage is indeed a “period of unsettling.” Now 

must the called understand that they really did not know 

what was valuable and what was valueless. All that they 

really learned so far was that they did not want the valueless 

and that they did want the valuable. Yet their own sorting 

out was meaningless in teaching them the difference. The 

idea of sacrifice, so central to their own thought system, had 

made it impossible for them to judge. They thought they had 

learned willingness, but now they see that they do not know 

what the willingness is for. They must learn to lay all 

judgment aside and ask only what they really want in all 

circumstances. Were not each step in this direction so 

heavily reinforced, it would be hard indeed! 
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 And finally there is a “period of achievement.” It is here 

that learning is consolidated. Now what was seen as merely 

shadows before become solid gains, to be counted on in all 

“emergencies” as well as tranquil times. Indeed, the 

tranquility is their result - the outcome of honest learning, 

consistency of thought and full transfer. This is the stage of 

real peace, for at this level is the Kingdom’s state fully 

reflected. From here, the Way to there is open and easy. In 

fact, it is here. Who would “go” anywhere if “peace of 

mind” is already complete? And who would seek to change 

tranquility for something more desirable? What could be 

more desirable than this? 

Honesty 

 All other traits of the called of God rest on trust. Once 

that has been achieved, the other cannot fail to follow. Only 

the trusting can afford honesty, for only they can see its 

value. Honesty does not apply to only what you say. The 

term actually means consistency. There is nothing you say 

that contradicts what you think or do - no thought opposes 

any other thought - no act belies your word - and no word 

lacks agreement with another. Such are the truly honest. At 

no level are they in conflict with themselves, therefore it is 

impossible for them to be in conflict with anyone or 

anything. 
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 The peace of mind which the called of God experience is 

largely due to their perfect honesty. It is only the wish to 

deceive that makes for the internal war. No one at one with 

themselves can even conceive of conflict. Conflict is the 

inevitable result of self-deception, and self-deception is 

dishonesty. There is no challenge to one called of God. 

Challenge implies doubt and the trust on which God’s called 

rest secure makes doubt impossible. Therefore, they can 

only succeed. In this, as in all things, they are honest. They 

can only succeed, because they never do their will alone. 

They choose for all mankind - for all the world and all things 

in it - for the unchanging and unchangeable beyond 

appearances and for Christ-Jesus and the Supreme Spirit. 

How can such as these not succeed? They choose in perfect 

honesty, as sure of their choice as of themselves. 

Tolerance 

 God’s called do not judge. To judge is to be dishonest, 

for to judge is to assume a position you do not have. 

Judgment without self-deception is impossible. Judgment 

implies that you have been deceived in your brothers and 

sisters. How then could you not have been deceived in 

yourself? Judgment implies a lack of trust and trust remains 

the bedrock of the called of God’s whole thought system. Let 

this be lost and all the learning goes. Without judgment are 
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all things equally acceptable, for who could judge otherwise. 

Without judgment are all men and women brothers and 

sisters, for who is there who stands apart? Judgment 

destroys honesty and shatters trust. None of the called of 

God can judge and hope to learn. 

Gentleness 

 Harm is impossible for those who are called of God. 

They can neither harm nor be harmed. Harm is the outcome 

of judgment. It is the dishonest act that follows the 

dishonest thought. It is a verdict of guilt upon a brother or 

sisters and therefore on oneself. It is the end of peace and 

the denial of learning. It demonstrates the absence of God’s 

curriculum and its replacement by insanity. A person called 

of God must learn, and fairly early in their training, that 

harmfulness completely obliterates their function from 

their awareness. It will make them confused, fearful, angry 

and suspicious. It will make the spirit’s lessons impossible 

to learn. Nor can the called of God be heard at all, except by 

those who realize that harm can actually achieve nothing. 

No gain can come of it. Therefore, the called of God are 

wholly gentle. They need the strength of gentleness, for it is 

in this that the functions of the gifts given become easier. To 

those who would do harm it is impossible. To those to whom 

harm has no meaning, it is merely natural. What choice but 
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this has meaning to the sane? Who chooses darkness when 

he or she has access to the light? And who would choose the 

weakness that must come from harm in place of the 

unfailing, all-encompassing and limitless strength of 

gentleness? The might of God’s called lies in their 

gentleness, for they have understood that their evil 

thoughts came neither from Christ-Jesus nor the Supreme 

Spirit. Thus, do they join their thoughts with them who are 

their source. And so, their will, which always was His Own, 

is free to be its own. 

Joy 

 Joy is the inevitable result of gentleness. Gentleness 

means that fear is now impossible and what could come to 

interfere with joy? The open hands of gentleness are always 

filled. The truly gentle have no pain. They cannot suffer. 

Why would they not be joyous? They are sure they are loved 

and must be safe. Joy goes with gentleness as surely as grief 

attends attack. The called trust in God. And they are sure 

God’s Teacher goes before them, making sure no harm can 

come to them. They hold his gifts and follow in his way 

because the voice of the spirit directs them in all ways. Joy is 

their gift of thanks. And Christ looks down at them in thanks 

also. His need of them is just as great as their need of him. 

How joyous it is to share the purpose of the Supreme Spirit. 
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Defenselessness 

 The called of God have learned how to be simple. They 

have no dreams that need defense against the truth. They do 

not try to make themselves. Their joy comes from their 

understanding of who created them. And does what God 

created need defense? No one can become an advanced 

teacher, prophet, preacher, administrator, leader, healer or 

servant of God until they fully understand that defenses are 

but foolish guardians of mad illusions. The more grotesque 

the dream, the more fierce and powerful its defenses seem 

to be. Yet when the called of God finally agrees to look past 

them, he finds that nothing was there. 

 Slowly at first, they let themselves be undeceived, but 

they learn faster as their trust increases. It is not danger that 

comes when defenses are laid down. It is safety. It is peace. 

It is joy. It is the Supreme Spirit. 

Generosity 

 The term generosity has special meaning to the called 

of God. It is not the usual meaning of the word as used there, 

in fact, it is a meaning that must be learned and learned very 

carefully. Like all the other attributes of the called of God, 

this one rests ultimately on trust, for without trust no one 

can be generous in the true sense. In your world generosity 
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means “giving away” in the sense of “giving up.” To the 

called of God generosity means “giving away” in order “to 

keep.” This has been emphasized all through the Message 

of I Paul but is perhaps more alien to the thinking of your 

world than many other ideas therein. Its greater 

strangeness lies merely in the obviousness of its reversal of 

your world’s thinking. In the clearest way possible and at 

the simplest of levels, the word means exactly the opposite 

to the called of God and to the world. 

 The called of God are generous out of self-interest. This 

does not refer, however, to the “self” of which the world 

speaks. The called of God do not want anything they cannot 

give away because they realize it would be valueless to them 

by definition. What would they want it for? They could only 

lose because of it. They could not gain, therefore they do not 

see what only they could keep, because that is a guarantee 

of loss. They do not want to suffer. Why should they ensure 

themselves pain? But they do want to keep for themselves 

all things that are of God and therefore of the spirit Christ-

Jesus. These are the things that belong to them. These they 

can give away in true generosity, protecting them forever 

for themselves. 

Patience 
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 Those who are certain of the outcome can afford to wait 

and wait without anxiety. Patience is natural to the called of 

God and I Paul taught it extensively in his Message. What the 

truly called of God see is certain outcome, at a time perhaps 

unknown to them as yet, but not in doubt. The time will be 

as right as is the answer and this is true for everything that 

happens now or in the future. The past as well held no 

mistakes - nothing that did not serve to benefit the world, 

as well as those to whom it seemed to happen. Perhaps it 

was not understood at the time. Even so, the called of God 

are willing to reconsider all their past decisions, if they are 

causing pain to anyone. Patience is natural to those who 

trust. Sure of the ultimate interpretation of all things in 

time, no outcome already seen or yet to come can cause 

them fear. 

Faithfulness 

 The extent of the called of God’s faithfulness is the 

measure of their advancement in the Message of I Paul. Do 

they still select some aspect of their lives to bring to their 

learning, while keeping others apart? If so, their 

advancement is limited, and their trust not yet firmly 

established.  

 Faithfulness is the called of God’s trust in the Voice of 

God to set all things right - not some - but All! Generally, 
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their faithfulness begins by resting on just some problems, 

remaining carefully limited for a time. To give up all 

problems to one answer is to reverse the thinking of the 

world entirely. And that, alone, is faithfulness. Nothing but 

that really deserves the name. Yet each degree, however 

small, is worth achieving. Readiness, as the Message notes, 

is not mastery. 

 True faithfulness, however, does not deviate. Being 

consistent, it is wholly honest. Being unswerving, it is full of 

trust. Being based on fearlessness, it is gentle. Being certain 

it is joyous and being confident, it is tolerable. Faithfulness, 

then, combines in itself the other attributes of those called 

of God. It implies acceptance of the voice of God for that is 

His description of your Christ-Jesus. It is to them that 

faithfulness in the true sense is directed. Towards them it 

looks until it finds, and having found, it rests in quiet 

certainty on that alone to which all faithfulness is due. 

Open-Mindedness 

 The centrality of open-mindedness, one of the last 

attributes those called of God acquires, is easily understood 

when its relationship to forgiveness is recognized. Open-

mindedness comes with lack of judgment. As judgment 

shuts the mind against God’s called, so open-mindedness 

allows him to come in. As condemnation judges Christ as 
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evil, so open-mindedness permits them to be judged by the 

Voice of God on His behalf. As the projection of guilt upon 

them would send them to the darkness, so open-

mindedness lets Christ’s image be extended to them. Only 

the open-minded can be at peace, for only they can see the 

reason for it. How do the open-minded forgive? They have 

let go all things that would prevent forgiveness. They have, 

in truth, abandoned the world and let it be restored to them 

in newness and in joy so glorious they could never have 

conceived of such a change. Nothing is now as it was 

formerly. Nothing but sparkles now which seemed so dull 

and lifeless before. And above all are all things welcoming, 

for threat is gone. No clouds remain to hide the face of 

Christ-Jesus. Now is the goal achieved. Forgiveness is one of 

the final goals of the Message and a Supreme Law. It paves 

the way for what goes far beyond all learning. 

 The Message of I Paul makes no effort to exceed its 

legitimate spiritual goals. Forgiveness is one of its main 

themes, at which all learning ultimately converges. It is 

indeed enough. 

 You may by now have noticed that list of attributes of 

the called of God does not include things which are the 

inheritance of Christ-Jesus. Terms such as love, evil-

lessness, perfection, knowledge and eternal truth do not 

appear in this context. They would be most inappropriate 
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here. What God has given is so far beyond your 

comprehension that learning but disappears in its presence. 

Yet, while its presence is obscured, its focus properly 

belongs herein. For it is the function of the called of God to 

bring the truth to the world and truly demonstrate it in all 

of its brilliant facets. Properly speaking it is “unlearning” 

that they bring, for that is “true learning” in your world. It 

is given to such to bring the glad tidings, the good news of 

complete forgiveness to the world. Blessed indeed are these 

for they are the bringers of the New Worlds. 

How is Healing Accomplished through a Channel? 

 Healing involves an understanding of what the illusion 

of sickness or dis-ease is. Healing is not impossible without 

this, but it is less frequent. The perceived purpose of 

sickness is what? 

 Healing begins when the sufferer no longer sees any 

value in pain. Who would choose suffering unless they 

thought it brought them something, and something of 

value? They must think it is a small price to pay for 

something of a greater worth. For sickness is an election - a 

decision. It is more often than not the choice of weakness, 

in the mistaken conviction that it is strength. When this 

occurs, real strength is seen as a threat and health as danger. 
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Sickness is, therefore, a method of dis-ease conceived in 

madness. 

 Healing should occur in close proximity to the 

valuelessness in which sickness is recognized. One need but 

say, “There is no gain at all to me in this,” and they are ripe 

for healing. But to say this, one must first recognize certain 

facts. First, it is obvious that decisions are of the mind, not 

of the body. If sickness is but a faulty problem-solving 

approach, it is a decision and if it is a decision, it is the mind 

and not the body that makes it. The resistance to 

recognizing this is enormous because the resistance of the 

world as you perceive it depends on the body as being the 

decision-maker. Terms like “instincts,” “reflexes” and the 

like represent attempts to endow the body with non-mental 

motivators. Actually, such terms merely state or describe 

the problem; they do not answer it. 

 The acceptance of sickness as a decision of the mind, 

for a purpose for which it would use the body, is the basis of 

healing. This is so for most types of healing. A sufferer 

decides, in faith, that this is so and he or she can be healed 

from within or from without. If he or she decides against 

recovery, then they will not be healed unless an outside 

source intervenes. Who is the physician? The source of all 

healing emanates from the love, the power, the truth of the 

Supreme Spirit. It may be direct or designated, without 
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designation being the more. One need only to review the 

history of man and his minds in order to see this. The old 

and new testaments, if they be accurate, are replete with 

such designees for the purpose of healing. Anyone who 

claims to be a healer without benefit of an outside source is 

a charlatan. 

 The physician, then, can be the individual himself, or 

one called to be a channel of healing through the gift of 

grace from the Supreme Spirit. It is possible for an 

individual to heal himself, but no one else. They can, of 

course, be later called to do so. Those called as channels can 

assist in the healing of anyone, anywhere and at any time. 

As we have said, the history of mankind is replete with 

healings and healers. There is but one way to prove them - 

they need be repeated in your day and age. 

 Now self-healing involves only the “minds” of the 

individual and no “outside” assistance of an earthly nature. 

Self-healing is strictly between the individual and his 

creator, yet only the truly and deeply faithful can be 

partakers in and of “self-healing.” All so-called self-

healing is a gift of the Spirit given freely to a person who has 

a specific task to accomplish and is in need of more earthly 

time in order to do so. It has to do with the finalization of 

their karma. All other self-healings are a gift for something 
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done in the name of Christ-Jesus, such as an extraordinary 

“good-work.” 

The Functions of “The Called” to be Healers 

 The basic requisite for a healer is his recognition that 

sickness is of the mind and has nothing to do with the body 

- (sickness, such as cancer, as opposed to injury, such as a 

broken bone). Sickness and injury are not the same. The 

main function of the body is as the instrument through 

which the spirit resides on earth. A broken bone in no way 

hinders the spirit, but an internal sickness does for it 

hinders the sufferer from uniting with the true self. You see, 

the house in which the spirit lives is always in need of repair 

and it is up to the called of God to provide such. “Know you 

not that your bodies are the living temples of the spirit?” 

“Destroy it and its true essence will rise up to eternity.” 

Emotive faith healing, therefore, has naught to do with 

injury, per se, but to sickness and this is what a channel of 

healing need be concerned with. Now if a subject for healing 

needs to change his mind in order to be healed, what does 

the channel of healing do? Can he change the subject’s mind 

for him? Certainly not, for such as these sufferers who do 

not understand what healing is, do not really understand 

that they have chosen sickness or that sickness has chosen 

them, have closed minds. The body tells them what to do 
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and they obey. They have no idea how insane this concept is, 

body over mind. It is here that the called of God need to 

represent themselves as another choice, one the sufferer 

may not have known of or forgotten. The simple presence of 

a channel of healing is a reminder. His thoughts ask for the 

right to question what the sufferer has accepted as true. 

They stand for the alternative. With God’s word in their 

minds, they come in benediction, not to heal the sick but to 

remind them of the remedy God has already given them. It 

is not their hands that heal. It is not their voice that speaks 

the words of God. They merely give what has been given 

them. Very gently they call to their brother or sister to turn 

away from death. Behold, you son or daughter, what life can 

offer you. Would you choose sickness in place of this? Not 

once do the called of God consider the forms of sickness 

their brother or sister believes. To do this is to forget that all 

of them have the same purpose and therefore are not really 

different. They seek for God’s voice in this brother or sister 

who would so deceive themselves as to believe God’s son or 

daughter could suffer, and they remind them that they did 

not make themselves and must remain as God created them. 

They recognize illusions can have no effect. The truth in 

their minds reaches out to the truth in their brothers and 

sisters, so that illusions are not reinforced. They are thus 

brought to truth - truth is not brought to them. So are they 
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dispelled, not by the will of another but by the One Will with 

Itself, and this is the basic function of the called of God, to 

see no will separate from their own, nor theirs as separate 

from God’s. 

 Healing is always certain, not always immediate. It is 

impossible to let illusions be brought to truth and keep the 

illusions. Truth demonstrates the illusion has no value. The 

called of God then sees the correction of his errors in the 

patient, recognizing it for what it is. Having accepted the 

atonement for himself, he has also accepted it for the 

patient. Yet what if the patient uses sickness as a way of life, 

believing healing to be the way to death? When this occurs, 

a sudden healing may cause a deep depression and a sense 

of loss so deep the patient may try to destroy himself. 

Supposedly having nothing to live for, the patient may even 

ask for death. Healing must wait for the patient’s 

protection. Healing will always stand aside when it sees it as 

a threat. The instant it is welcome the channel of healing 

may proceed, for once welcome it will be received. And what 

is “time” before the Gifts of God? There is a storehouse of 

treasures laid up equally for the giver and the receiver of 

God’s Gifts. Not one is lost, for they can only increase. 

 No channel of healing should feel disappointed if he or 

she has offered healing and it does not appear to have been 

received. It is not up to the channel to judge when their gift 
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should be accepted. Let them be certain that it has been 

received and will be accepted when it is recognized as a 

blessing and not a curse. 

 It is not the function of the called of God to evaluate the 

outcome of their gifts. It is merely their function to give 

them. Once they have done that, they have also given the 

outcome, for that is part of the gift. No one can give if they 

are concerned with the results of giving. That is a limitation 

on the giving itself and neither the giver nor the receiver 

would have the gift. 

 Trust is an essential part of giving, in fact, it is the part 

that makes sharing possible, the part that guarantees that 

the giver will not lose, but only gain. Who gives a gift and 

then remains with it, to be sure it’s used as the giver deems 

appropriate? Such is not giving but imprisoning! It is the 

relinquishing of all concern about the gift that makes it truly 

given. And it is trust that makes true giving possible. 

Healing is the change of mind that the spirit in the patient’s 

mind is seeking for him and it is the spirit in the mind of the 

giver who gives the gift to him. How can it be lost? How can 

it be ineffectual? How can it be wasted? God’s treasure 

house can never be empty and if one gift is missing, it would 

not be full. Its fullness is guaranteed by God insofar as the 

gifts are not abused. What concern then can one called of 

God have about what becomes of his gifts? Given by God to 
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God, who in this divine exchange can receive less than 

everything?  

 Should healing ever be repeated? The question really 

answers itself. Healing cannot be repeated. If the patient is 

healed, what remains to heal the patient from? There is 

nothing to repeat and if a called of God remains concerned 

about the healing, he or she can only limit it. And if a 

channel of healing takes this path then it is the channel of 

healing whose mind now requires healing, and it is this that 

he or she must facilitate. He or she is now the patient and 

must recognize it, for he or she has made a mistake and 

must be willing to change their minds about it. They lacked 

the trust that made for giving truly and therefore they have 

not received the full benefits of their gift. 

 You see, whenever one called of God has tried to be a 

channel of healing, he or she has been successful, whether 

realized or not. Should he or she be tempted to doubt this, it 

would be best that they do not, for their last healing given 

was maximal because the Supreme Spirit accepted it. Now 

the called of God has only one course to follow. He or she 

must use their reason to tell themselves that they have given 

the problem to One who cannot fail and must recognize that 

their own uncertainty is not love but fear, and therefore 

hate. Their position has then become untenable for they are 

not offering hate to one to whom they previously offered 
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love. This is impossible, for having offered love, only love 

could be received, and God is love. It is in this that the called 

of God must trust. This is what is really meant by the 

statement that the one responsibility is of the miracle 

worker to accept the atonement for his or herself. 

 The called of God is a miracle worker because he or she 

gives the gifts they have received. Yet they must first accept 

them. They need do no more, nor is there more they could 

do. By accepting healing, they can give it. If they doubt this, 

let them remember who gave the gift and who received it. 

Thus, is their doubt corrected. 

 One of the most difficult temptations for a healer to 

recognize is that to doubt a healing because of the 

appearance of continuing symptoms is a mistake in the 

form of lack of trust. As such it is an attack. Usually, it seems 

just the opposite. It does appear unreasonable at first to be 

told that continued concern is attack. It has all the 

appearances of love. Yet love without trust is impossible, 

and doubt and trust cannot co-exist, and hate must be the 

opposite of love, regardless of the form it takes. Doubt not 

the gift and it is impossible to doubt its results. This is the 

certainty that gives God’s called the power to be miracle 

workers, for they have put their total and unconditional 

trust in the Supreme Spirit. 
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 The real basis for doubt about the outcome of any 

problem given to the called of God for resolution is always 

self-doubt and that necessarily implies that trust has been 

placed in an illusory self, for only such a self can be doubted. 

The illusion can take many forms. Perhaps there is a fear of 

weakness or vulnerability. Perhaps there is a guilty 

embarrassment stemming from a false sense of humility. 

The form of the mistake is not important. What is important 

is the recognition of a mistake as a mistake. 

 The mistake is always some form of concern with the 

self to the exclusion of the patient. It is a failure to recognize 

him as part of the self and this represents a confusion in 

identity. Conflict about what you are has entered your mind 

and you have become deceived about yourself and you are 

deceived about yourself because you have denied the Source 

of your creation. If you are offering only healing, you cannot 

doubt. Doubt is the result of conflicting wishes. Be sure of 

what you want, and doubt becomes impossible. 

 How can perception of order of difficulties be avoided? 

The belief in order of difficulties is the basis of the world’s 

problems. It rests on differences - on uneven background 

and shifting foreground, on equal heights and diverse sizes, 

on varying degrees of darkness and of light and thousands 

of contrasts in which each thing seen competes with every 

other in order to be recognized. A larger object overshadows 
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a smaller one. A brighter thing draws the attention with less 

intensity of appeal. And a more threatening idea, or one 

conceived as more desirable by the world’s standards, 

completely upsets the mental balance. What the body’s eyes 

behold is only conflict. Look not to them for peace and 

understanding. 

 Illusions are always illusions of differences. How could 

it be otherwise? By definition, an illusion is to make 

something real that is regarded as of major importance but 

is recognized as being untrue. The mind, therefore, seeks to 

make it true out of its intensity of desire to have it for itself. 

Illusions are travesties of life - attempts to bring truth to 

lies. Finding truth unacceptable the mind revolts against 

truth and gives itself a sense of victory. Finding health a 

burden, it retreats into feverish dreams and in these dreams 

the mind is separate, different from other minds, with 

different interests of its own and able to gratify its needs at 

the expense of others. 

 It is in the sorting out and categorizing activities of the 

mind that errors in perception enter and it is here correction 

must be made. The mind classifies what the body’s eyes 

bring to it according to its preconceived values, judging 

where each sense datum fits best. What basis could be 

faultier than this? Unrecognized by itself (it has itself), it 

has itself asked to be given what will fit into these 
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categories, and having done so, it concludes that the 

categories must be true. On this the judgment of all 

differences rest because it is on this that judgments of the 

world depend. Can this confused and senseless “reasoning” 

be depended on for anything? 

 There can be no order of difficulty in healing merely 

because all sickness is illusion. Is it harder to dispel the 

belief of the insane in a larger hallucination as opposed to a 

smaller one? Will he agree more quickly to the unreality of a 

louder voice he hears than to that of a softer one? Will he 

dismiss more easily a whispered demand to kill than a 

shout, and do the number of pitchforks the devils he sees 

carrying affect their credibility in his perception? His mind 

categorized them all as real, and so they are all real to him. 

When he realizes they are all illusions, they will disappear. 

And so it is with healing. The properties of illusions which 

seem to make them different are really irrelevant, for their 

properties are as illusory as they are. 

 The body’s eyes will continue to see differences, but in 

the mind that has let itself be healed, it will no longer 

acknowledge them. There will be those who seem to be 

“sicker” than others, and the body’s eyes will report their 

changed appearances as before, but the healed mind will put 

them all in the same category - they are unreal. This is the 

gift of the healer - the understanding that only two 
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categories are meaningful in sorting out the messages the 

mind receives from what appears to be the outside world 

and of these two, but one is real. Just as reality is wholly real, 

apart from size and shape and time and place - for 

differences cannot exist within it - so, too are illusions 

without distinctions. The one answer to sickness of any kind 

is healing. The one answer to all illusions is truth. So, you 

see, sickness, being an illusion, can only be healed by 

spiritual means while an injury, being physical, can only be 

cured by physical means. 

 Now changes in the minds of those called of God are 

required. These may or may not require changes in external 

situations. Remember that no one is where they are at by 

accident and chance plays no part in God’s plan. It is most 

unlikely that changes in attitudes would not be the first step 

for the called of God’s training. There is, however, no set 

pattern since such training is highly individualized. There 

are those who are called upon to change their life situation 

almost immediately, but these are generally special cases. 

By far the majority are given an ever-slowly evolving 

training program in which as many previous mistakes as 

possible are corrected. Relationships in particular must be 

properly perceived and all dark cornerstones of 

unforgiveness must be removed, otherwise the old thought 

system could return. 
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 As the called of God advance in their training, they 

learn one lesson with increasing thoroughness. They do not 

make their own decisions - he or she asks their spiritual 

guide for an answer and it is this they follow for their guide 

to action. This becomes easier and easier as the called of God 

learn to give up their own judgment. The giving up of 

judgment, the obvious prerequisite for hearing God’s voice, 

is usually a slow process, not because it is difficult, but 

because it may be perceived as personally insulting. The 

world’s training is directed toward achieving a goal in direct 

opposition to the Message of I Paul. The world trains for 

reliance on one’s judgment as the criterion for maturity and 

strength. Your Message trains you for the relinquishment of 

judgment as the necessary preparation for salvation. 

 It is necessary for the called of God to realize not that 

they should not judge, but that they cannot. In giving up 

judgment they are merely “giving up” something they did 

not have to begin with. They “give up” an illusion - or 

better, they have an illusion of giving up. Actually, they have 

merely become more honest. Recognizing that judgment 

was always impossible to them, they no longer attempt it. 

This is no sacrifice. On the contrary, they put themselves in 

a position where judgment through them, not by them, can 

occur, and this judgment is neither “good” nor “bad,” it is 

the only judgment there is and it is only one - God’s! 
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 All must realize that judgment in the usual sense is 

impossible. This is not an opinion, mind you, but a fact. 

Understand it well. To judge anything rightly one would 

have to be fully aware of an inconceivably wide range of 

things - past, present and to come. One would have to 

recognize in advance all the effects his judgment would 

have on everyone and everything involved in them in any 

way. And one would have to be certain that there is no 

distortion in their perception, so that their judgment would 

be wholly fair on everyone to whom it rests, now and in the 

future. Who is in a position to do this? Who except in 

grandiose fantasies would claim this for themselves? 

 Remember how many times you thought you had all the 

“facts” you needed for judgment and how wrong you were? 

Is there anyone among you who have not had this 

experience? Would any of you know how many times you 

thought you were right without ever realizing you were 

wrong? Why would you choose such an arbitrary basis for 

decision making? Wisdom is not judgment - it is the 

relinquishment of judgment. Make then but one more 

judgment - It is this - there is someone with you whose 

judgment is perfect. He does know all the facts - past, 

present and future! He does know all the effects of his 

judgment on everyone and everything involved in any way 
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and he is wholly fair to everyone, for there is no distortion 

in his perception. 

 Therefore, lay judgment down, not in regret, but in 

gratitude. Once you do this you will have rid yourself of a 

great burden, a burden which was only an illusion, nothing 

more. Now the called of God can rise up unburdened and 

move steadily upward. Once the called of God have given 

themselves over to Him, whose judgment they have chosen 

and trust instead of their own, they make no mistakes. Their 

guide is sure and where they came to judge, they now come 

to act. Where now they laugh, they used to weep. It is not 

difficult to relinquish judgment, but it is difficult to try to 

keep it. The called of God lay it down happily the moment 

they realize its costs. All of the ugliness they see about them 

is its outcome. All of the pain about them is its result. All of 

the loneliness and sense of loss - of passing time and 

growing hopelessness - of sickening despair and fear of 

death - All these have come of it, and now they know these 

things need not be. Not one is true, for they have given up 

their cause and they, which never were but the effects of 

their mistaken choice, have fallen from them. This step will 

bring all the called of God Peace! 

 Peace - is it in your world another illusion? No, 

although it has been illusive it is God’s Will and therefore a 
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promise and not an illusion. The called of God must be 

gentle, merciful and peacemakers!  

 Peace being God’s Will therefore falls into the 

responsibility of the called of God, for peace is the objective 

of all the gifts given. Peace is obtained through truth, unity 

and love, as are the New Worlds! 

 God’s judgment on your distorted peaceless world will 

redeem it and change it and make it fit to embrace truth, 

unity and love - PEACE! The foundation and foundings of 

the New Worlds. What else but a thought of the Supreme 

Spirit could do this? The earth and all its creatures will bow 

down to its gracious presence and the people will shout 

aloud the query “How” when the Leaders of God’s called, 

the Family and the Church of the All in All ask the question 

“Is it not impossible that peace can now be forever 

everywhere?” 

 Now dear beloved laborer as you know, your “time” is 

marked. You are nearing the completion of all your tasks, 

the responsibility of the Family and the Supreme Spirit’s 

“Church” of the All in All now lie in other hands, hands 

which must realize that their authority comes from the 

Supreme Spirit. Their recognition comes from their good 

works. Their commission comes from our Christ-Jesus. 
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 Now they must begin to prove such by their actions, 

their love, their unity, their peace, their faith, their gifts and 

their devotion to be exactly as God Almighty created them - 

true sons and daughters and heirs to the New Worlds. 

 Much has been given, we ask no thanks, only 

compliance and the full effort so that we may do our part. 

Remember that God Almighty, the Supreme Spirit of all 

spirits, will not do anything for man that man can do for 

himself. Never forget this for it is the key to All life! 

 Now you “P,” our beloved laborer, will deliver to your 

brother and partner “T” and his, the final communications 

of your calling and the mysteries entrusted to you, shortly. 

We aim to see you unhindered from completing your tasks 

and we have taken some steps in this direction already. 

More are to follow, for now your comfort becomes 

mandatory. Soon you will see and say “See, O God how many 

hands I have” and we will be anxiously waiting to count 

them as our own. Fear not, for we shall count only the true 

ones. We need twenty-six! 

 In full healing of spirit, mind and heart and in full love, 

unity and peace we await you. 

Prepare, Follow, Come! 

Js - J and our brothers Paul.
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1. Forgiveness - The Law of 

 “Forgive them Father for they know now what they 

do.”  

 “If it be possible Father, let this cup pass before me, yet 

your Will shall be done, not mine.” 

 Christ-Jesus accepted God’s forgiveness and in turn 

forgave - that’s reciprocity, a mutual exchange. 

 God has no desire to punish us - He has no resentment 

against his children - He forgives and forgives - We must 

reciprocate by accepting his forgiveness and then in turn 

become forgivers also - Once forgiven we are FREE - We 

know we are loved - the love unites us - frees us - gifts us 

with understanding, knowledge and wisdom.  

“P.”
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2. The Laws - Ordinances of “Life” 

The Laws - Ordinances of “Life”  The Pillars - One 
   Above     Later Meeting 

 Grace - not a law but Present. 

 Grace quickens Faith (a gift). 

 and Hope sustains it (trust and reliance - yours).  

 The Full Measure of Faith - Hope - Quickens Love, 

(“Life’s” and yours). 

 Freedom quickens Wisdom and Wisdom sustains 

Freedom. 

 Wisdom quickens Unity and Unity sustains Wisdom so 

that Christ can declare Peace, the greatest “Strength” of All 

(Protection-Grace) and Lay all things at the Foot of “Life” 

and All in All is One!
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3. The Law of Protection 

 When you, I, anyone speaks, acts, does, such as Pray, 

heal, etc., in the name, his name, Christ-Jesus you are 

Protected, for then you are under Grace - the Grace of “Life” 

then, through the Love of Christ-Jesus and All Wisdom. 

 You cannot earn Grace, steal Grace, Find Grace, see 

Grace, buy Grace, seize Grace, Know Grace and so forth. 

“Life” allows Grace to fall where it wills it to fall. You 

cannot, now or ever Understand Grace. It’s “Life” and you 

and You can never see “Life” nor fully know “Life’s” Ways 

or Powers or truly how they work. All you can do is accept. 

 Can you comprehend how very foolish, physically or 

spiritually it is to address someone as Your Grace? 

 Knowledge Comes but Wisdom lingers. 

 To Know within me-dom lingers. 

 Experience Interpenetrate. 

 Faith. 

 Justification. 

 Atonement. 

 Righteousness. 
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 Promises. 

 All are gifts by Grace. 

 All are protections of the Cross. 

 Therefore, the Law of Protection can be nothing else. 

 From the Message and in both the Message and the 

Epistle to the Romans. 

 Many happenings are “by” Grace, but we can never 

truly or fully know just what it is, we know what it is not and 

that is a gift. It works for our protection in some Mysterious 

Way. 

 Strength is the symbol for Protection!
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4. The Law of Dis-Ease 

 The Message is a Way of Life! Faith is a Walk - A 

Pilgrimage - the way of life is to “Life,” a Walk after the 

spirit - no? The Whole Message is Hope is the blueprint that 

faith brings about and then the Faith that quickened Hope is 

now sustained by Hope and together they quicken Love, for 

the Full Measure of Faith is the Power of Love. 

 What quickens Faith - belief - Just plain belief, no real 

Action - No Good - No Right - No True. 

 We Should All Know that Grace is Present but not 

Always Active, although we really cannot know that Grace is 

Always present, Active or at rest or Anything about it - we 

“call” it Grace, we do not even know if that is True - It’s 

labeled Grace by Man - not God! 

 Once the word became Acceptable Man began to Abuse 

the word. 

 By your “words” you will be saved and by your “words” 

you will be damned. 

 Faith cometh by “hearing” - “words” - Mind. 

 What you put into your mouth can’t harm you. 

 Follow the directions exactly as given - P + F = C. 
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 It’s what comes out of your mouth that condemns you 

or saves you - words - and words are Mind.  

 Prepare - Follow - Come. 

 Mind - Mind - Mind. 

 Words - “Words” - “Word.” 

 If the Spirit is in us how does it come out (speak for us). 

 Have no fear of what ye will “say,” open thy mouth and 

the “word” will come out.  

 The Truth will always Out! 

 When? 

 When you walk after the spirit. 

 Don’t walk in the Flesh - Walk in the spirit, etc. 

 Dis-ease is No-“mind” (not utilized). 

 The Law of dis-ease. 

 The Law of dis-ease - Ease of Mind. 

 We are the temples of God. 

 We have the Mind of Christ in us. 

 We have the high-Mind in us (our true-self - spirit). 
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 God wants our mind, our heart, our breath. 

 Our “heart” must go where our Mind goes - Love, etc.
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5. The Law of Survival  

 Court is in Session when the Judge says so! It is 

adjourned when the Judge says so. 

 The only time anyone can interrupt is to say 

“Objection” - then you wait until the Judge decides “in the 

Good,” “Right” and “True” Manner! 

 Now we know the New Worlds are on Trial here, 

therefore who is the Co-defendant? 

 Truth! You can do nothing to it but find it! 

 The question, then, is shall we keep the truth in, 

imprisoned or will the Truth Out? 

 The Judge will make his Opening Remarks - Speak out 

of turn and the Judge may find you in contempt of Mind - 

No respect, then! 

 Remember, you must be Recognized by the Judge 

before you can speak in this Court. 

 The Prosecution and the Defense may call any witness 

they choose - the witness must testify! 

 We are looking for The Truth, so this isn’t a game! 

Why? - You nor I can do anything to the truth, but we can do 

anything to find it! 
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 You can start over Above, but you cannot resurrect a 

beginning here! 

 But! Once you “see” your Soul you’re in the Above to 

stay - Nothing left to do but wait and enjoy until someone 

else Acts! It appears to be a long, long wait yet a 

Fantastically Glorious One! 

 You see, at that level kindred Souls never leave their 

Soul Alone for a moment! (Don’t Read - Ask). 

 You know what dis-ease really is? No - Mind! Ease is 

Mind! An Ease of Mind (I have an easiness of life). What 

Laws have you arrived at as one mind?  

 The Judge is “P.” 

 “AD” is the Clerk of Court - in place of Norman (N). 

 “DL” is the defense Attorney (Your Message defend it). 

 “G” is the prosecuting Attorney. 

 All the rest are the witnesses and the Jury, and the 

verdict must be unanimous - One-Mind. 

 The Prosecution and the Defense may call any witness 

- have them sworn in - and they must testify!
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6. Ordinance Above - Faith (one of Seven) 

 CHARGE - of Having Faith. 

 T - Judge.    DL - Prosecutor. 

 G - Defense.    N - Asst. Defense. 

 AD - Asst. Prosecutor.  Meg - Clerk of Court. 

 DL and G pick their witnesses one by one by alternating 

choices - Judge will decide who picks first. 

 The Jury is All. 

 All witnesses must take the Stand when Called. 

 Clerk will ask each witness - will you tell the Truth 

about these proceedings? 

 “P” - Defendant Faith. 

 Ask each witness’s name, address and so forth! 

 Judge calls Court of the Family of “Life” into session. 

Prosecution and Defense state their charges and Defense 

respectively - Judge charges Jury - Jury elects Foreman - 

Proceed! Have Fun - learn “Recognition”! Anything goes 

unless Judge invokes Order - Justice! 
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Defense - Use Truth to Create! 

 Establish Charges - (remember Faith is Spirit-hold this 

until the end). 

 Move for a Mistrial. 

 If the Prosecution calls the Defendant Object. 

 The Prosecution cannot force the defendant to testify 

only the Defense can call Faith. 

 When you call Faith to the stand, determine what his 

Name is - where he lives - what he does. Does Faith have 

anything to do with Regeneration? 

 Don’t call Faith until last.  

 Cross examine the Prosecution witnesses brutally - If 

they say they know Faith, make them disprove it. If they say 

they have Faith, ask how - Faith is in the Prisoners dock. 

 Get the picture? Simply concentrate on what the 

Witnesses are saying - you will know the quickest way to the 

Truth and expose their untruths. 

 “G” and “N” and “P” will sit together - we can hold 

conference! Always calls me “the defendant.” 
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Submit for the Record 

 Faith means Complete Trust - Respect - the Faith-Full 

are the True Children of God only. 

 Bad Faith - Insincerity - duplicity - infidelity - 

dishonest - untrusting - Lovers of Untruths - the Children 

of “Self.” 

 Faith-Full - Loyal - trusting - Reliance - confiding - 

Constant - devoted - True - dutiful - trustworthy - 

Reliable- genuine - dependable - incorruptible - 

uncorrupting - Firm in adherence - unmovable - straight - 

honest - upright - circumspect - Sure - unswerving - 

Conscientious - Fully Conscious - Unchanging - 

Closeminded - staunch - enduring - Obedient - Sincere - 

earnest - honest - veracious - steady - sane - Sound - hard-

core - tough - Firm - Resolute - True as steel - gentle - 

Loving - Made Understandable - Tried and True - 

Untestable once Full - Surrender to God - Abandonment to 

God - Love and Work - Work and Love. 

 Above All Faith is “Recognition” - the “Time,” NOW, 

the “Gifts,” then, of God Almighty, “Life,” then! Faith is life 

and “Life” period! 

Prosecution - “DL,” “AD.” 
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 Your job is to prove that whatever Faith is, it must be 

dishonest because you have never seen this thing called 

Faith and all it claims to be, in Action, in Truth, visible then! 

You can murder all the witnesses with this line of Attack - 

Attack, Attack! That’s your only Hope - walk carefully - 

destroy each witness. 

 You use the Truth (“Life”) to destroy myths, illusions. 

 If a witness says they have Faith make them Prove it! 

 Belief - get them to admit that it is an opinion - an 

assumption - a daydream - a make-believe belief, etc.! 

 If you cannot prove the non-existence of faith you will 

have to rescind the charges that it’s an imposter - non-

existent! 

 Stay with the rest of the Charges against Faith but go 

down, if you must, Fighting!
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7. The Law of Reason Is 

COURT - Rotate All Positions at each Session(s) called 

Thursday - Sunday.  

Judge will name! 

Charge - the Law of Purpose is charged with having No 

Purpose and therefore not a law. 

New Format 

To be Named: 

Judge - What’s on trial is not simply the law but each 

person’s effort to Clerk Prove the law! 

Prosecution - Both the Prosecution and Defense are to 

Prove Effort, lack of Effort or some Effort. 

Defense - Judge will sum up and Give charges to Jury to 

decide. 

All are Jury. 

Jury and Witnesses. 

 Each witness must come with a prepared statement to 

read at Court - After witnesses the Prosecution makes its 

Presentation From the and then the Defense then the Judge 

addresses the Jury, and they need to come to a unanimous 
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decision. Who “knows” - Who “thinks” - who “comes 

from?” 

 Whose Effort is Soul Worthy!
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8. The Law of Reason is (The Law of 

Purpose - Soul) 

 When we speak of Reason, we should also include 

Purpose. The Law of Purpose being Soul we should therefore 

“know” what the Law of Reason is. The Universal Plan of 

“Life.” A “TCS” “knows” this once he has “Recognition,” 

the Full Activated “Recognition” that derives from the Full 

Effort applied “From the” to “the,” that being for the non-

exerters “Wisdom, Knowledge, Understanding, Intelligence 

and Love” derived from the Message of I Paul which is the 

Now generation version of the “Book” of “Life,” a story for 

all “Ages” which was not written by Adam but “Carried” 

throughout the Universe from Mind to mind to complete a 

Universal Plan of Perfected Minds and make them One-

Mind. Man calls life, life. Mind is “Life,” a Supreme “Life” 

and that “Life” is “Recognition”! It is “known” as the One 

Eye! The Eye of “Life.” Spiritually it is “known” as “Life”! 

Physically it is not known but labeled by impure thought and 

non-vibrant Imagination as being many things but from 

that state of Consciousness it is unknowable and 

unexplainable, at that level the best man can do is believe or 

dis-believe its existence. 

 From the “Book” of “Life” section one, it is easily 

discernible to a “seer” and a “hearer” to come to the Above 
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True Conclusions herein! One may ask how this can be 

possible. The answer, the solution is also simple and must 

be so for the Universal Plan is Simplicity itself. Effort 

Conquers “Recognition.” “Recognition”! Conquers 

“Recognition.” “See”? 

 The Alpha of the “Book” of “Life” is the Omega and 

Omega is the Alpha. Life begins from “Life” and all Life ends 

in “Life.” Any other discernment less than this is non-

recognition.
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9. 1st - Judge - “P” 

 Soul, Spirit of Consciousness comes from God. 

 Soul, Spirit of consciousness - Mind. 

 Spirit consciousness - middle mind. 

 man-consciousness - lower mind. 

 Man has Inherent in him one purpose. 

 The true man has same. 

 Man has an Instinct purpose. 

 The true man has same. 

 Man has a Reflex in him. 

 True man has the same. 

 True Man has Intuition. 

 Man “listens” to it. 

  All of the above is Soul and Soul is more. 

 Soul sends out (mind) from “Heaven.” 

 Truth calls back (minds) to “Heaven.” 

 Man, being Soul Unworthy has One purpose in his life - 

unite the opposites and become Soul Worthy - the Worthy is 
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dropped by Compounding. Once out of the physical body the 

True-Self must traverse the spheres, heavens, planes to be 

United with its Soul. 

 Sentence One in Book 1 - Communication One - and 

Sentence three in Book 1 - Communication One says, “The 

Soul or Spirit of Consciousness comes from God. He is 

created for one purpose.” Sentence four reads in part - “to 

return in a perfected State to augment” - Sentence five of 

Book 1 - Communication One says, in part, “The expanding 

Universe is controlled by an Expanding God Consciousness, 

(Soul, then). 

 The first sentence of Book 1 - Communication One, 

second paragraph says, in part, “no true happiness and 

Peace of Mind (Soul) until you return to the consciousness 

(concept) of man as a spirit in a vessel.” Third paragraph, 

first sentence, “Recognize your worth” - in the same 

paragraph it states that the Truth can Create or Destroy, 

enrich as well as lay poor - Truth calls back All to The Soul. 

 In Book 1 - Communication One it says, “Suffer badly 

mentally,” mentally is Consciousness, Soul! The First-born 

are also the Predestined Minds, sent out by Soul to Return in 

a Perfected State; when so Perfected, Truth calls them 

Home. 
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 Book 1 - Communication One says, in part - “dwell 

where it pleases you” - Truth will “see” you - stay close to 

those soulless ones who struggle, exert the Effort to go 

Home. Never let them go no matter what! Walk after the 

spirit with them Always, All ways, not just a mile or two. Let 

“the word come out freely” - let the mind Act, not the “self” 

- the mouth you! 

 “What you will see” - the keys to the Kingdom. 

 Consciousness - Recognition. 

 Another key in the Message - “Soul Unworthy.” 

 Who is Soul Unworthy? Jesus? 

 No, Jesus struggled, did he not? Against all odds - walk 

after Jesus, imitate Jesus, Emulate Jesus, “Come Follow Me” 

says Jesus and become Soul Worthy - “See”? 

 The Soul, being Heaven “sent,” leaves the lower-mind, 

man, totally estranged from it. Man is exiled from his 

“Home Land” where “Soul is.” Without full consciousness, 

Man cannot move Upward, do anything in true Effort to go 

where the truth calls him, to the Soul. 

 Eternal is where one travels from to where the Soul is. 

Eternity! 
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 Therefore, “seeing” that no one here could even speak 

babble without his own individual consciousness, which 

isn’t truly his, the Judge concludes that “From the” the Law 

of Purpose must be One thing and One thing Only - Soul, the 

Spirit of All Consciousness. Since only the “what” of the Law 

of Purpose is truly on trial here, the Judge “calls” the Jury to 

One Mind. 

 The Law of Purpose is what? 

  Please poll the Jury. 

 The Judge Rules. 

 When the Judge cannot get what he wants, he goes to 

his Creative Imagination and gets what he needs. 

“Recognition”! 

 Yet, the Judge, without his Faiths of Mind, Soul, spirit, 

flesh he would have nothing but wants. But the Judge with 

his Faiths of Minds, Creative Thought and Creative 

Imagination, the Judge Always and in All Ways receives 

what he truly Needs and therefore All is Good and Right and 

True - “well” then, in the Judge’s All in All! “See”? How? 

Peace! How? “Love,” Truth, Soul, 

“Life,” then! 

The Judge. 

z. 
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Book 1 - Communication #2: The Words - I will be held 

responsible for them. How? An Easiness in “Life” - 

Recognition!
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10. The Law of Purpose 

 The world is not coming to an end today, so stop 

worrying. Even if it were, you wouldn’t be here anyway so 

why Fear? Have Fun, for Recognition is all the Fun of this 

world and All the Worlds everywhere. 

 Paying off the debt of the Cross is not a weeping or a 

gnashing of teeth “time” nor a tearing of garments time, 

it’s a fun “time”! It’s the Only Real Fun, Good Fun, Right 

Fun and True Fun Man can have in the Flesh! And Man had 

better Wake Up and Come Alive for there is no fun in a grave. 

 A True Christian Spiritualist both laughs and weeps 

when he “looks” at the Cross because he “sees” the 

Primrose Path “Life” has taken everyone down and the 

“TCS” “knows” that the Primrose Path is a Fun Holiday! 

Coming From is more Fun than you can imagine right now 

but if you keep on trying you will “see” and you will laugh 

and weep over the fact that it was there all the “Time” only 

you couldn’t “see” it nor “hear” it. Once you do you will 

never stop laughing, believe me or not! 

 Today we are individually and Collectively searching 

for the Truth of what is the Law of Purpose. We know our 

Purpose to be “Life” - to be “Love,” to be “Truth.” So rule 

those out of your discernments.  
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 The Message says such things as exert the effort, slay 

“self,” Follow the Directions exactly as given, Follow the 

Yellow Brick Road, Prepare, Follow, and so forth. Your task 

is to determine just what the Law of Purpose truly is. We 

want to know how you arrived at a conclusion. 

 We want the Who, the What, the Where, the When, the 

Why and the How of it, from you, keeping in Mind the What 

is the Most Important here today, but to say what and not 

Recognize the Rest is blindness and no-effort!  

 So, let us Proceed. 

 Here comes the Judge. 

 The defense will defend the effort of The Witness, if 

possible. 

 The Prosecution will tear it apart, if possible. 

 Each Witness after displaying his or her effort or lack of 

it, will join either the Prosecution or the Defense! 

 “DL” will prosecute today - “G” will Defend. “T” will 

work with “DL” and “N” will work with “G” - All of them 

will give their effort at the end of the Witnesses’ attempts. 

 The Judge will Rule from and ask for a Unanimous 

Decision. 
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 One of Collectivity - One Mind, then. 

 The Judge is here! 

 The Ordinances of this Court are Justice and Freedom. 

 Anyone can speak but no interruptions. Please - have 

Respect - Order is Now in this Room, “In His Name.” 

 The Judge Calls: 

God help us to give something back through Good-

Work.
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11. I Paul to I “Pz” to “P” to You! 

 Now I have longed to see you, that is, that I may be 

Comforted together with you by the mutual Faith both of 

you and me. Now I would not have you ignorant, Friend, that 

oftentimes I purposed to come unto you, (but was let 

hitherto), that I might have some fruit among you also, even 

as among others. I am debtor both to the wise and the 

unwise. So, as much as in me is, I am ready, for I am not 

ashamed for the Just shall live by Faith. And for what 

Purpose, but the One Purpose, for that which may be known 

of God is manifest therein. For the invisible things of “Life” 

and “Life” lie therein, being made understandable by The 

Recognition, even his Eternal Power so that they are all 

without excuse. For those who are vain in their 

imaginations and foolish hearts will only recognize the 

darkness and never see the Purpose, for they have changed 

the truth of God into a lie, such as these hold to a Reprobate 

mind, “self,” and do those things of the foolishness, the 

things that are not Convenient to “Life” but to their selfish 

life. For such as these the purpose is always death; for the 

Faith-Full the Law of Purpose is always the Soul, so be it!
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12. Hope - The Pillar - The Law 

A Search & Discovery Exercise of Coming from 

Communications #1 through #44 

Trust-Reliance-Desire-Promises-Expectations-Prayer 

 An individual must improve himself to The Point of 

Sublimity. (Must being a Hope, for it has to happen. Hope, 

then). 

 The expanding God Consciousness is increased by The 

Constant addition of perfected human Consciousness 

(Hope, again). 

 Once you return to the old concept of Man as a spirit 

(mind) inhabiting a body. (Once begun, there is Hope of 

Completion). 

 Once aware that you are a fundamental aspect of the 

Universal Plan (Hope, again). 

 Guardians will help you. (Hope, again). 

 You have the potentials and opportunities for growth 

within you. (Hope, again). 

 You shall heal. (Hope, again). 

 You will place all things under (at his) Feet. (Hope, 
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again). 

 You are free of the old. (sin-law-free-will) (Hope, 

again if you Recognize the Cross and the Mind of Christ). 

 Stay close to those who struggle (Exerters, Hope again, 

in sharing and caring). 

 Truth can enrich (Hope, again). 

 Hope - a practice - (The Message has kept more People 

alive than any of you can count). 

#2 

 Death is naught (Hope, not fear). 

 No sorrow in death, only strength (Hope again for not 

only the “dead” but the living!). 

 Human covers Pass (body waste-vessel-container, 

etc.) but spirit (True-Self) lives eternal (Hope, again). 

 No beginning, no end, eternal. (Hope, again). 

 You will know whenever you need to know! (Big Hope, 

here). 

 You will Come. (Hope again - surety in fact). 

#3 

 Lots of Things herein for the Mystic of The Message 
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(one of Many). 

 All Hope. 

 (The Message - An Elixir for “Life”). 

 Can you NOW See that Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, 

Wisdom, Unity and Peace - “Life” then is in and of every 

Communication! 

 You must start the Index with the Printed Words, Faith, 

Hope, Love, etc. That’s Only The beginning. “See”? 

“P.” 

 

The beginning has Yet to begin! Family-Wise!
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13. The Law of Incarnation - Karma 

 Karma is the symbol of Involution and Evolution. 

Karma, as reincarnation, lost its meaning when death lost 

its, i.e., the Truth of the Cross, the death of the soul man and 

the incarnation of the spirit man. 

 In symbolism, the first natural man, i.e., soul-man, 

was created immortal. He lost the immortality via 

disobedience and death became man’s lot and ruler, the 

punishment for Disobedience then. Jesus became the First 

Spirit-Man, the First Fruit of the Spirit then, i.e., immortal 

spirit-man, not through baptism but through the initial 

transfiguration - The mass transfiguration was the Cross or 

Truth of The Cross, its Happening, before, at, after - 

therefore a Regeneration, not a reincarnation, took place 

through The Mercy and Grace of LIFE and the destiny of 

man was Changed. 

 A spiritual cloud hangs over the lot of man from Adam 

to Jesus. A cloud the “church” cleverly attempted to dispel 

by instituting “resurrection” of what was clearly “waste” - 

God’s “condition,” for Disobedient man. God, in all his 

Wisdom, Power, Glory, Justice, Mercy and Grace held onto 

the Tree of Life - the Cross!
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14. The Law of Silence 

On Sunday October 17, 1982 a new format for discerning 

the Ordinances was introduced and rigidly held to. 

 On October 24, 1982 this new format, which was given 

in writing, was completely ignored and the Family reverted 

back to the Old - only one member spoke up in defense of 

the New Format, and, as usual, when someone is Right, they 

are ignored. 

 The discernment of The Law of Silence by the All 

Present was effortless. The tapes of The Meeting clearly 

show this to be so. The Message talks about Trinities - eyes 

in a dark Room - the Eye of the Dream - Chaos and 

Confusion below - Serenity, sublimity, Rest, Quiet and so 

forth Above! “The” also talks about “Coming from” in the 

Meetings and if one cannot do so then remain Silent but that 

type of Silence, that Kind of Silence, is Not Golden. There are 

many, many references to Silent, Silence, absence, 

noiseless, Excellency of Power, Lo here, Lo there, All things 

but NO-Thing, One, Soul, Truth, “Love,” Universal Plan, 

Dimension of Existence, Divine Consciousness, “Still” 

inner voice, tranquility, Peaceful, System that Always 

Prevails, Seven Pillars, Seven Laws, Space, Moon, Sun, 

Stars, Gifts, “Time,” Mind of Christ and on and on and on. 

All Silence, All One Individually but collectively one, even. 
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The only Trinity there is, ever has been, ever will be is The 

Three Omni’s which are One, NO-Thing and “the Silence.” 

“See” Now? 

 Love and “think” Jesus commanded - Did he lie to you? 

You certainly act like it. Now if all of The Above herein is not 

sufficient for your non-detectives, non-thinkers, non-

exerters, how about when you Pray, if you do; how about 

when you write in your diary, if you do; how about when you 

meditate, if you do; how about Cogitation, which obviously 

you do not; how about Contemplation, if you do, ever, How 

Much Noise, Chaos and Confusion is there in All The above 

when The effort is given? 

 Now I have not given you All that is Silence from the 

Message, but I will tell you a secret - most of what you say 

is Silence, because non-minds babble and The Silence never 

Recognizes such! 

 How about the Darkness? How about Sleep? What is the 

difference between Silence and Silent as for example Grace . 

. .? What about Unknowable, a Mystery, a secret, something 

unknowable, how about “I Don’t Know,” how about 

Nothing? Shall I go on and explain it All to you O’ Wise Ones? 

 You say you read, you say you see, you say you hear, you 

say you study? Jesus did not lie to you! Why do you lie to 

Christ-Jesus? Is that not “Silence”?  
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 An Adept Recognizes Grace and never has to say it, the 

Phenomenon of Grace is Silent! An “Exerter” only says 

Grace when he or she is teaching Good. “See”? 

 What about the Monad? 

 You see, when you “collect,” “gather” all the evidence 

and assemble it, it comes out to Something that is the 

bottom line which we are not attempting to discern, so we 

want the Line Above. 

 When you say in a meeting that the Law of Silence is 

One, God, “Life,” “Love,” “Truth,” “Soul,” etc., you are 

only displaying your own Silence, an empty mind of no 

Wisdom, no Knowledge, no Understanding, no Intelligence, 

no Love - Just “Self” which is all the Illusions and all the 

Negatives in the Universe, imagine All in your non-mind, 

that’s a big head dear friends but a poor little pea mind. 

Everything in, of, from and by the Universe is in the 

Message, in your hands where your mind isn’t. Get it out of 

your hands and into your “Minds,” you cannot do that 

unless you try, and you prove meeting after meeting that 

you do not try! “See”? No, you do not! The three Omni’s are 

the Full, the Absolute, the Ultimate of the Ultimate, the 

Perfect, the Pure and the three are One, “Recognition”! - 

Which in itself is also Silence. Recognition, “Recognition,” 

“Recognition”! Are All Silence! Mind-Mind-Mind are All 
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Silence! Even a Simple Yea or Nay is Silence to an “Exerter”! 

“See”? Yet! Creative thought - Creative Imagination - All 

ideas are Silence; shall I go on and on and keep using your 

minds simply because you refuse to? 

 You see, “Coming From” has the Power to eliminate All 

babble, All Ragtime, all nitpick and nose-picking and 

picking of your seat! “See”? 

 I have your minds, I don’t want them, what Pray tell, 

would I do with Waste? You tell me! Oh, by “The Way,” 

which is Silence, I Think I’ll “Come” to a conclusion herein 

and “Follow” the “Yellow brick Road” by “walking after the 

spirit” so I can walk “in the Spirit” and “listen” - “hear,” 

“see” a few “Miracles” and “listen” to a few “Signs” and 

“attempt” to hear “Life’s” “Breath” and “Heartbeat” and 

“listen” to the “Mind of Christ” speak to me, “IF,” I can 

catch its sound over the screaming of my “still inner-voice” 

- Perhaps if you could leave All your Loud, Racking noises 

behind, you could Come, Follow Me, and Truly “Hear” what 

I do “hear” and see what I truly “see” - The Law of Silence! 

 You see, I’m “Almost Alive” and when I hit the Silence 

dear brothers and sisters I will be! Silence, anyone! 

Spiritual Wisdom - “P.” 
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15. The Law of Formative Causation 

 What does Exchange mean? The Law or Ordinance of 

Formative Causation is a True Spiritual Ordinance, not a 

man-manufactured one, yet one that can be applied to the 

material Physical life. Otherwise, it would be useless! 

 Exchange Bad for Good! 

 Exchange Old for New! 

 One must learn Self-discipline, Obedience to the Mind 

of Christ and Exchange dishonesty for Honesty, impurity 

for Purity, selfishness for Unselfishness and hate, bigotry, 

etc., for True Love. One must also Exchange the Old Worlds 

for The New Worlds which were Given by the Cross of Truth 

but as yet not given Recognition! 

 The Message tells you how to accomplish all this! If you 

cannot “see” this then you are not Following the Law of 

Cause nor the Law of Effect, even! 

Thursday Evening - Chief Patriarch Meeting - Subject: The 

Law of Formative Causation 

 The Law of Formative Causation has been given in the 

Message of I Paul. 

 Clearly spelled out, stated then, in the Chief Patriarch 
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Missiles. 

 The Law of Formative Causation is also in I the 

Alcoholic! 

 The Law of Formative Causation is also in the bible but 

is not the inaccurate bible of The Judaeo-Christian 

Religions. 

 The Law of Formative Causation is also in The Minutes 

of past meetings, in the Notes, in The Memos, in The Letters 

of “P” and the Epistles of the True Gospel of Christ-Jesus 

and in the Preaching Book of The Family of I Paul and on the 

Tapes of the Family Gatherings, “in his name” of the Family 

of “Life,” servants of the Spirit of the All in All, Christ-

Jesus, who are The Servants of “Life,” so be it! 

 The Law in question and up for your discernment is: 

Exchange! Exchange means what? Change, Changing, 

Changed. 

 If one was to go to the bible for example to find the Law 

of Formative Causation what would one discover? 

 God Changed everything, kept Changing everything 

until he made the Final Change by the Cross of Truth, and 

then God Rested, not before, NOW he wants everyone else to 

Change, keep Changing until they are Changed to the 

Ultimate Level of Exchange! “See”? Yet! The Exchange of 
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the Law is always Positive, always UP-Wards, always TO-

wards, Always At-ONE-ment, and so forth. You Find the, 

etc., that’s your effort not mine! 

 Tell Me, how long are you going to Remain the Cobbler? 

 How long are you going to Remain the Cobbler’s Son? 

 How long, dear Friends, how long! NO, I AM not 

measuring shoes, you need to walk in The Measure of Mine! 

 Why does the Cobbler’s Son have no shoes? Simple. He 

doesn’t know how to make them, and no-one will take the 

“time” and “Effort” to teach him! 

 Why doesn’t the Cobbler’s Son Father make him a Pair, 

he certainly can, he makes The Finest Shoes in The Village? 

While this is true his own Son is in Need! 

 Can you explain this? Can you see the Proper Exchange 

“Needed” here? Please Try! 

Wisdom, 

“P.” 
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16. The Law of Cause - The Law of Effect 

 You exert the Effort and leave the Results Alone! 

 The Effort is the Cause of the Effect, which is The 

Results. The Combination fulfills the Purpose of Man who 

was perfectly made but not made Perfect, that’s man’s task 

and his collective mission. 

 See Book 1 - Communication #1. 

 See Chief Patriarch Missile #26. 

 The Alpha and the Omega of the Message! 

 Everything in between is The Cause - the Results are 

NOW - and Future. 

 Or: You exert the Effort with the Results already given 

and they bring about automatically further Results which 

lead one to his or her Purpose - Heaven, which is Soul, the 

Spirit of Consciousness. 

Teacher of Teachers Meeting of the Family of Life 

 Since it has been decided by the leadership that the 

Laws, Ordinances then, labeled Cause and Effect should be 

discerned Jointly, the Mystic of the Message of I Paul, the 

“Book” of “Life,” a Spirit for All “Ages,” of Wisdom, then, 
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submits the Following for your consideration and your 

Recognition. 

 The Law of Effect - Results! 

 “The” states Clearly that one and All must leave the 

Results Alone! Do not fret, worry or fear them. Do not Doubt 

them, your Love and Consciousness directed “Up-To,” 

being therefore, Good - Right and True will be Automatic, 

“seeable” and “hearable” and therefore Present for your 

Individual Action and for your oneself level first, your one 

another level secondly and The One Level thirdly. The two 

levels below are therefore One. One plus One is two yet one 

in its Ultimacy. The low and the high are ones separated, 

One United and “the One” as the Result of Peace! How? 

Love! The Low and the high, the Full and the Absolute 

United are one, the beginning of the Eternally Eternal! 

“See”? 

 So, the Law of Effect is Result - we Recognize and 

Remember we are to leave them Alone, alone in the sense we 

do not “want” nor “beg” nor “buy,” nor “seize” them. We 

can only Utilize them through “Action”! The Action of our 

every Word-Act-Deed. 

 Yet, we must Recognize them and then give them 

Recognition. “See”? Whether you do or not Please Listen! 

Get it Perfectly clear in your minds that God “Wants” - we 
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“Need.” “Life” wants us, we Need “Life,” life even! God 

wants our Recognition not our “self,” our wants! Now, 

realizing that we must leave the Results alone, the 

Promises, then, that doesn’t mean we remain Asleep, 

unwatchful, unvigorous, and so Forth, (non-vigorous, if 

you like, or even vigor-less). 

 We must also Recognize and Remember The Results 

already given! Then we must give them Recognition. “See”? 

 If you do not Utilize the Results already given what in 

“Life’s” name do you expect to receive? More? So that you 

can Waste them also? 

 What are the Results Already given? Do you Recognize 

them “From the” and give them your undying Attention, 

Full Remembrance, then? 

 Why, for example, am I “The Message”? 

 Receiving the Message is one thing, and just that Alone 

does not make me or you or anyone “the Message.” It is still 

on paper, words, that’s All, Just Words. I have given it 

Recognition! What have I given Recognition to? The Results 

already given! “See”? If you say yes, what are these Results 

Already given? 

 First, I Recognized where it was coming From. Then I 

Recognized the Who, the What, the When, the Why and the 
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How of it? Then I Recognized the Potentials and the 

Opportunities, those “Now” and those “Future.” 

 What are these NOW Results? Do you “truly” know, do 

you know what you think you know, and if not, why not? 

 Do you “Really” “know” just how Perfectly you are 

made? Can you spell this out with Full Understanding? 

 Remember now, we are dealing with Results already 

given, we are leaving the Promises, the Future Alone, in the 

sense already fully explained! 

 First, I Recognized that “Life” Is, and I AM life! That’s 

a Miracle of God, The “I AM”! It’s also a Sign! “See”? What 

sign? Did “Life” give me life so that I could eat, drink and be 

merry and Waste my life, my Mind? No, I kind of figured that 

out for myself eventually, that I had a Purpose in my life! I 

had a Cause! I had to give this Recognition as a Need and not 

a want from selfishness. Why? I Recognized finally that 

what my Need was, was also your need, everyone’s Need, 

then! Oh, ho ho, I said, I AM not alone in this I AM! That blew 

that little secret of Mine, “Me,” all to hell and gone! “See”? 

Yet! I finally Recognized and gave Full Recognition to Just 

what it was I AM had! And finally the Recognition dawned in 

me what I AM had to do, not what I AM wanted to do but very 

definitely Needed to do, and I AM has done it, although I 

Alone did not do it and the I AM Nothing Clearly and 
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Precisely Recognizes and Remembers that Truth with my 

deepest Aspiration, inhalation and expiration every second 

of every NOW of my “Whole” Life, and don’t you ever forget 

to do exactly The Same for you, too, is I AM! Job applied 

Recognition and the Law of Reciprocity did its work, as it 

always must, for it is Spiritual and not Material! Yet, what 

Works Spiritually Must work materialistically for that is also 

the Law of Effect and The Law of Cause! The Law of 

Formative Causation had Already done its work on Job but 

not on his Wife. “See”? 

 Job had All the Miracles and all The Gifts, therefore All 

the “Sign”-posts but The one sign post! “See”? The Law of 

Survival, the one you never “take”! 

 What Miracles, what Gifts, what Signs did Job have and 

what Miracles and what Gifts and what signs do you have 

and that I have and have, differently from you, given them 

Recognition through “Love”! You see, you do have exactly 

what I have but you do not give them Recognition! And how, 

Pray tell, do you do that? 

 I give the Full Effort called for and I give the Results 

Already Given Action! “See”? 

 The I AM has your mind and I don’t want your mind in 

its present state, its NOW Dimension of Existence, for it’s 

mindless, not Mind-Full of the Good - The Right - The True. 
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Your “self” effort is no-good - not Right and therefore not 

Truth! 

 Not “Judgment” within then, not Righteous then, not 

Truth then. “See”? 

 Why? Simply because you are still doing things Good-

Right-True in Reverse. 

 The Results come before the Cause insofar as you are 

concerned, not as God is concerned, for he gave The Results 

First, his Effort Caused them! Now your Effort in The 

Utilization of them will bring you The Final Results as you 

progress Up-Wards and Stop Rushing Forward blindly. 

 Now I have still hardly covered The Results already 

given for that’s your effort not mine, such things as the Gift 

of the Full Measure of Faith! “See”? I Pray So!  

 The Law of Effect is ______?! 

 The Law of Cause is ______? 

 Are we One Mind on this and do we All have the Full 

Individual Understanding of them both? Both, as clearly 

spelled out in “the” Message of I Paul, the Message which I 

AM, and you NEED to Be! “See”? If you cram all week long 

and then come here and babble, then you must see that is 

The Result of your non-Cause! Can you not see, even, my 
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dearest brothers and sisters, what it is that I Paul and I am 

trying to tell you all in order to save your life for “Life.” 

 Your Mind is in a Fluid State and it Needs to be Restored 

to its Original state, A “Solid Entity” and “the Way” is “the 

Way” to do it, the Only Way and your Paths must Cross over 

into my Path and not mine over into yours, God Forbid! 

I Love you all more than you will ever know! In your 

present Dimension of Existence, that is. 

“P.” 
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17. The Law of Tranquility is Harmony 

 Harmony in Consciousness and Love. 

 Harmony in thought - Harmony in ideas. 

 Harmony of ideal - Harmony in the Seven Pillars - 

Harmony of the Seven Laws Above and below - Harmony of 

the Thirty-One Ordinances in The Flesh - Harmony with the 

Universal Plan - Harmony within the System that Always 

Prevails - Harmony of Friendship - Harmony of Fellowship 

- Harmony in Unity, in Love, in Truth, in Peace. 

 Harmony in Judgment - Harmony in Righteousness, 

True Harmony then in our every word, every act, every deed 

for the Good of ourselves, one another and for all Life 

everywhere in “Life”! 

 Harmony then Always and All Ways in, of and from 

“Recognition”! So be it! 

Wisdom - Unity - Peace, 

“P.”
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18. The Law of Tranquility - Addition 

 To be fully human nothing should be alien to us for 

Spiritually nothing is. 

 The “happenedness” was given by I Paul to The Family 

of Corinth and can be “seen” in I Corinthians 15:14-15. 

 We must always Remember and Recognize that I Paul 

was the First Apostle of the Light and in Truth the only one 

called to be an Apostle who actually became the Only 

Apostle, of all those called up to the “Time” of his calling 

and none succeeded in becoming Apostles although others 

did so after I Paul did and who answered his call of Come 

Follow Me as I Paul Followed Christ, in his age! 

 Is Spiritual healing Reputable! 

 It had better be for it is the Only healing that exists, that 

of the Omnipotent Power of “Life” for all Life and in all Life, 

yesterday, today and tomorrow. 

 Can you imagine Jesus asking such a question as, “Who 

do they say I AM?” Had he not “seen” and “heard” the 

crowds, watched his followers and heard the crowds 

shouting and the Scribes and Pharisees vilifying him? Was 

Jesus as stupid as his Followers? Whoever wrote The 

Gospels prove by their own stupidity with such writings that 
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even they did not believe! Jesus could not have possibly 

asked such a question of any man and certainly not of his 

mother even if The Gospels were Truth in their entirety. 

 Jesus was not a part of some Personality cult, he left 

that behind in the desert as did John. Jesus “knew,” he was 

way beyond belief and the asking of questions that were silly 

or otherwise except when he was teaching and then only for 

The Purpose of Allowing the Truth to destroy his 

Adversaries! Jesus “knew” he had been called and he 

answered, otherwise he could not have called others. Even a 

fool can see through the contrivances of The Churches 

gospels and quickly Recognize that Jesus was not 

attempting to be a Personality but a simple Servant of God 

Almighty and the Heavenly Messiah that he had been 

serving as a Teacher of Righteousness. Jesus had to avoid 

crowds whenever he could and even in his healings, he told 

his cured ones to keep it a secret! Jesus didn’t have to stand 

in front of a glass darkly and say, “I’m looking at thirty 

years of Waste.” Jesus “knew” God was not responsible for 

us here on earth but that we were fully Responsible to God, 

“Life,” then, and All “Life” then! 

 Jesus “knew” that no man, not even himself, was Good 

and that only God was Good, and Man rejected the Goodness 

of God. 
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 Jesus looked upon God, “Life,” as a Person and Called 

him Father, “My Father,” “Our Father,” and Jesus did so 

instill in the people’s mind the close kinship of “Life” and 

men. 

 Jesus “knew” that all the Power belongs to God and no 

one else and he knew also that the Omnipotent Power of God 

was in all men and available to all who would live Good, 

Right and True, obeying God’s Judgment, living within the 

Righteousness of God and hanging onto the Truth come 

what may. 

 Because Jesus loved and obeyed his heavenly Father in 

his every word, act and deed, caring and sharing it all with 

all and teaching Righteousness wherever he went even 

when he went home to visit and was scorned by his own 

townsfolk and his own kin! 

 Jesus, now Christ-Jesus, never posed himself as a 

Personality but only as the son of God born of a woman and 

a Father, who loved God, his brothers and sisters, his 

enemies, and the earth he walked on and the Cross They 

hung him from simply because he loved and taught it, 

proved it in all his thoughts and yes, in All his acts and 

deeds, and to God, he said, “Forgive them, for they are my 

brothers and my sisters and your children also.” 
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 Jesus was given “Recognition”! Now we must All give 

Recognition as he did, and we do this by Uniting all our 

Opposites in Love and Consciousness. 

Message - Wisdom - Love - “P.” 
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19. The Laws that Remain Constant - Below 

1. The Law of Position - “Life,” Christ, Monad, etc., A-

Man, etc., b. 

2. The Law of Order - Justice. 

3. The Law of Predestination - NOW (Task, Mission). 

4. The Law of Following - Emulation - To become equal. 

5. The Law of Inheritance - Earth-Christ. 

6. The Law of Change - Mind - (Mind-mind). 

7. The Law of Light - Righteousness - Future. 

8. The Law of Darkness - Unrighteousness - (past). 

9. The Law of Will - Activated Mind of Christ. 

10. The Law of Obedience - Spirit, not Man. 

11. The Law of Senses - Keys to the Kingdom - (-A-b). 

12. The Law of Reciprocity - Give-Receive. 

13. The Law of Opposites - Visible-Invisible. 

14. The Law of Tranquility - Harmony in Ideas. 

15. The Law of Cause - Effort. 

16. The Law of Effect - Results. 

17. The Law of Formative Causation - Exchange (of habits). 

18. The Law of Silence - Three Omni’s. 

19. The Law of Reason - Universal Plan. 

20. The Law of Purpose - Soul. 

21. The Law of Survival - Walk after Spirit. 

22. The Law of Protection - Silent (EYE) (Grace). 

23. The Law of Incarnation - Karma. 
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24. The Law of Healing - In his Name. 

25. The Law of Prayer - “Recognition”! 

26. The Law of Dis-ease - Ease of Mind. 

27. The Law of Righteousness - Judgment. 

28. The Law of Conscience - Positive. 

29. The Law of Consciousness - Discovery. 

30. The Law of Atonement - It is Done. 

31. The Law of Sacrifice - Do Not. 

 The Full Message is the Gun - I am the Trigger - you 

Pull me, and I go Bang - You’re not dead though - just 

almost Alive! 

“Love” - “Peace,”    

“P” or b. 

 Now you all have the Ordinances Above and below. 

 Put them into Sequence for your delight! 

 That’s your effort - See? 

“P.” 
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20. The Law of Opposites 

 All Things Above are below. 

 All Things below are Above. 

 Nothing is that was not Created and that which was 

Created was Good-Right-True.  

 Man, the Created Creature was created lastly and the 

last must be first of all the Good-True-Right, for man has 

the most Perfect Mind in the Universe for he has been Gifted 

with the All of the All in All. 

 Man is the inheritor of the Earth and its Keeper and his 

Reward for a Task well done and for his well-being 

recaptures that which he is Separated From, the New 

Worlds, God’s Lands, below and Above. 

 There are two “cities” of Glass or Two Houses of Glass 

as the “Book” of “Life” states. One is darkened and needs to 

be Re-Lit for it is the Guiding Light to the House of All Light. 

 The city of Light below has been darkened and must be 

Re-lighted in order to show The Way to The Above Light 

which burns eternal. The dark below and the light Above 

must be United so the Good, the Right, the True may Prevail 

in both houses and not one only Alone. Man of the below is 

the highest of the below for man below has Creative thought 
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Faith and Creative Imagination Recognition both of which 

are Perfect but not in a glass, unlike, city. “Life” has given 

life oil for the lamp but life, not seeing in the darkness has 

difficulty to locate the source of All Light and therefore 

Remains in the darkness with nothing to “see” and nothing 

to “hear” for his Perfect Mind has become imperfect due to 

the prolonged darkness. Many a Flaming Torch bearer has 

been sent into the darkness or called from the darkness to 

light the Way to The Way of All Light, but They have not 

followed the Light out of the darkness and their “seeing” 

and “hearing” made Capable of Finding their way Home to 

the City from which they have been in exile and separated 

from. 

 Man is a thorn in the side of his God who is All Life, All 

Pure, All Things, All Power, All Light and All life is “Life” but 

Separated from the Light of “Life”!  

 Man is a Paradox simply because he has been Perfectly 

Created but not Created Perfect for that is man’s task to 

return as a Perfect entity and augment, add to, the 

expanding God Consciousness for with each addition of a 

Perfected human Consciousness to the God One the closer 

the All is to the Light of the In All! This Addition of Perfected 

human Consciousnesses comes by The Uniting of The 

Opposites, the lower mind which is “seen” by the higher 

mind, visible-invisible and Invisible and Visible. 
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 Some things are so visible they have become invisible 

in the still distorted mind of man, who does not wish to be 

Man nor True-Man, Spirit-Man, then! 

 Man has the potential and the opportunity to be fully 

human and fully spiritual. Man has the Capabilities and the 

Talents to be Fully human and Fully Spiritual and therefore 

Capable of making the decision to become One and of 

exerting the effort necessary to do so, for even the effort is 

a result given yet not given Recognition! 

 Man cannot reach the unobstructed dimension of 

existence unless he removes the obstructing barriers that 

he, man, is responsible for and not “Life” who Created only 

that which is Good, Right and True, all Things that are for 

the Well-being of Man and his course for The Exchange of 

the distorted mind wherein lies still the Good, the Right and 

the True of “Life” which Man avoids and must flee in order 

to embrace the Perfect Mind which is Man’s True Miracle, 

True Gift and True Sign and True signature in The “Book” 

of “Life”! 

 Good in your Realm is Still in Mind distorted even 

though you wish to do Good, yet you need first to 

understand what Good is before you can manifest it within 

and without Now and in the Future for the Good is Still 

yesterday, today and tomorrow. The Still Mind within still 
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awaits The Still Mind without which is stilled by the want of 

“self” of the Physical Man that wars and shuns the Still 

Good Minds Within which must be Perfectly Joined and 

Made Still! 

 You see, everything that is not Good, Right and True is 

an illusion but real to a distorted “self” mind, the hardly 

ever still mind. The Still mind must break its stillness but 

never its Silence for it must remain Still, Silent. 

 One must learn to “shut-up” the distorted Mind and 

allow the Silent to become the Silence, Now and in the 

Future, today, tomorrow, yesterday! 

 (Now you have the levels necessary to discern as I 

discern - all you need is the effort, “see”? - Can you give the 

above Recognition?) 

 “See Addition Following”!
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21. The Law of Opposites - The Message Index, 

its Procurement 

“Let no Man put asunder that which God has Joined 

Together” 

 To discern the Opposites, one must have a rule to go by, 

one for the Physical being and one for the Spiritual being, a 

rule then from the Mouth of Jesus and repeated by I Paul 

differently yet meaning Spiritually and Physically exactly 

the same thought.  

 “When the two are one, and the outside like the inside, 

and the Male with the Female, neither Female nor Male, for 

man will continue to sleep until he tramples on the garment 

of shame and ceases to eat of The Tree of bitterness.” 

 “Eat, drink and be Merry, for on the morrow you die.” 

 “Give us today our bread for tomorrow.” 

 “I came not to destroy the Law but to put an end to the 

work of The Female.” 

 From all of The Above a True Christian Spiritualist by 

following The Message quickly “sees” the One Rule of All 

opposites that include, not just the quotes above, but all The 

Opposites in The Universe at one and the same moment. The 

Rule is in every page of The “Book” of “Life,” the Full 
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Message of I Paul, the Truth of the Cross and the True 

Gospel of and The New Covenant of “Life” with Life! It is 

every Place you are, every Thing you see, hear, smell, taste 

and touch, it is All Wisdom, Knowledge, Understanding, 

Intelligence and Love and it is The All in All! 

 “Life” IS, I AM! That is The Ultimate of All Recognition, 

“Recognition,” “Recognition”! Therein there are no 

Opposites, just simply One. 

 Christ-Jesus is our Unity and Christ is our Peace! The 

Peace of Mind 

Man seeks.
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22. The Ordinance of Obedience The 

Power of Will! 

A Discernment of the Mystics - Family of “LIFE” 

 This law, which is spiritual, can be and must be 

manifested in the Flesh for it both quickens and sustains. 

 One must Obey the Spirit always and in All ways over 

the secondary obedience to Spiritually called ones, and 

then, Only to those laws of Man and Men that are Good and 

Right and True! 

 Jesus said it best: “What is good enough for me is not 

Good Enough for the Father!”  

 There is a total lack of confidence in this hazy world 

gone crazy simply because there is a total lack of Love and 

Truth in every man and woman on the Face of this Earth and 

none at all in those buried under it! The asleep have no 

chance unless, we, the living Now, give it to them in Our Day 

which is Future! 

 We need to Remember and to Recognize All the 

Revelations given by the Spirit while we are in the Flesh for 

that is The Way to all Recognition. 

 You do not have to be a spiritual Genius to grasp the 

Truth that Obedience is not a Want but very Clearly is a 
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Need! 

 Even self-discipline and “self”-discipline is a bore to 

most, a struggle, a foolishness and very, very clearly not a 

Want! Simply ask yourself, your children, your teacher, your 

policeman, your drill instructor and so forth! Your mother 

and your Father sure as hell knew it when you were growing 

up and throwing up all over the place! Just go into any Jail or 

Prison and see the results of wants, go to a detox and see the 

results of wants! Watch the T.V., listen to the radio, read the 

newspaper, walk down main street and clearly see the 

results of all want! Hell, save all that time, just go look into 

the mirror! “See”? 

 To Obey the Spirit and not the Man is very simple! You 

have the Full directions in your hands, it belongs in your 

mind! 

 Right now you are the ventriloquist and your spirit is 

the dummy and you have to do what I have done through 

Full Obedience, and reverse that situation! 

 Jesus said let those who have ears “hear” for I speak of 

things spiritual and let those who have eyes “see” for I do 

things spiritual and not physical! You all fail to “see” your 

value and “hear” your worth as an Individual, from the 

Message! You fail to actually give Recognition to the Spirit 

for the Truth of your life! Perfectly made but not made 
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Perfect. That Perfection in which you must Return to 

whence you came is your task and it screams out in its Need 

to You and you are too “deaf” to “hear” it! 

 If you do not have self-discipline now you cannot do 

the little things such as manifesting Love and Truth in All 

matters physical and material and therefore you can never 

do the big Things, the Spiritual manifesting of Love and 

Truth for if you do not become Fully human you cannot be 

fully spiritual in the Flesh and therefore never in the Spirit! 

 Now Obedience is not something New, it’s as old as life 

is and it is not something you have to go searching for 

because you do it Automatically every day of your life! 

 You obey “self,” your wants then, you obey your 

physical needs, you obey the law of the land, the Nation, the 

state, the town, the club or association you belong to, your 

boss, and so forth. To Obey the Spirit requires no sacrifice, 

it contains no loss, no negatives, just Profit! 

 Jesus, just like you and me, was both Physical and 

Spiritual. When you do not “Know” what to do in a given 

circumstance, simply ask yourself “what would Jesus say or 

do?” Then do it or say it and mean it and hang on to it, come 

hell or high water and if even then you do not “see” or 

“hear” what it is you are to do or say, wait and ask again! 

You will get the answer. You may not like the answer! But 
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you had better comply and that’s where want goes and self-

discipline comes in and Need is satisfied and you are safe in 

the Good, the Right and the True, in your every word, act and 

deed for Obedience is Full Recognition! As Jesus stated, a 

simple Yea or Nay will suffice! No stupid Rationalizations 

like the scribes and no ignorant Intellectualism like the 

Pharisees, and I Paul certainly knows all about that and has 

told you herein exactly what I have conveyed to you herein 

also! I, meaning three but One, the Mystics of Wisdom, 

Unity and Peace! “See”? Servants are Obedient or they find 

themselves without anyone to serve! 

 Obedience is simple, you do it mechanically every day. 

What you Need do is purify it by abiding the Law of 

Formative Causation among others. 

 Full Obedience to the Power of God and the Wisdom of 

God will make you a True Christian Spiritualist quicker than 

anything else and it will sustain you as one forever! 

In Love-Truth-Soul, 

The Mystics of the Family of “Life,” 

Wisdom-Unity-Peace!
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23. Obedience 

 Obedience suffereth long and is kind. Obedience never 

envies. Obedience forgoes Vanity and Personality and never 

puffs one up. Obedience behaves correctly, never unseemly. 

Obedience seeks not after wants of its own. Obedience is not 

easily provoked, and it never thinks evil. Obedience shuns 

iniquity but rejoices in Truth. Obedience bears all things, 

believes all things, hopes for all things, endures all things. 

Obedience never fails, and even if there be prophecies, they 

shall fail but not Obedience. Whether there be tongues, they 

shall fail but never Obedience. For we know in Part and we 

prophesy in part, but when that which is perfect comes, 

then that which is in part shall be done away. 

 When I was a child, I spoke as a child, and I understood 

as a child, I thought as a child, but when I became a man, I 

put away childish things. For now, we see through a glass 

darkly, but then face to face: Now I “know” in part, but then 

shall I “know” even as I am known! Faith yes, hope yes, but 

the greatest of all is Obedience for that is Love and Truth and 

Soul all of which are “Recognition”!
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24. The Silent Obedience to the Silent - “LIFE” 

Obedience precludes boasting and Judging 

Obedience is doing - Obedience is The Message. 

Obedience is Preparation - Obedience is the Mind of 

Christ. 

Obedience is Unity - Obedience is Gift. 

Obedience knows no fear - Obedience is Sign. 

Obedience is Hope - Obedience is miracle. 

Obedience is Following - Obedience is Law. 

Obedience is Faith - Obedience is Pillar. 

Obedience is Emulation - Obedience is Soul. 

Obedience is Freedom - Obedience is “Life.” 

Obedience is Wisdom - Obedience is Kingdom. 

Obedience is Peace - Obedience is sphere. 

Obedience is a diary - Obedience is All in All. 

Obedience is a Prayer - Obedience is ordinance. 

Obedience is Meditation - Obedience is You. 

Obedience is cogitation - Obedience is Me. 

Obedience is contemplation - Obedience is Neighbor. 

Obedience is sharing-caring - Obedience is Friend. 

Obedience is decision - Obedience is Enemy.
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25. The Law of Reciprocity - Give-Receive 

 Days of Darkness Converted to Days of Light. 

 “Life,” the Giver of All Life and All The Necessities for 

the Well-Being of All Life. 

 Spirits and Humans and All other life Received from 

“Love” all that is Good-Right-True. All the miracles, All the 

Signs, All the Gifts, not Just to “get started” but Forever for 

Eternal Life in the All in All of the Eternity of “Life.” One 

Presence, One Power, One in All Things, One Love, One 

Truth, One Spirit Eternally Eternal. 

 Spirits Give for they have Received “Recognition”! 

 Man needs to give Recognition for he has Received it. 

 The Law is a Perpetual Eternal Eternity, and One man 

must be a Co-Heir in, of and from its Perpetuality. 

 We were Predestined. Therefore, we Received life, and 

upon Receiving life we were Given the spirit, our True-Self, 

that which we must become united with by becoming fully 

human and Fully Spiritual by the Giving and the Receiving 

Process. 

 We Received the Message and now we must give it 

Recognition and in doing so it gives us The Needed Results. 

 It is better to give and receive! Once you Fully step into 
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the Flow of this Law through the Action of Good-Works you 

must give in order to accommodate the Perpetual Receiving. 

 “You have many Good-Works in you, Find them Out.” 

Once you discover them you give them Full Recognition by 

giving them away in order to keep them for as you give 

them, they keep on Flowing in in Great Abundance. 

 God gave us all life and he does want us all to have it in 

Abundance for our well-being and the well-being of the All 

in All and we Recognize and Remember this in our Sharing 

and Caring, giving and receiving, in our every word, act and 

deed towards the Good, the Right and the True as a True 

Christian Spiritualist which is simply Christ in us and not us 

in Christ only. 

 We live, but it is not us who truly live, for it is the Christ 

in us who lives For us, by us and from us through the Mind 

of Christ and our Fulfilling of the Law of Opposites; our 

giving then and our Receiving then from Alpha to Omega, 

the New Worlds in, of and by Wisdom, Unity and Peace! 

How? Love! Love and Consciousness being Obedient to The 

Mind of Christ, which is one but many Christs, no Saints, no 

heroes, no Personalities, Just Servants First then One! 

Self-Discipline, Love, Consciousness,  

Understanding - Truth,  

The Mystics of The “Family of Life.”
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26. The Ordinance of Senses 

 This Law with the Law of Survival is what takes you 

home. The Law of Opposites is the key to these two “home-

going” Laws. 

 The three Keys to All are the Three Commandments, 

being Obedience, Love and Consciousness. There are no 

other Commandments, Just Laws, which are Seven; 

Ordinances, which are Thirty-one; and then Principles of 

the Message. 

 All of these are the Way of Life for a True Christian 

Spiritualist which lead to “the Way” of All Life In “Life”! 

 The Law of the Senses says: True Love Obeys True Self, 

and the Law of Survival says: True Love Obeys Soul. The Law 

of Opposites says: the Love of One. 

 Let us “see” and let us “hear” and therefore “know” 

exactly what the Law of The Senses is saying to one and all. 

 Jesus said: “Come, Follow Me for my words will live 

Forever.” This simply means: Don’t do as I do until you do 

what I say. That’s exactly what the Full Message of I Paul 

says: Follow the directions exactly as given. The directions 

are the Signs. 
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 This then is the discernment of the Law at hand today 

for our one-mindedness in its Fullness from the Message! 

Its Understanding must come before the Full Action can be 

Fully Applied. 

 The Keys to the Kingdom is the Law of Senses. There 

were three Creation “stories,” Spirit-Man-“Life”! A story 

for each “Age.” 

 Since the Truth of The Cross is Restoration and not 

Resurrection, a restoration of Love and Forgiveness, our 

task is to see that this is given Recognition by All of us and 

then to the All in All of this earth. 

 The Receptor Senses are of the Spiritual Realm, they are 

five. 

 The Physical senses are of the brain and they are five. 

 The Keys to the Kingdom are the Spirit Senses: 

Wisdom, Knowledge, Understanding, Intelligence and Love. 

 Wisdom is the Christs and the One Mind of Christ! 

 Love is the One Love and therefore the Only Love! 

 In between these two lie all Knowledge, Understanding 

and Intelligence that exists in the entire Universe and they 

are the System that Always Prevails for they are The Way to 

the All in All as they are Recognized and Utilized as the 
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Message directs, for within them Collectively lies all 

“Recognition”! 

 Your Effort is to reach the Mind of Christ - All Wisdom. 

 You Utilize your knowledge and understanding of the 

Message both physically and spiritually as intended to 

Reach all Intelligence, Soul, the Spirit of Consciousness 

which is in the hand of “Love.” 

 The Keys to the Kingdom are therefore the three 

Commandments, Obedience, Love and Consciousness, 

which are in turn Recognition, “Recognition” and All 

“Recognition.” 

 Without “self” your mind is Pure and you are living the 

Good, the Right and the True life to the best of your 

knowledge and understanding and therefore you are both 

fully human and fully spiritual in the Mind of Christ and 

Present to Fully Activate the Mind of Christ and bring back 

the levels of The Spirit Realm above to utilize in the Flesh to 

share and care and assist in the Universal Plan of the New 

Worlds, the New Heavens and the New Earths that are the 

Promises of the “Happenedness” of The Cross of Truth and 

Love, when fulfilled, bring about Future day of The All in All! 

 Some of you may still wonder how the different Laws 

connect and intertwine with each other - the Law of Senses 
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is the Five Receptor senses which are the Keys to the 

Kingdom. 

 One and All must recognize simple things to “see” and 

“hear” in the Message for they are very clear. For example, 

the Law of Opposites applies to you and the Message for you 

are Physical and the Message is Spirit! 

 People ask, where is the Creative Thought and the 

Creative Imagination (discovery-Recognition) in the 

Uniting of the Opposites and the answer is - all through the 

whole process leading up to the Act itself! Where are they in 

the Message? All through it! All The Way from Book 1 - 

Communication One through Chief Patriarch Missile 

Twenty-Six. 

 You start out with distorted thought and imagination 

and in following The Message exactly as given you arrive at 

Chief Patriarch Missile #24 with the Love and 

Consciousness necessary (Prepared, then) to Transcend, for 

the “self” is now destroyed. Of course, the “self” could have 

been destroyed earlier if one had the Courage to go where 

others Feared, and in that case the Transcendence would 

have Come Sooner as it did in my case. Unless you and the 

Message Unite you are not The Message for it is Above you 

yet, for you are still mind distorted. You were born into 

captivity here on earth with all its man-manufactured Evil 
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and you Need to fight like hell to get Free and you know what 

sets you free. Harmony with, brings an Ease of Mind with, 

where distortion is stilled for the “self” has been destroyed 

by the Truth and the Mind of Christ has been reached and 

Present when you are, to be fully Activated in your first or 

second True Transcendence. The Spiritual Laws and 

Ordinances are just not words on paper for you to discern 

and then ignore. They are quickeners and sustainers. 

 You apply them in your daily life through your every 

word, act and deed and they quicken you to your First 

Transcendence where you can activate the Mind of Christ 

and be Absolutely Sustained in that high level of Love and 

Consciousness while still remaining in the flesh. 

 The Three Commandments (which are One Spiritually) 

must be Fully Utilized at all Times in order to do the tasks 

and complete the Mission of W-303, the New Pentecost, the 

Coming of the Mind of Christ to Rule the Lower Realm. Not 

a day of holocaust and fire and death and misery and the 

tearing of garments, but a Flood of Obedience, Love and 

Consciousness which will capture the world as man knows 

it. It’s a Result given by Effort Given, A Good Harvest as the 

Result of a Right Sowing. A Truth given by Jesus, repeated by 

Paul and given again in The Message of I Paul to our “Age.” 
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 “Walk carefully or Good can elude you. Think Truth and 

keep His Word in All Things, Always. Incidentally, your 

prayer group will evolve into its True Purpose, a Rescue 

Group.” 

 We must demonstrate the willingness of and in Pure 

Truth the Ability to Conquer. This is an integral Part of the 

System that Always Prevails. As you have been informed, the 

laws remain constant. Things of Spirit will evolve in their 

own time for each spirit. It is the nature of the Spirit. In your 

case be “prepared” for “Change”! 

 Perhaps Now you can “see” a little, enough maybe to 

grasp The Importance of your Obedience, Love and 

Consciousness broken down into the Seven Laws and the 

Thirty-One Ordinances which are all Inclusive, not 

exclusive, of everything in the Full Message of I Paul. 

 You carry all The Miracles, the Signs and the Gifts with 

you from Alpha to Omega as Jesus stated and “IF” you do 

you cannot fail but First you Need to Cease Falling, Cease 

being a Personality, Cease being a know-it-all-nothing, 

cease wanting to be served and begin serving and then never 

look back, No, not even for a second, ever! 

 When you come to your Senses, physical, common and 

Receptor, you cannot fail to Reap the Promises made for the 

Results will be given Just as the Law of Reciprocity says and 
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you will “see” them and you will “hear” and there will be 

Action in Good-Works, All Righteous and All Truth.  

Wisdom - Unity - Peace, 

Love and Understanding, 

The Mystics of the Family of “Life.” 
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27. The Ordinance of Will 

 The Ordinance of Will is: All the Ordinances, which are 

the Activated Mind of Christ for that is the Power of the Will 

of “Life” for All Life, Physical and Spiritual. 

 The Fully Activated Mind of Christ is reached by man 

through the Gift of Faith which all Physical Life, i.e., 

Mankind, was gifted a Full Measure of and which when it is 

Fully Manifested by Mankind is the Power of Love. 

 The Full Measure of Faith assists man in becoming 

Fully human and Fully Spiritual in the Flesh through 

Obedience, Love and Consciousness and when the Full 

Measure is reached its Power allows Man to unite his 

opposites, his spirit then, with himself and through this 

process of Unity man then continues in the Flesh utilizing 

the Fully Activated Mind of Christ and its two Spiritual 

Levels of Love and Consciousness in Full Obedience to the 

Mind of Christ and allows each person to successfully fulfill 

his individual task and also the main Mission, the Collective 

one of Full Faith, Hope, Love, Freedom, Wisdom, Unity and 

Peace on Earth bring the First New World into visibility from 

its present Invisible state. The rest is Future! 

Wisdom - Unity - Peace. 
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28. The Law of Darkness 

The Giving of Oneself to Unrighteousness 

 To the Faith-Poor, who having heard the word, i.e., The 

Truth, Death is Death. 

 To the Faith-Full, who having heard the Truth and live 

in and from and by it Death is “Life.” 

 Once the truth is given Recognition that Man is a Spirit 

and not a Soul inhabiting a body, man’s Whole Life actually 

reduces down to three days in that spirit where one waits for 

Judgment as to whether it receives the Light Planes or the 

Plane of Absolute Darkness and soundlessness as the victim 

of its own Punishment. 

 Doing Now is much better than Being Now for the 

Doing Now guarantees the Light Being Then. 

 Being Now is fine if one is Fully Good, Fully Right, Fully 

True in Full Honesty, Full Purity, Full Unselfishness, Full 

Love and is Fully Humble, Fully Human and Fully Spiritual 

and walking after the spirit Fully in every word, act and 

deed. Those three “little” days when viewed spiritually and 

not materialistically are three very “big” days as the Truth 

of the Cross tells us, one and all. 

 It is All the Truth, All the Love, All the Forgiveness, All 
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the Justification, All the Sanctification, All the Atonement, 

All The Wisdom, All the Power, All The Will, All the 

presence, All the Consciousness, All the Discovery, All the 

Faith, All the Imagination, All the Recognition, All “Life” 

then! It is, then, All the things that are and nothing else, and 

therefore it is the Light and the Darkness in their respective 

places within the System that Always Prevails through 

Change, Changing, Changed. 

 All of this lies within the Gifts of the Full Measure of 

Faith and The Mind of Christ both Physically and Spiritually 

and not ever in any foolish Physical-Material 

Rationalizations nor ignorant Intellectualization. So be it 

for it is your three days. Make the most of them Now or 

waste them Now. That’s All the Will you have! 

 

“P.” 
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29. The Ordinance of Light 

 The Ordinance of Light is Righteousness in All things of 

The flesh and the spirit! Everything Spiritual evolved from 

The Light and must return to the Light as Pure as it left the 

Light to journey throughout the Universe and maintain the 

Created Well-Being of All of God’s Land, Above and below, 

and to all the Extensions that are of the Breath of 

Exhalation. Cosmos and terrestrial and extra-terrestrial are 

figments of man’s uncontrolled imagination, a by-product 

of man’s still distorted Mind, that came by disobedience and 

must be reversed by Obedience to the Spirit of Love, Truth, 

Life, Soul. 

 Needs are positives for man for they are the Way to “the 

Way” of the Light which is All “Recognition”! 

 Wants in the below are negatives for man for they are 

the way to the absolute darkness where there is no 

Recognition for there is no Light! 

 To slay “self,” destroy it completely and totally, All one 

Need do is to step out of the “want” level, the “dark level,” 

onto the “Need” level which is the “Light Level” on the 

physical-spiritual plane level in the flesh. 

 The “Need level” is the fully human and fully spiritual 

level prior to the Uniting of The Opposites in the System that 
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Always Prevails, yet not given Recognition because of the 

Still distorted Mind of unrighteousness. 

 The Full Measure of Faith is the Key for All human flesh 

to be fully human and Fully Spiritual and therefore of Pure 

Mind and in Recognition that the Promises of “Life” will be 

kept through Christ-Jesus from the “Happenedness” of The 

Cross. 

 The Faith of belief is not the Full Measure of Faith; but 

Full Love in, Full Trust in, and Full Reliance in the Power of, 

the Wisdom of, and the Presence of, “Life” in our Christ-

Jesus, is the Full Measure of Faith! 

 Jesus, by rising above human vanity and glory, human 

love of the Material things, the mammon of this world, the 

hate, the anger, the bigotry, the unnatural acts of men and 

also of women, the killing and the chaos, the dog eat dog 

unloving attitude of men both religious and political with no 

love nor respect for things spiritual except fear of God which 

brought about hate of God and the forsaking of God for the 

life now at hand, activated within himself the Will of God 

devoted to the Good, the Right and the True and through 

that Obedience to Love and Truth he received “Recognition” 

as he gave Recognition and he received goodness and mercy 

and dwells in the House of God today as our Christ-Jesus, 

Lord not God, our Saviour! 
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  Time and Time again you have been exhorted against 

fear and its children and that if you must Fear something 

fear “self,” your “wants,” for that is the Darkness, not only 

then but NOW for that is the route of All unrighteousness 

and the Ordinance of Darkness. 

 Faith-Poor is what makes Man the victim of his own 

punishment and since God gifted man with the Faith God 

will never again do for man what man now can do for 

himself! 

 Faith-Full is to live in the Need of Righteousness Now 

with all of your physical emotions fully under control and 

really living the Good, the True, the Happy and Joyful life as 

a natural inheritor of the Earth is meant to do, both fully 

human and fully spiritual with your responsibilities 

balanced, free of All dis-ease and protected under the Grace, 

Love, Wisdom and Power of Christ-Jesus received by the 

Action of your Full Effort in Honesty, Purity, Unselfishness 

and Love in your every word, act and deed. 

 Faith is our Hope, our Goal, our Prayer! Wisdom - Unity 

- Peace 

 Ah, by the way, you do not have to exert any effort to be 

perfectly Bad, Wrong, and untrue. That just comes naturally 

to the lovers of materialistic things and the loners of the 
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world whose best friend is “self,” who fellowship with fools 

and who unite with the Spirit of Death. 

 

“P.” 
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30. The Ordinance of Change - 

A Simple Change of MIND! 

 What is God? What is Spirit? What is “Life”? What is 

First Cause? What is Invisible? What is Invincible? What is 

Power? What is Truth? What is Soul? What is Love? What is 

Consciousness? What is Conscience? What is Remembering? 

What is Recognizing? What is Speaking? What is Hearing? 

What is Imagination? What is Faith? What is Unity? What is 

Peace? What is Wisdom? What is Knowledge? What is 

Understanding? What is Intelligence? What is then, 

everything that really is Good, True and Right? Everything 

that is Honest, Pure, unselfish? What is Righteousness? 

 We could go on and on and on, but the answer would 

always be the Same; Mind, Pure Mind. 

 There is One Mind and there are separated minds from 

the One Pure Mind. Some of these separated minds are 

distorted minds and therefore anti-minds to the One Pure 

Mind. 

 There are no distorted spirit minds, only still distorted 

physical minds. We know these as low or physical minds and 

high or spiritual minds. The task of Mankind is to destroy 

his still distorted mind as outlined in the Full Message of I 

Paul and free oneself in order to Unite the low mind with the 
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high mind and being thus Purified eventually Uniting with 

the Soul, or Spirit of Consciousness which is in the hand of 

“Life.” This Requires Change and Exchange and constant 

changing until All in All are Ultimately Changed through the 

Wisdom and the Power of Grace, Truth and Love! 

Wisdom-Unity-Peace - Co-Mystics of the Family of “Life” 

through “P,” Keeper of The Message. 

 

Attachment: The Ordinance of Change - A Simple Change 

of MIND! 

 GOD-MIND-ONE. 

 Spirit-Mind-separated from One. 

 Man-Mind-separated from Spirit and One. 

 “O’ the depths of the riches both of the Wisdom and the 

Knowledge of God! How unsearchable are his Judgments, 

and his ways past finding out! 

 For whom hath known the Mind of God? Or who has 

been his counsellor? 

 Or who hast first given to him, and it shall be 

recompensed unto him again? 
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 For of him, and through him, and to him, are All 

Things: to whom be glory forever. So be it. 

 I Beseech you therefore brethren, by the mercies of 

God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, 

acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service. And 

be not conformed to this world; but be ye transformed by the 

Renewing of your Mind, that ye may prove what is that 

good, and acceptable, and perfect Will of God.”
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31. The Ordinance of Inheritance - Earth-

Christ 

 Man and Woman, the Physical-sexual-bodily flesh 

man and woman inherited the Earths of God’s Land and the 

spirit-man and spirit-woman are co-heirs to the Higher 

Kingdoms of God’s Land with their Christ-Jesus, the 

Highest Spirit-Man of All of God’s Land and our Saviour. 

 “So God created Man in his “own” image, in The image 

of God created he him: male and female created he them.” 

 That was the evening and the morning of the sixth day. 

And on the Seventh day God ended his work by placing man 

and woman in the Garden to dress it and keep it and that is 

the flesh man and the flesh woman’s inheritance. 

 To dress and to keep is to utilize wisely its bounties and 

to maintain its balance, not to rape it nor abuse it, but to 

multiply its All so that All may have life in its Full 

Abundance! That’s very simple to do. Just abide God’s Will, 

The Well-being of man and spirit and therefore the Well-

Being of All Life in its Proper Abundance and Balance and 

Freedom. 

 We humans have done a perfect job of screwing all 

three up Perfectly. We are all too busily engaged and 

concerned with the Cost of Living so that we have no time 
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for the Cost of Death! There are thousands of Examples of 

this but just to cite one take this one: more money is spent 

on diets than is spent to help the starving! Now you figure 

that one out from what God’s Will is! I think the above will 

suffice for the flesh-man’s inheritance. Now let us look at 

the spirit-man’s inheritance. 

 Our world has gone through just about every 

Revolution possible and every Age possible. Think about 

that very carefully. Mankind has gone through what Science 

cites as a Stone Age all the way up to the present Nuclear 

Age, one age after another. Mankind’s religions have done 

exactly the same thing. The one Revolution and the One Age 

that has never truly materialized on this spaceship Earth, 

world-wide then, is a Spiritual Revolution and therefore the 

Introduction of a Full Spiritual Age! Man believes that is an 

Age that can only come, if at all, after physical death and 

something called Resurrection or by the Second Coming of 

Jesus from the Clouds to rule here on this earth for one 

thousand years in all happiness and peace and then the 

Judgment will be held and those found to be God’s true 

children will all ascend to heaven and the rest will be thrown 

into hell to burn eternally while the devil pipes and they 

dance about on the searing, licking flames. That’s the 

Christian Religionist’s doctrine. 
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 Everyone since the Cross, those then alive and those to 

come were All given Life and not Death. Light, then, and not 

Darkness. A New beginning then! No Sin and No Law. All, 

regardless of their race, creed or color were Restored to 

Wholeness but still Soulless. That is the Task of all men and 

of all women regardless of age, the Redeeming of the Exiled 

Soul. No Religion, No Science, no theories, no nations, 

nothing but Obedience to the Will of God for All were Now 

Co-Heirs with Christ-Jesus, Spirit-Man, to the Kingdom of 

“Life.” Man was given, gifted with, All he would ever need, 

in fact more than is really needed to fulfill his task and 

Complete the Collective Mission for which Man and Woman 

were invested with, their inheritances! 

 If mankind will not fulfill the “little” one, he can never 

partake of the Big One until the “little” one is Finished! 

 Will there be a Spiritual Revolution, and will there be A 

New Age? If there is not, if they are not to be, then you and I 

have wasted a lot of our life for nothing! 

 The New Worlds are most certainly going to be a 

Spiritual Revolution and a New Age, both here and there, 

and that is why your Full Measure of Faith is so very 

important to fulfill both of your inheritances!  

Wisdom-Unity-Peace: Co-Mystics of The Family of “Life” 

- “P.” 
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32. The Ordinance of Following - 

Emulation (to be) Equal 

 I Paul was called to be an Apostle; in fact he was the only 

true Apostle of Christ-Jesus and therefore the Apostle of the 

First Light and therefore the Only Apostle of Christ-Jesus to 

be Christed. 

 Jesus called twelve to represent and judge the Twelve 

Tribes of Israel and All were Galileans even though the 

Religionists have attempted to picture Judas as being of a 

different Place, even using the Greek derivative of his true 

name which was Jude. 

 I Paul also called some to be Apostles and so ordained 

them without the Twelve’s approval and I Paul’s call 

included both Men and Women, all this while still in the 

Flesh, called Saul in The Hebrew and Paul in the Greek. I Paul 

has continued to call many as Christ-Jesus’ Servant and 

Advocate of the All in All and therefore All Candidates to be 

Christed Also! 

 I Paul not only Emulated but has always worked 

towards being Equal with Christ-Jesus in the Kingdom. We 

have his epistles and part of Acts to prove his Good-Works 

in the Flesh and we have The Message to prove his Good-

Works in the Spirit. He surpassed Jesus in teaching and 
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preaching for he did reach vaster numbers and converted 

many more to Spiritualism than did Jesus as he had more 

years than Jesus to do so. He also Fulfilled all of his Gifts in 

his physical lifetime even though he did not complete his 

mission either. He did Faithfully emulate Jesus and has 

certainly received his Spirit-Man status because of his Love, 

his Consciousness, his spreading of the Truth but also as did 

Jesus, by his Obedience! 

 I “P,” so far have about equaled Barnabas in that we 

both have lost the Activated Mind of Christ once. I still have 

much Good-Work to perform, both in the Flesh and in the 

Promises made when in the Spirit if I do not fall again while 

yet here. 

 All of you have been called also and given designations. 

Your Efforts will tell whether you too are to be Christed, 

whether you too will be Emulators in order to become 

Equals. Only time will tell, and you know what that means. 

 We must All emulate Jesus by walking after The Spirit 

so that we may walk in The Spirit in order to be Equal at the 

All in All, for that is The Way to “The Way” and to being 

Christed! 

Wisdom-Unity-Peace, 

Love (Through “P”). 
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33. The Ordinance of Predestination 

 This means that we all have been Predestined to 

perform a Task as an Individual and to Collectively complete 

a mission. 

 The short, temporary life here is but a Way Station 

between the Past and the Future. Our Day is Future, but that 

Day is Now! 

 We need to Abide in the Doing of the Now or we cannot 

Reside in the Being of the Future! 

 If anyone has any questions as to the “Now Doing,” 

please refer them to the Message of I Paul! 

Wisdom-Unity-Peace, 

Love and Understanding, 

your servant, “P.” 

 Remember and Recognize that everything of the Good, 

True and the Right is based on “Recognition”! 

 We all received it via Predestination. 

 Since “Life” is no respecter of Persons, we need to labor 

Upward and To-Ward through two levels of Recognition to 

the All in All “Happening”! 
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 Listen: 

 We All came from One - we all Need return to One but 

here we are Created individuals, male-female, the Symbols 

of Flesh Unity. We need to labor Collectively to Return to One 

while maintaining our individuality in regards to our 

separate Tasks, as called, which together - Collected - 

Changes our individual tasks into a Collective Mission. 

 Not as Unitarians but as True Christian Spiritualists, 

not as a Multiverse in a Universe, One then, not many. 

Therefore, our immediate Priority should be the Full 

Recognition to-ward the task at hand, the Doing then, Not 

the Being then; the Now then, and not the Future then, for 

that’s what putting First Things First Truly Means for All in 

All!
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34. The Ordinance of Order - Justice 

(Charitable) 

 This Law means Justice. 

 The question, then, is Justice to what by whom? 

 The answer, from Common Sense, is obvious. 

 We are the Predestined Children of Our Father, “Life” 

then. We have all jointly inherited this Spaceship called 

earth. It is ours to care for, all of it, its life and our Life. It’s 

entire well-being and our “Whole” Well-Being is our task. 

“We” arrived here created as living souls with eternal life, 

no fears, no doubts, no worries, no anxieties - Just an 

abundance of everything and Ruled by the Prince of this 

World, the heavenly Spirit Image of “Life” with Form and 

Structure, he that, which we call Christ, the Jews call 

Messiah and so on and so forth. 

 No unhappiness then, no dis-ease then, just a 

beautiful, peaceful, joyous place under the warmth of the 

sun and in the coolness of the breeze with the light of the 

day to do our chores and enjoy it all and the peace of the 

night to rest our souls! The Justice of it all was simple and 

sweet - tranquil and sublime. So good and so right and so 

true and so Simple we decided to make it simpler through 
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our silly rationale and our very dull and stupid intellect - 

Two things we really had no need of. All we needed to do was 

Obey the Will of God - the simple well-being of everything 

here. But no, we decided we knew more about things here 

than “Life” did, so we began to apply our gift of the Free Will 

and Fully forget the Will of God - the Well-Being of this 

world of ours. 

 That obviously is not Justice but Injustice! Everywhere 

there is no True Order there is no Justice! Where there is no 

freedom there is no Spirit of Consciousness and without it 

we were destined to death - no longer predestined to “Life”! 

 Death reigned until the Cross. Now all was forgiven, the 

slate was clean - we were justified once again and sent The 

Mind of Christ to replace the Free Will and the Law. 

 Still, we do not do it Justice. We love the earth more 

than we love our true home, heaven, so we go on embracing 

the Spirit of Death and forsake embracing Christ, the Spirit 

of “Life.” 

 The first step towards Full Justice for man is Love - the 

love of oneself exactly as he is - the second step is to purify 

his Still distorted mind by loving his brothers and sisters, 

his neighbors and his enemies as himself and as Jesus loved 

us! 
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 Having that strength of Faith in Love brings Full 

Consciousness of the Truth. That brings you the freedom 

necessary to go home when you have done Justice to your 

inherited task here. 

 There, you see, I have given you both the Old Covenant 

and the New Covenant in a Justice’s eye view of it! 

 Since this is the thirtieth Ordinance you have attempted 

to do Justice to, you now should have a better mind-view of 

what the Way to “The Way” is. 

 If not, I refer you back to Book 1 - Communication One 

to begin, not to start over. The last Ordinance is simply 

everything that is, created, chosen, called that is Good and 

Right and True, that need be followed after, step-by-step, 

in the order of Position so designated by “Life,” whether by 

Predestination or by Calling or otherwise, by Grace even! 

Wisdom-Unity-Peace, 

Love, 

your servant “P.” 
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35. The Ordinance of Order 

 The Law of Order - Justice. 

 The Law of Righteousness - Judgment. 

 The Law of Following - Emulation to become Equal. 

 The Law of Predestination - Now - task - Mission. 

 The Message says you can do nothing unless you exert 

the honest, the earnest, the Full effort called for. Yet there is 

still prevalent in many minds a question as to just what the 

effort is. The Effort is the Message - more explicitly the 

Message manifests your effort if you follow the directions 

exactly as given for in and of that process, Justice is done 

and the Results are given, not earned - you get out of the 

driver’s seat - the “self” seat - the “want” seat and get into 

the need seat and by Following after the directions as given, 

you will “see,” witness and experience your effort as it 

unfolds before you and in you! It’s just that damn simple but 

you must do it Justice, not simplify it! 

 Order in All things, little and big, for the spirit is Justice! 

 Order, Justice, Emulation, Judgment, Righteousness, 

Now and so forth - From “Life” to “Life” - not from “Life” 

to “death.” 
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 Aren’t the beginning Communications of “the” a 

simple attempt to get us to love ourselves and to do Justice 

to the Mind of Christ? 

 We were, all of us, Created Worthy - worthy of Life and 

“Life,” both physically and Spiritually then, and of “Life’s” 

Love and Consciousness and therefore worthy of Obedience 

to “Life” then. We turned away from Worthiness to 

Unworthiness via our forsaking of Genuine Love and 

Consciousness and defying “Life’s” Law for us and therein 

began our long and arduous climb back To-ward and Up-

ward. Arduous because we make it and our life so in the 

process, not “Life” and not a Satan. We are Still in Mind 

distorted because of our “hanging onto self,” manifested in 

our “wants” ruling us and forsaking our “needs.” “Self” - 

want - “Self”-Centeredness, selfishness then, dishonesty 

then, impurities then, loveless then, in our words, acts and 

deeds, so that the Way Home, although paved with Good, 

Right and True intentions is seldom travelled. We choose 

not the worthy way but the unworthy way to be the victims 

of our own dull unworthiness. We are in False Love with the 

below and fail to give Recognition to the Genuine Love of the 

Above. 

 

(Excerpt from the Discernment - “Book” of “Life”)
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36. The Ordinance of Position 

 Before the beginning of the Creation, there was “Life,” 

the God of the Universe and more, for “Life” created the 

Universe or rather arranged the firmaments in what we call 

the separations of the heavens and the earths, but which are 

in truth, All “Life’s” Land. “Life” then is the One Infinite 

Spirit with No beginning and No end - Everything else that 

is had its beginning from “Life.” Man can only speculate as 

to what transpired. Man, alone can Prove none of the 

Creation, he can but simply believe it or deny it. This belief 

is the very foundation of All the “Traditions” in this world 

and of this world and are the very base of All of the Religions 

of this world. It is these traditional beliefs that have split the 

Religionists and the Sciences of this world. The Religionists 

hold to the Creation Story of the bible and the entire bible 

itself as being “the” Truth - the Scientists say, “Oh for 

Christ’s Sake, Come on!” It’s a simple matter of belief 

versus proof - neither side has won the war, just some 

battles with the Sciences leading at the present tally. 

 Genesis 1:2 says the earth was without form and void - 

empty then. “And darkness was upon the face of the deep,” 

- that leaves open the question of whether God was light or 

darkness and also as to an explanation of what the “Face” 

of the “deep” is and, in fact, what the “deep” is. 
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 In Genesis 1:3, God Created light - This Light was 

Christ. 

 In Genesis 1:4, God divided the light from the darkness 

- that being “the deep” - then God created heaven for the 

Light or Christ by dividing the waters with a firmament he 

created for such usage. Now Genesis says “the waters” - 

what do we think of? Oceans, seas, etc.? Could it be Rain? Or 

was the water the Atmosphere? Anyway, heaven was created 

before earth and the whole thing only took God two days. 

Then God gathered all the “waters” under the heaven and 

gathered them in one place, and then the “dry” land 

appeared, and God called the dry land Earth - that means all 

the planets, stars, etc., in the Universe - we have been on the 

moon and we know that is dry land - earth, then! 

 Then in Genesis 1:14 God created more lights with the 

Sun representing the Monad (Genesis 1:15-16). Now 

everything was ready for animal and human life. Once upon 

a time, Once upon a time, once upon a time - Well, anyway, 

here we are, male and female and still as confused as were 

the bible creators and their renovators. 

 “Life” did not create anything just so Religion, Politics 

and Science could abuse it. “Life” didn’t create one life just 

for the purpose of abusing another life. All of “Life’s” 

creations are wondrous and awesome, but not a single 
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human being knows “why.” Was God Lonely? Was God 

Playful? Was God Crazy? Was God Cruel? Was God Evil? We 

could go on and on and on, but for what? For what purpose? 

We cannot know! 

 The scriptures tell us about men - the Message tells us 

all About Spirit, at least what it is within our capacity to 

grasp. Man decided God was a man, not God, and that isn’t 

All man-manufactured, but that’s the basis, the very 

foundation of All Religions, Almost! Every Religion has had 

its special Prophet, emissary, Christ, Saviour and so forth! 

One for each race, creed, color and language even though in 

the beginning everyone spoke the same language, and 

everyone had eternal life, and all were one-minded, 

according to the bible. In it, God is seen to Change his Mind 

time after time, even wiping out almost the entire Creation 

of Life here on this earth by those waters he had once 

separated! God was here on earth, walking around and 

talking to people, according to the bible. In the Garden, 

outside of it and even as an oversight in Job, which in The 

Greek comes out overseer or guardian, a very common title 

in those days! 

 The old testament shows us a very confused and very 

hateful God. The New Testament shows us God as a Man. 

The gospels tell us things that just couldn’t possibly be. The 

Religionists tell us Christ is all through the Old Testament, 
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known to everyone who was wise and religious - even in 

spite of what their own bible says, for one example see 

Ephesians Chapter 3. 

 I could go on and on but suffice it to say, that all I know 

and do not know about life and “Life” I have gleaned from 

the Message. Common Sense tells me that I am to Follow 

“Life” through Christ-Jesus and walk after them with 

anyone who wishes to do the same as servants with 

someone leading, both here and there, and those leading 

designated by Divine Consciousness and Love. It’s really 

that simple. 

Wisdom-Unity-Peace, 

“P,” your servant. 
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37. Come, Follow after Me 

 I say to you, whosoever follows after me as I Follow 

after the way, Followeth not me, but the Way of the Spirit. 

 For your sake and for the sake of the truth and the Love 

of the Father, Come Follow me as I Follow after Christ-

Jesus. 

 Is it easier for sister “JN” to say come follow me as I 

follow after “AD” as he follows after “N” and as “N” follows 

after “G” and as he follows after “T” and “DL” and as they 

follow after “P” as he follows after I Paul and as he Follows 

After Christ-Jesus who Follows after “Life” or simply to say 

Come Follow me as I Follow after with Spiritual 

Understanding? 

Guilt - Trespasses - Mistakes - betrayal (love and thought) 

 Guilt - is both a negative and a sign - A negative 

emotion of unworthiness or wrong - it is a sign that we are 

off the Way. Guilt, like all negatives, is simply a lack of Love 

and Consciousness - the Ordinance of Formative Causation 

has been given! (The unconscionable act is what causeth 

guilt). 

 Where is your life friends, behind you or before you? It 

is sown a natural body - it is raised a spiritual body! We need 
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to go through life in the natural body here, always bearing 

about in that body the dying of the Christ-Jesus that the life 

also of Jesus might be made manifest in our flesh as the Life 

of Christ is now made Manifest in our spirit! Therefore, let 

no one seek his own Alone, but everyone another’s well-

being, for that is the way to Love, Unity and Peace in Truth. 

 Does God Punish? “Life” is not the God of the dead, but 

the “Life” of the living, you, therefore greatly err in your 

belief that God Punishes. Come pick up our Cross and Follow 

after and be not the victim of your own punishment, for that 

is the Light and the Way to All in All. 

Book 1 - Communication #11 – Page 2, 1st Paragraph. 

 Thought it not robbery to be equal with God. 

 Adam was created a living soul - no separation - eternal 

life. 

 Disobeyed - Soul lost - separation now - death now. 

 The wages of sin are what? The wages of disobedience 

are what? Death!  The Second Adam or the Last Adam was 

Jesus, who was made a quickening spirit by an act of 

disobedience - Jesus went to the Cross in Obedience - Christ 

in disobedience - God Forgave and rose them up as One 

Christ - Lord then, not God - Jesus as the last Adam died for 

all from The First Adam up to the Cross - Christ died for all 
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from Jesus Forward - us then! God Forgave All and a new age 

was instituted - God Restored everything back to the Old 

Way with the one exception - the Soul is still in heaven and 

we are still here working to Redeem it! 

 Disobedience coupled with Obedience - spirit and Flesh 

then, gave us the New Worlds via “Life’s” Forgiveness and 

love and the Restoring of Truth - we must still obey or still 

die! Until All in All. 

 Since it was Christ’s Mind that disobeyed - “Life” sent 

the Mind of Christ to man for his goal, his mark of Obedience 

then, the Well-Being of All in All and therefore Fulfilling 

Our One Purpose - the Receiving of our Souls.
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38. Man’s Journey to Reconciliation 

Separated by Adam. 

 Reconciled by Jesus - but Separated From our Soul so 

we must now emulate Jesus by Prepare - Follow - Come! 

BEFORE THE CROSS AFTER THE CROSS 

“LIFE” “LIFE” 

Christ Christ-Jesus 

Monad 
Mind of Christ 

(The Message) 

Spirit Spirit Guides 

Adam Flesh Leaders 

Man - in Sin and in the Law 
Called & Designated 

(on The Way) 

Jesus 
Others preparing  

or (in not-the-way) 
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 The Universal Plan must be the Christ fulfilling himself 

and his destiny through our life experiences beginning with 

Adam, who fell and then restoring the Order through Jesus! 

 The Chemistry of the Universe is strange to us, and the 

Ways of “Life” are mysterious to us - Yet we know more 

about it than any other group on The Face of this earth - 

Now! 

 Mark 10:27 

 “Life” disciplined man and “Life” disciplined spirit - 

no partiality there! 

 “Life” also forgave both - both at the same moment - 

that’s why we teach and Preach Christ-Jesus and them 

Crucified except “them” is not valid really for now they are 

Raised as One Spirit - Lord then, but not God then! 

 Now we need to emulate Jesus as did I Paul and no one 

is ever held-back in their effort to emulate Jesus. No one 

stops or is stopped when they get ahead of others - they 

must Share and Care with others who are also exerting their 

best effort but to those who are not, they must go on, Alone, 

physically if need be. (Go on meaning mind-wise). 

 Justice = the equity in Good - Right - True - Fairness - 

Spiritual Law - Fullness in The Flesh - “walking after” - 

“good works” - Forgiveness - Love - Truth. 
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 Justification - vindication - redemption - salvation 

(Reconciliation). “My house shall be called of all nations a 

House of Recognition, but ye have made it a den of mindless 

fools.” - We must be established in the Recognition of 

“Life”! (See Ephesians 3, Romans 16:25-26, Luke 21:32-33). 

 With “Life” we really never know when the end begins, 

and the beginning starts. 

 I Paul said it really is futile to attempt to write about 

death until you have died yourself. 

 “Life’s” Ways are not man’s ways and his ways are past 

finding out.” But we have the Mind of Christ and therefore 

“the Way”! 

 “For Now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face 

to face: Now I know in part; but then shall I know even as 

also I am known.” 

 For now, we count the stars from below the numbers 

unknown, but then, amongst them we shall know them even 

as we are known if we are to be one. 

 In a human court of Law, the Message of I Paul and the 

Scripture would be inadmissible as evidence, outside of 

Personal belief, as hearsay. One simply must exert the effort 

in order to become his own witness and therefore follow the 

Way! 
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 You cannot trade what you do not own to customers 

who have no means to pay, unless you “know” the Way! 

 I have learned well that I must travel long and difficult 

distances to earn just a little truth, enough to sustain me 

even for the next Journey. 

 Even with eyes and ears, it takes a long time to learn 

that All that is worthwhile “knowing” is in the Message, for 

it contains everything that is and teaches us to “see” and 

“hear” their difference from the things that are not. 

 For a certainty, I Paul is no gentle or careful massager 

of egos. Often that olive branch he carries in his hand stings 

like a whip and I personally know it. As the Message flowed 

in I really didn’t know what to do, but eventually I learned 

through the Doing! 

 I Paul says we must be established in the sight of 

“Life,” in “Life’s” Recognition then. We must be 

established in the Law of “Life” also, Obedience, then, and 

we must be established in the Mind of Christ also in order to 

be Advocates of the All in All!
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39. “A Word for Justice” 

 Justice does not need to make an excuse for mankind 

when he burns his fellow traveler in the electric chair, or gas 

chamber, or up against the wall of the firing squad, or in 

simple present company. 

 Justice is Life - Never Death! 

 Every time we lose our tempers or partake of a foolish 

or stupid argument, we disgrace Justice, ourselves, love and 

truth and something dies in the process. 

 The Clear deliverer of Justice in man is his or her 

Conscience, of course we must have done justice to our 

conscience and continue to do so! Your own Conscience can 

Save you from hurt, want, depression and what have you! 

 What is Love? What is its foundation? What is Agapé? 

How do we best manifest it? Is it a learning process? Is Love 

sex - is sex Love? How does one display Love? How does one 

recognize Love? Who loves? Why do we Love? I P 

recommends everybody reads I Corinthians 13. Love is an 

unselfish concern that freely accepts another in loyalty, 

respect and devotion and seeks his, its or her Good, Right 

and Trueness. Love is gentle affection based on admiration 

of another’s certain qualities. Love is the Fatherly Concern 

of LIFE for All Life. 
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 Love is mankind’s Wisdom, Knowledge, Intelligence, 

Understanding and adoration of his Creator. 

 Love is a brotherly concern for others, a true and deep 

concern that never weakens or wanes. 

 Love is the Separation of the sexes, yet it is also their 

uniting. Love is Truth as Truth is Love. Love is Soul and 

therefore the manifestations of One, the All in All as well as 

the all in All! 

 Love is a SPIRIT, and all spirits are love. 

 Love is the total Sharing and Caring of one’s whole self 

with all others with no thought of reward or compensation, 

Love or monetary. 

 Love is Patience. Love is kind. Love is Good. Love is true. 

Love is Right and Righteousness. Love is never selfish, never 

insulting, never lascivious. Love never wars, never kills, 

never deserts nor forsakes. 

 Love is courage, conviction, the ability to change for the 

better. The truth of Love is “The Way” - the Love of Truth is 

“the Way.” 

 Love is the “well-being of Life.” LIFE is Love and the 

Mind of LIFE is LIGHT and that is the LOVE of and for The 

Well Being of All of Mankind, here, there, everywhere. 
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 Love is friendship, fellowship, familyship and more. It 

is the foundation of All Unity. It is also the procreator of All 

Peace. Love is the defeater of all divisions. Love is the 

defeater of all opposites. Love is the Positive negater of all 

opposing negatives. Love is Nature, the sun and the moon, 

the trees and the grass, the mountains and the lakes, the 

rivers and the streams, the birds and the beasts, the flat 

land, the bottom land, the forest lands and all that exist in 

between. 

 You and I, human beings, are love even if we do not love 

for we are always loved, knowingly or unknowingly. 

 What then is Truly Love? Everything and Nothing! It’s 

a simple matter of discernment and decision, of self-

determination or not. Its Foundation is God, the Supreme 

Spirit, or LIFE. Its energy is Christ or LIGHT, its abundance 

is all the you and I’s the Universe over. 

 Love is Solitude as well as multitudes. 

 Love is silence as well as chaos. 

 Love is yesterday, today and tomorrow. 

 Love is “I AM THAT I AM.” 

 Love is, and most importantly so, the right and the 

freedom of each individual to think for themselves, make 
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decisions, to go and come anywhere on LIFE’S Gift to us, 

this spaceship we know as W-303 or as is more commonly 

known as earth or world. A place that has made bigots out of 

most of us because we walk around as if we are the only true 

Life in our Galaxy or in that which we call the Universe. We 

have become so “self”-centered and so “self”-important 

that we can hardly visualize that we are not alone in the vast 

unknown - we just like to think that way - it gives us less 

day-to-day problems that God knows we create in 

abundance, all foolish, all ignorant, all upsetting and 

therefore non-conducive to our well-being. We are a 

conglomeration of “tums,” “rolaids” and “aspirin” freaks 

and we are so damn ignorant that we cannot even see that 

we, collectively, are the cause of it. Why? Simple - there is 

an absence of LOVE in our societies, in our groups, in our 

associations, in our Social Clubs and especially in Our 

Families. 

 Let me draw your attention to a Chapter in I Corinthians 

given very little attention by most so-called Christians as it 

applies to the very precious word known by us as Love. Let 

me quote and attempt to interpret, at the same moment or 

at least as we flow along. I Corinthians 12:12 - “Now 

concerning spiritual gifts, (love), brethren, I would not have 

you ignorant. Ye know that ye were Gentiles carried away 

into these dumb things, idols then, even as you were led.” 
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 Now if Paul was addressing a Family of converts who 

went sour then the language would be understandable. But 

that’s not the case, therefore the translation as it appears in 

the King James Version must be incorrect. Paul’s very 

statement of “I would not have you ignorant” is a great 

expression of Love and an absolute recognition that he is 

dealing with Pagans who have had as yet the opportunity to 

hear the true Gospel or the Message of I Paul. Then the 

Scripture goes on by quoting Paul thusly: “wherefore I give 

you to understand, that no man speaketh by the Word 

(Love) of God calleth Jesus of Nazareth accursed: and that 

no man can state that Jesus is the Christ, but by the ‘Will of 

LIFE’.” Now there are diversities of Gifts, such as time, but 

ALWAYS the Same SPIRIT! 

 And there are differences of administrations, but 

always the Same SPIRIT. 

 And there are always diversities of operations, but it is 

the Same SPIRIT that worketh All in All. 

 But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man 

to profit withal. 

 For to one is given by the Spirit the word of Wisdom: to 

another the word of knowledge by the Same Spirit. To 

another faith by the Same Spirit; to another the “gifts” of 

healing by the same Spirit. To another the working of 
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miracles; to another the working of prophecy; to another 

the true discerning of spirits; to another the interpretation 

of All. To this interpreter falls the responsibility of 

precluding All Schisms in the Family of LIFE and LIGHT. 

 Now I P, realizes and believes that the Family is not one 

member but many. Where we have a collective of many, 

some of that many, by necessity, lead. They must! 

 I P used to lead - I was retired from it, I had served my 

purpose and now my final task has been given to me, quite 

clearly and I shall do all in my Power to and because I’d Love 

to complete them. 

 Let me say this for the record, with absolutely no axe to 

grind, in fact much to lose from a very individual 

standpoint. My brother, and Partner “T” has been 

designated by Spirit to take over all my old tasks. I see him 

now, I respect him now, I love him now as the Director of 

The Family of LIFE and LIGHT and I will “Follow Him” as 

such. 

 That’s an individual expression of Love, it comes from 

a long-term respect, a friendship, a fellowship, a Unity of 

Sharing and Caring - of Giving and looking for nothing in 

return. Friendships like that are truly made in the Kingdom 

but made workable here in the lower realm of love. I Pledge 

to brother and Partner “T” my blood, my marrow, my 
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senses, my All in All, with no questions asked - that’s Love 

in one sense of it but there is a lot more to it than just loyalty, 

respect and so forth. I would recommend that everyone, 

regardless of their own personal persuasion read and really 

attempt to Understand First Corinthians, Chapter Thirteen. 

It’s only thirteen verses short and is probably the most 

powerful and meaningful of all the chapters in either the Old 

or the New Covenants! 

 Now, please, let I P finish up with all he doesn’t really 

know about Love. Love is the salvation of mankind. Truth is 

the Freedom of mankind. Love is Truth, and both together 

are SOUL, the Soul is that which gathers together Love, 

Truth and LIGHT and makes it all possible for us to be one 

again. 

 Now, if in the meantime we decide to go our own way, 

contrary to the Love of LIFE and the Way, isn’t it reasonable 

that we ought to pay the penalty? Are we not truly the 

victims of our own punishment? You see, truth doesn’t 

really need any explanation, just understanding - for it both 

creates and destroys. And it knows exactly which turn you 

are taking, every time you take it - you cannot do anything 

to the truth, for the truth, of the truth or by the truth - 

you’re not that big! But it can place you any place it chooses, 

when it chooses, what it chooses, how it chooses and why it 

chooses, and you do not and never will have a choice in the 
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entire matter. Now that’s Love, whether you can grasp that 

or not! 

 You must come to the Understanding that you cannot 

abuse the Truth - but you can fairly well muss up Love, 

abuse it, misuse it, and try to entirely ignore it if you so elect. 

There’s only one problem here. Love cannot be erased, 

cannot be eradicated, cannot be shunned, cannot be chased 

away, cannot be ignored, cannot be forgotten, cannot be 

forsaken, cannot be forgiven, cannot be manufactured, 

cannot be feigned, cannot be found and cannot be lost. Love 

cannot die, it cannot be interred, it cannot be resurrected, it 

cannot be born, it cannot die, it cannot be incarnated. Love 

has never had a beginning - it will never have any end - it is 

the Alpha and the Omega but more. Love is everything 

visible and everything invisible and that’s only its start. 

What is Love? What is its foundation, we asked at the 

beginning of this epistle? Is it a learning process? Have we 

adequately answered these questions? I’ll leave that to you. 

 For me, Love is you and you and hopefully me. People 

of all walks of Life, of all colors, of all persuasions or none. 

Love is all Life wherever and however we find it. Love is the 

attempt to leave all things of LIFE and LIGHT in better shape 

than we found it. 
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 Now where does sex fit into the meaning of Love? I 

believe, first of all, that it depends on what your conception 

of Love and Sex are. Sex is an Act - Love is an Energy. One is 

truly physical while the other is All Inclusive. One supplies 

only a temporary satisfaction while the other is Eternal. One 

supports the very intention of the other, the procreation of 

the race, yet the other gives it its prolonged for and desired 

everlasting quality! We can have sex without true Love, but 

we can never have “Sex” without Pure Love. 

 Sex and Love probably constitute the largest 

percentage of mankind’s misunderstanding, 

misconception and curiosity of his being. As a Spiritualist I 

know that Love is LIGHT, and that it Comes from LIFE and 

that tells me that it is also Truth and that special 

combination spells SOUL to me! 

 Love, of all the words in all the languages, is without a 

doubt the most misunderstood, the most difficult to discern 

and the most difficult to attempt to teach of any word in the 

entire human languages. 

 Simply call it charity or Agapé and you have really lost 

most thinkers. They must come to the understanding that 

Love is a word of the Planes, of the Realms, of the streets 

and of the Cosmos. Love is a solid entity but divided by the 

Power that it is, differentiated by the very energy it is. There 
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is Pure Love that belongs to Love itself and exists only in the 

Highest Realms of LIGHT. Now Love is not simply Love and 

nothing else. It can be defined, felt, followed, used even, at 

different levels, as long as all these levels fall into the Good, 

Right or True. There is True Love, it belongs strictly to the 

physical, humanistic, and material Realm. There is Pure 

Love that belongs only to the Spiritual Realm of LIGHT. 

Then there is tough Love, the level of Love that most true 

LIGHT Spiritualists deal with, are familiar with on a day to 

day, person to person basis. Don’t knock “tough love,” it’s 

really what keeps this spaceship operating and it’s what 

keeps people like you, and I grouped together as we are, in 

the quest of Truth! 

 Tough Love is a tremendous gift of LIFE, it allows us, if 

we utilize Common Sense, to fence with an “agtanos” or in 

English an antagonist without losing our Spiritual 

Composure or our sense of well-being, be it selfish or not. 

 To say to another “I Love you” is not very difficult but 

at times it can be very costly or very ignorant. To believe “I 

Love you” is much more difficult and to Know “I love you” 

is devastatingly difficult to truly Understand. 

 You see, Love that has once been given in all truth, in 

sincerity then, and received in such a manner, can never be 

lost nor destroyed. No matter if it be given to the Flesh or the 
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Spirit of another being like yourself, or if it be given to one 

of the least in your Realm. If it is a Love, unselfish and Pure, 

it never expires, any more than Life is extinguished, for it is 

One of the chief Glories and attributes of LIFE, which 

encompasses all things. 

 It may, at times, have seemed to have passed from you, 

leaving a sense of loneliness, of darkness, but in truth it has 

just gone on into the great Spiritual Principle, there to be 

reabsorbed and Regenerated and thus undifferentiated until 

we summon up the Courage and hold the need to call it forth 

again into our own life. In that great Realm lies all the Love 

there has ever been. Never let a lack of Love assail you. Never 

let a sense of lack assail you but look out and up and draw 

into your life All that the Father has for you in Love, Joy, 

beauty, sharing, caring and abundance of everything Good, 

Right and True. And know that it is The Will of your creator 

for your well-being and that you experience these things 

from the Minds. The great gifts the Spirit has bestowed upon 

you from its vast and un-diminishable storehouses. 

 My dear brethren, even I sometimes sense your fear in 

your heart as you think and look ahead. You wonder what 

the un-tread or unknown path will show and hold for you. 

This need not be, Remember your day is future. 
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 Furthermore, remember that the hand is guiding you - 

what hand? The one extended to you from the day you left 

the womb. It is the Hand of Divine Consciousness and 

ministered to by Divine Love. 

 Now those whom I direct as my channels to guide you 

as they have previously been guided, shall guide by Love and 

lead by truth. I expect your total trust in such as these - your 

total loyalty - your total Respect. If this is an impossibility 

for you or from you then we have no place for you in The 

Spiritual Realm. 

 To such as we can come no demands - to such as you 

should come no defiance - simply accept and learn or reject 

and defect. We have a mandate to reap the Scattered 

Strangers. It still may not be late for you. 

 Isn’t it pretty obvious that we were all created to Love? 

To Love one another, to help one another, to support one 

another, to share our All with one another. 

 Why does man fall into the foolishness of the “me” 

syndrome, of “I,” “me,” “mine,” “my” mentality? Don’t 

you really know? To hate is one of the easiest manifestations 

of the human mind to attain. To Love needs no effort to its 

attainment. You and I were created to be that way. It is “the 

Way.” 
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 If I “speak in tongue” - yes, tongues of men and angels 

- and have no Love, I am nothing more than a ringing gong 

or a clanging cymbal. If I have the gift of “prophecy” and 

know all the mysteries and secret Wisdom - and if I have 

such Faith that I can remove mountains, but have no love, I 

am nothing. 

 Love is long suffering, and kind - Love does not envy - 

is never rude - nor “self”-seeking - nor irritable - nor 

resentful - love is never pleased when others do wrong - but 

rejoices in the Truth - Love is always forgiving - always 

believes the best of others - always hopes - always endures 

- Love never fails - as for “prophesying” it will disappear - 

“Tongues” will cease, “Knowledge” will pass away. 

 For we know only in part - and we prophecy a little at a 

time - but when what is perfect arrives, what is partial shall 

pass away. When I was a child, I spoke and felt and thought 

like a child. Now that I am an adult, I have put away childish 

things. 

 At Present we see only a dim reflection in the mirror - 

but then it will be face to face - now I know only in Part - but 

then shall I understand perfectly just as I have been 

understood perfectly all along (by one who knows all the 

Secrets of a person’s mind and heart). 
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 Faith - Hope - Charity remain, and no matter how you 

combine them, the greatest of these is Charity and all that 

that word implies. 

 Come Follow Me! After all, do you believe that LIFE 

created a Mistake? 

 I don’t think so. 

Love, Peace, Understanding, Family, 

P.
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40. The Four Earths 

 

The Four Earths, the Four 303 Spaceships. 

 

 W-303 - the “W” representing Wisdom and Will. 

 

 E-303 - the “E” representing Eternal and Effort. 

 

 N-303 - the “N” representing Natural and Now. 

 

 S-303 - the “S” representing Salvation and South. 


